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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to present a description of 
the phonology and grammar of the Mbembe language of the Cross 
River area of Nigeria.
Chapter 1 gives a brief general introduction to the Mbembe 
language and people and outlines the theoretical basis of the 
description. It includes a summary of the units of the 
phonological and grammatical hierarchies. The final section 
highlights some of the distinctive characteristics of the language 
with some comments on their interpretation.
Chapter 2 describes the phonological hierarchy, focussing 
primarily on the syllable-piece, and discussing congruence between 
phonological and grammatical units.
Chapter 3 describes the lexical and grammatical functions of 
tone in the language. There are two discrete tone levels with 
downstep.
Chapter 4 is a brief description of patterning above the 
sentence, intended to provide a setting to illustrate the function 
of the sentence. Chapters 5-9 describe the sentence, clause, 
verbal- group, nominal phrase and word units of the grammatical 
hierarchy respectively, presenting classes at each rank in terms 
of a system network relating the features relevant to that class 
and statements showing the realization of these features in 
structure. At clause rank the interrelation of the mood, 
transitivity and theme components is discussed* in more detail. 
Chapter 9 concludes with a chart summarizing the constituents 
of the structure of each class and also the functions of each class. 
The chart also gives cross references to the inventory of closed 
morpheme classes,
Mbembe may be loosely classified as semi-Bantu. Chapter 10 
describes the concord-class system of the language.
The thesis concludes with some sample texts.
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s y m b o l i z a t i o n
Except when indicated all examples are written phonemically. 
The phonetic manifestation of phoneme units is described in 2.6. 
Symbols are used as in IPA with the following exceptionss
p voiceless  ^ bilabial fricative^ - IPA ^^ 
b voiced j  ^(3
y palatal semi-vowel j
c voiceless j aiveo„pa]_atal affricate = IPA
j voiced j
ft palatal nasal - IPA ji
*t; £ l^ p s f consonants with fortis articulation
in phonemic contrast with corresponding lenis 
consonants
o back open rounded vowel = IPA X>
a is used to mark open transition
Tone symbols are discussed on page 65.
Boundary symbols<;
. marks the boundary between syllable-piece units within the 
word-piece (used in chapter 2 and 3 only)
- marks morpheme boundaries within the word. Morpheme
boundaries are marked only where relevant.
/// marks the end of a sentence unit
/ marks a phonological pause, also the end of an intonation 
contour
Underlining
Solid underlining ____  is used in examples to indicate the
item under focus when it is given in its larger context.
Underlining is not used when no context is given. Broken lines
________  indicate the extent of a down ranked unit, including the
relative clause*.and double broken lines to show the extent
of units functioning in linear recursive relation.
Abbreviations are listed on page 314.
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Mbembe Language and People
The Mbemhe language is spoken by approximately 40,000 
people in the Obubra division, Abakaliki province, of the former 
Eastern Region of Nigeria (see map p.10). This area is now 
included in the South East State of Nigeria.
1Neighbouring languages are loKo (Yakd) , leGbo (Agbo) and 
Asiga to the west, kuKele (Ukelle), Ekajuk (Akajuk), Nnam,
Nselle, Nta (Atam), lyala and Ofutop to the north and east.
The Mbembe language of Obubra division is not mentioned
by Greenberg in his classification of African languages but
should almost certainly be included under the Cross River 3
section of the Benue-Congo sub-family of the Niger-Congo language
2
family (Niger-Congo 5*0.3) cf, Greenberg 1963 p.9*
Following a survey of Eastern Nigerian languages in 1957-8 
F.D.D. Winston classifies Mbembe (eMbsmbti) in the 'Middle Cross 
River1 group, thus grouping it with Asiga, leGbo, loKd, 
Ikom-Olulumo and loKoli, in contrast to the fLower Cross River* 
group which comprises hoHumono (Bahumunu, Ekumuru), Abayor(o (Erei, 
Abayong), oRum (Adim), oBini (Abini), agwaGwune (Akunakuna), 
Ubaghara, Amon, uKpet (Akpet), also kOriq (Orri) and kuKele. 
cf. Winston 1963, also 1965 pp.124-5* The latter reference is 
a comment on Koelle*s Polyglotta Africana, first published in 
1854, in which a dialect of Mbembe is represented under the 
name Okasm, Other references to the classification of Mbembe 
include Johnston 1919 P*714» 1922 pp.166-173* Talbot 1926 pp.86- 
96, Westermann and Bryan 1952 p.116.
1. Names given in brackets are alternative names which have been 
used for the language, often the name for the people speaking
the language.
2. For details of all bibliographical references cf.pp. 312,3*
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The name MBEMBE is not commonly used by the people in 
reference to themselves. They refer to themselves in terms of 
the clan names of the four major clans which constitute the 
tribe. Figures recorded in the 1953 census for these clans ares
Distinct dialect differences exist between and within these 
clans. The present description is based on the ADM dialect.
The population of the Mbembe clans is centred in fairly 
sizable and compact villages, many of them built along the banks 
of the Cross River. The primary occupation is yam farming, yams 
being the staple food and also the chief cash crop. Cassava is 
also important and the making of garri is a local home industry.
Until comparatively recently the Cross River has been the 
main trading route. Cultural, educational and religious 
influences have therefore come mainly from the Efik people in 
the Calabar area and Efik is the trade language of the area,
A high proportion of teachers in the primary schools and of 
government officials are Efik. Efik is the initial medium of 
instruction in the Presbyterian primary schools. A number of 
Efik loan words have been absorbed into the language. However 
later education and most official business is conducted in English 
and there are also some English loan words, some of which may 
have been borrowed via Efik.
Within the last two decades a tarred road and ferry have 
been built, linking the majority of the Mbembe villages, on the 
south bank of the Cross River, with the rest of the country.
Cocoa and rubber plantations and a timber mill have already been 
established, bringing many non-Mbembe workers into the area.
Adun [adon]
Osopong [osopoij]
Okom [6k bm]
Ofombonga [ btebmb 61 r, & ]
12,142
10,795
9,966
3,243
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Anthropological research has been conducted among the 
Mbembe, mainly by Dr. Rosemary Harris of University College 
London, cf. Harris 19&5 The Politioal Organization of the 
Mbembe, Nigeria. Except for classificatory surveys, referred
to in the early paragraphs of this section, there has not, to 
my knowledge, been any previous description of the language.
1.2 The Present Study
This description is based on a corpus of seventy-nine texts 
recorded and transcribed between April 1965 and March 1968 while
I was living in the area, in the village of Ovonum, with my 
colleague, Miss Patricia Revill, and working under the auspices 
of the Institute of Linguistics, the West Africa branch of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics, in cooperation with the 
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. Speakers from Ovonum, Ofat, 
Ofukwa, Onyadama, Abhibhem and Ofodua villages contributed 
texts to the corpus, which is of approximately five hours 
duration. All the above villages are in the Adun clan and 
there are only minor dialectal differences between them. Such 
differences are noted where relevant in the description. The 
texts include folk stories, descriptions of local customs and 
beliefs, historical accounts and some conversational material. 
Examples numbered consecutively throughout this thesis are 
drawn from this text material. Specimen texts are given in 
chapter 11.
A morpheme concordance of these texts made by computer 
ait the University of Oklahoma Research Institute was of great 
assistance in the analysis. This project was made possible 
through a grant (no. GS-270) from the National Science Foundation.
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1*3 The Theoretical Framework
The theory underlying this description is a modified version 
of the Systemic (System-structure) model formulated by Professor 
M.A.K. Halliday. cf. Bibliography* Halliday 1961, 1966a, 1966b, 
1967-8, 1969, also Huddleston 1965f 1966 and Henrici 1966,
1-51 HBVELS OF LANGUAGE Hollowing J.R. Firth, Halliday accounts 
for linguistic events at the levels of*
Form is related to substance and situation by the interlevels of 
phonology and context respectively, of, Halliday 1961 p. 244-
The present description is restricted to the grammatical 
and phonological levels. These two levels are comparable to 
Pike's grammatical and phonological hierarchies in Tagmemic theory,
1*52 RANK Phonology is concerned with linguistically significant 
patterning within the phonic substance, with the paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic relations of phonological units. Grammar is 
similarly concerned with the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
relations of grammatical units. Separate hierarchies are 
postulated for the two levels. For Mbembe these ares
Phonological* DISCOURSE Grammatical* DISCOURSE
The two hierarchies are independent of each other, the units 
of each being separately defined, but at certain ranks there is 
congruence between phonological and grammatical units in that units 
from both hierarchies are exponenced by the same phonic substance.
form (including grammar and lexis) 
substance (either phonic or graphic) 
situation
UTTERANCE
P-SENTENCE
P-PHRASE
UTTERANCE
SENTENCE
CLAUSE
WORD-PIECE
SYLLABLE-PIECE
PHONEME
PHRASE GROUP 
WORD 
 MORPHEME---
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For example, the phonological radical syllable-piece (2.22) is 
congruent with the grammatical noun- and verb-root morpheme.
Units at each rank are in a constituency (Consists of’) 
relation to units at other ranks within the level. Thus the 
P-phrase consists of word-piece units, the word-piece consists 
of syllable-piece units, and the syllable-piece consists of 
phonemes. In the standard form of the theory the hierarchy is 
a taxonomy, each unit consisting of units of the rank immediately 
below, with no upward rank shifting. The phonological hierarchy 
of Mbembe is a true hierarchy in this sense, also in that there 
is no recursion involved. However in the grammatical hierarchy 
it has proved convenient to diverge from strict taxonomic 
relationships in two wayss
i) In considering the constituent units of the clause, there 
is a dichotomy between the Nominal Phrase and the Verbal Group, 
which differ from each other both in function and structure, 
the difference of structure being so basic that there is no 
overlap in the membership of their constituent units, and 
indeed the constituent units of the Nominal Phrase and the 
Verbal Group are not directly comparable with each other.
In reference to English Halliday commentss 1 ...this unit 
(phrase/group) carries a fundamental "class1 division, so 
fundamental that it. is useful to have two names for this unit 
in order to be able to talk about its" (Halliday 1961 p.253).
Pay (1966 p.15) commentss "In Tho, as in English, there 
appears to be a class cleavage below the rank of the clause... 
Another feature which is similar to English is that when we' 
consider the structure of the verbal group and the nominal 
phrase there is a great deal of 1 in-breeding1. The verbal 
group consists of such word classes as auxiliaries and verbs, 
which cannot operate in nominal phrase structure.,
In Mbembe, the Nominal Phrase divides neatly into word 
units, which further divide into morpheme units, but in the 
Verbal Group it is difficult to distinguish clearly between
16
word and morpheme ranks because there is a cline in degrees 
of boundness of the auxiliary items (7.03)* For this reason 
no formal word rank is set up in the description of the 
Verbal Group,
A further reason for divergence in the hierarchy at this 
point is that it is necessary to postulate complex units (8.8) 
to describe the recursive structures of the Nominal Phrase, but 
no such complex units are relevant in the description of the 
Verbal Group.
There is also a difference in the phonological nature 
of the Nominal Phrase and the Verbal Group, especially with 
regard to tone. Within the Nominal Phrase tone contrasts 
have primarily a lexical function while in the Verbal Group 
their function is primarily grammatical (3.1).
ii) Some limited upward rank shifting is introduced where this 
avoids redundancy in the description. For example, the 
constituents of the clause include adverb word units (6.0;6.32) 
functioning directly in the structure of the clause.
Similarly, a Nominal Phrase in temporal relation functions 
directly as a constituent of the sentence (5.6 3),
*^33 CLASS Classes of units are set up on the basis of 
contrastive function in the structure of higher units. For 
example, all units which function as predicate of the clause 
are members of the class Verbal Group.
Where there is a high degree of overlap between the 
membership of two potential classes, only one class is set up, 
which will be described as having two (or more) functions.
For example, the Nominal Phrase may function as subject, 
complement or adjunct in the clause. While function is the 
primary criterion of classification, the structure of the units 
involved is considered in uniting or dividing potential classes.
17
1*34 SYSTEM Every class is the point of origin of a system 
network which relates the features (properties) which are 
relevant to that class, that is, the meaningful contrasts which 
can be realized through the structure of that class, Features 
such as habitual or non-habitual, imperative or non-imperative 
are relevant to the Verbal Group, while the choices nominal or 
pronominal, 4-demonstrative or -demonstrative are relevant to 
the Nominal Phrase,
Features are arranged in systems such that each system is 
a set of mutually exclusive features, together with an entry 
condition which determines under what conditions these features 
apply. If the entry condition is satisfied, one (only one) of 
the features must be selected.
Systems are related in a system network. Systems may be 
simultaneous, so that a selection of features must be made from 
two or more systems at once. Alternatively, systems may be 
related through the scale of delicacy, where the entry condition 
to one system is the prior selection of a term(s) in another 
system, the second system being therefore dependent on the first 
and entailing a more detailed specification.
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Notations showing the interrelation of systems in the 
network are summarized in the following extract from Halliday 
1967 part 1
t a there is a system of features a/b (either, a orb b must be selected)
/ V ra (2) (1) r a
kb
x system (l), features a/b, and system (2), 
features x/z* are ordered in delicacy such 
that a in system (l) is the entry condition 
for system (2) (if a is selected, either x or 
y must be selected)
[possible selections ax ay b]
a-
~T
systems m/n and x/% are simultaneous (having 
the same entry condition a)
[possible selections amx amy anx any]
£L *
c-
X
y
The entry condition for system x/^ L is 
compound, being the intersection of a and o 
(if both a and £ are selected, either x or £ 
must be selected)
[possible selections acx acy]
system x/^ has two possible entry conditions, 
either a or d
[possible selections ax ay dx dy adx ady]
Square brackets £ indicate that an alternative choice must 
be made, one or the other of the systems or features linked by 
the bracket must be selected. Square brackets indicate an 
alternative entry condition.
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Curly brackets £ indicate that the systems linked by the 
bracket are simultaneous, and that features must be simultaneously 
selected from both (all) systems so linked. Curly brackets J 
indicate a compound entry condition, that all the features so 
linked must be selected if the entry condition is to be fulfilled.
The relation of systems in a network may be illustrated 
from the following fragment of the mood system network of 
Mbembe (6,1), to which the 1 entry condition is the major clauses
t rimperative J *
<
non-imperative----- f subjunctive
indicative-^ . „') r perfect 4_4 *
r-positive— .......     v I-non-perfect
L negative
The following primary selections may be mades
imperative positive non-imperative positive
imperative negative non-imperative negative
If the non-imperative feature is selected then the entry
condition to the subjunctive or indicative system is satisfied. 
The selection of either indicative or subjunctive is a more 
delicate specification of non-imperative, which must be included 
in a full description of the clause.
If both indicative and positive features are selected then the 
entry condition to the perfect or non-perfect system is 
fulfilled (a compound entry condition). This set of tense 
features is not relevant to imperative, subjunctive or negative 
clauses in Mbembe.
ao
1.35 BEEEOTIOIT EXPRESSION The system network shows all 
the possible features which are relevant to a given class* For 
the description of one particular example of that class a specific 
selection must be made from these possibilities. Such a selection 
is called a selection expression. A paradigm of selection 
expressions is the listing of all permitted combinations which 
may be derived from a network. From the restricted network 
above the following paradigm of selection expressions for the 
major clause may be derived:
|positive/imperative ] ba:n £’cen ’tie yams’
|negative/imperativeJ ec€n kafedsn ’don’t tie yams1
| p o s i t i ve/non- imp er at ive s s ub junc t i ve j
5te£:n &cdn ’he should tie yams’
|positive/non-imperative:indicative:perfect )
££’c€n obasnl. ’he has tied yams’
|positive/non-imperative:indicative:non-perfect ^
obasn ecdn ’he ties yams*
^negative/non-imperatives subjunctive j
6n£]Q £c£n obasn£ ’he shouldn’t tie yams’
ne gat ive/non- imper at ive s indi c at ive 'j
ec£n’ koba:n£ ’he didn’t tie yams’
/ indicates simultaneous selections
: indicates dependent selections (specifications of further degree
of delicacy)
Dependent selections are logically prior to simultaneous selections, 
s is therefore taken before /,
[ j enclose a selection expression, or a set of simultaneous 
features within a selection expression.
21
1.56 STRUGTUBE In the description structure is derived from 
system. Each feature is realized in structure. System may 
equally he said to he derived from structure in that, in th^  
course of analysis, systems are set up for a given language 
according to the contrasts of meaning which are signalled through 
differences of structure in that language.
In the standard form of the theory the term element of 
struoture is used for a constituent considered with regard to 
its function. One of the ways in which a feature may he 
realized is hy the presence of certain elements of structure.
For example, the feature 1non-imperative* may he realized hy 
the presence of the elements S and P (subject and predicate) 
while ’imperative* is realized hy the presence of the element P 
only. Elements of structure are in turn exponenced hy a class 
of units, usually of the rank helow. The element of structure 
is therefore comparable to a tagmeme, having a functional basis 
associated with a class of units having that function.
The present description attempts to avoid setting up a 
functional abstraction hy describing structures in terms of 
classes of units having certain functions. Functions are 
labelled, hy raised superscripts, where such labelling adds 
explanatory power, eg. NPS = Nominal Phrase having the function 
subject. Where a given class of unit can have only one function 
the function is not labelled.
Features may be realized in structure in any one or more of 
the following ways;
1. by the presence of a class of unit having a certain
function
2. by the linear ordering of constituent units
5. by the presence of a syntactic marker*
4. by the specification of the selection of certain
features in a constituent unit. eg. The realization 
of the imperative feature of the clause may include
22
the specification that the Verbal Group constituent
of the clause must also select the feature imperative.
Specifications are labelled by subscripts.
eg, VG. .. = Verbal Group with the feature
imperative * imperative.
5* ^7 phonological factors. In Mbembe tense and polarity
features of the clause are realized partially by the 
selection of certain tone patterns.
^Syntactic markers comprise particles which do not have 
constituent status, that is, which are not conveniently treated 
as units of a lower rank coming up the hierarchy. Their function 
is usually to signal some grammatical relationship. They may 
include suo-h items as conjunctions. For completeness in the 
description they are also treated as morphemes, a summary of all 
morpheme classes, including syntactic markers, being given in 9.2.
The following diagram provides a summary of the relationship 
between system and structure in the theorys
.. .CLASS ---- » STSTEM STRUCTURE
a
CLASS ---> SYSTEM ^ STBUCTURE
• • •
Class is the point of origin of a system network of features. 
Features are realized (partially) in terms of the presence of 
classes of units (normally of the rank below) in a structure.
Each constituent class is the point of origin of a new system 
network...*
1.37 MARKERNESS Certain binary systems are conveniently 
described as marked or unmarked in respect of a certain feature. 
The symbols + and - are used to signal marked and unmarked 
features respectively. In the description the realization of 
marked features is described. The unmarked feature is realized 
by the absence of the positive structural characteristics of the 
realization of the marked feature and is not separately described. 
For example, the clause is specified as + or -time-duration (6.34)
23
The +time-duration feature is realized by the presence of a 
temporal Nominal Phrase, the -time-duration by its absence.
RECURSION The description follows Huddleston (1965) 
in describing recursion in the grammatical hierarchy in terms of
a) embedding,
b) linear recursion
Embedding occurs when a unit is down ranked to function as 
a constituent of a unit of its own or a lower rank. eg. A 
Nominal Phrase may be down ranked to function as a modifier 
within another Nominal Phrase (0,522).
Linear recursion may be either paratactie or hypotactic. 
Paratactic recursion occurs when two or more constituents 
function in the same relation in a structure, each being 
potentially independent of the other, eg. A sequence of Nominal 
Phrases in coordinate relation to each other may function as 
subject or complement in a clause (8.8 cf, also 6.23)* 
Hypotactic recursion occurs when two or more constituents 
occur in a recursive relation in which one is subordinate to 
the other, eg. A Nominal Phrase may function in relative 
(possessive) relation to another Nominal Phrase (8.6l),
In all linear recursive structures there is potentially 
infinite repetition of the relationship.
The relation of constituents in a linear recursive structure 
is therefore different in nature from that of constituents in 
other structures, being univariate rather than multivariate.
Unit complexes (supplementary units) are postulated to handle 
linear recursion. Units involving no linear recursion are 
termed by contrast fbasic units1. Thus, between the clause and 
the sentence is the clause complex sub-rank, between the phrase 
and the clause is the nominal phra§S^§A§-rank. It is not 
necessary to introduce singulary branching every time there is 
the unrealized possibility of linear recursion. At primary 
delicacy unit complexes have the same function in the structure 
of a larger unit as the corresponding basic unit.
24
1.59 COMPONENTS OF LANGUAGE Halliday (1967,8,9)* following 
the ’functionalist1 approach of the Prague school, suggests 
that there are four functions which language must fulfil in 
order to meet the demands of communication. In any given speech 
situation a speaker will draw upon options relating to any or all 
of these functions; he may, for example, use language to impart 
information, or to exact a certain kind of response. These 
four functions may he summarized as followss
a) The ideational function of language provides for the 
communication of factual information about extra-linguistic,
'real world' experience, for the expression of events, objects 
and abstractions and the relations between them. At clause rank 
this is the transitivity component. It is concerned with types 
of process (eg. action, state, relation), with participants In 
the process such as actor, goal and beneficiary, and with 
circumstantial roles, eacpressed through items in adjunct 
relation.
b) The interpersonal function of language Is concerned with
linguistic interaction between persons, including speech 
functions such as declarative, interrogative, imperative,
by means of which a speaker can prescribe a certain reaction from 
his hearers, also the ways in which he can vary his communication 
role through the use of person options, and express certain 
attitudes such as doubt or assertion. At clause rank this is 
the mood component.
c) The textual component provides for intratextual relations,
including focus, contrast and emphasis, cohesion, identification 
and anaphora. It is concerned with the patterning at all ranks 
which makes a consecutive discourse distinct from a sequence of 
random sentences. At clause rank this is the theme component.
d) The fourth component is the logical component, which is
concerned with the realization of logical relations such as 
parataxis and hypotaxis.
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In a full description each class of unit would "be the point 
of origin of simultaneous system networks relating features 
relevant to each of these components* The structure of a class 
is only fully specified through selections of features from 
the networks of features relevant to all components. The 
components are therefore relevant at each rank of the hierarchy.
The present description makes reference to the first three 
of these components hut does not attempt to describe them 
systematically in detail. They are illustrated most fully at 
clause rank where the clause is the point of origin of 
networks relevant to mood, transitivity and theme.
1,4 Interpretation
The following section is an informal discussion highlighting 
some of the distinctive characteristics of the language. Many 
of these characteristics are typical of West African languages.
The language has a simple syllable structure* common 
patterns being V (prefatory 2.21) CY or CVC (radical 2.221,2), 
the initial consonant being one of a set of 50 consonants (2.221), 
the second consonant one of a set of S (2.222). Another common 
pattern is the extended pattern CYCV (radical 2,225), the first 
and second consonants being limited as above, the final vowel 
being an 'echo* vowel.
The only consonantal clusters which may occur within the 
word or across word boundaries are those of a homorganic nasal 
preceding a consonant.
An interesting feature of the consonantal system in syllable 
initial position is the phonemic contrast between fortis and lenis 
consonants (2.6). Also in initial position (restricted) bilabial 
consonants may be accompanied by palatalization and velar consonants 
by labialization (2*225).
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There are 7 distinctive vowel qualities i u
e o
e a 0
with lengthening of certain vowels in closed and extended 
syllables only (2.222). Vowel harmony is of two kindss 
Prefixes (prefatory syllable-pieces) harmonize with the vowel 
of the following root in respect of tongue height (2.34)5 
the Jecho* vowel in the extended syllable-piece harmonizes 
with the preceding vowel in respect of front or back tongue 
position (2.223). Vowel elision is prevalent- vowel clusters 
never occur except where the second vowel is the final-marker 
(5.8). The elision pattern at morpheme boundaries is determined 
partially by grammatical factors (2.42) but most commonly, where 
there is a junction of two vowels, the second vowel supercedes 
the first.
Reduplication frequently occurs. The structure of the 
syllable-piece may be whol^ly or partially reduplicative (2.2262). 
Reduplication of the total word has grammatical meaning, generally 
connected with emphasis (7.?, 8.31).
Reduplication in the syllable-piece structure only occurs 
in nominal forms. Distinct phonological structures of nominal. 
verbal and pronominal farms is a further characteristic.
Pronominal forms have contrastive elision and tone patterns (2,23). 
Nominal forms have a wider variety of CV structures, including 
reduplication and nasal clusters (2.2262, 2.227), verbal forms 
being restricted to the basic root patterns CV CVC CVCV,
Tone patterns on verbal and nominal forms are also distinctive,
(3 .21, 3.2 2).
tonal system of the language is highly complex.
Basically there are two discrete tone levels, high and low, 
together with a feature of downstep, lowering of the high tone 
level (3.14). Tone signals lexical contrasts (its function in 
this respect is comparable to that of phoneme units) and also
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has direct semantic relevance in that it realizes features of 
tense and polarity in the structure of the Verbal Group (3.5) 
and also signals different logical relations. In the. structure 
of the sentence1 tone patterns on the Verbal Group and Nominal 
Phrase subject of the clause constituents mark the clause as 
being in nuclear, subordinate or preliminary relation in the 
sentence? (3*3> 5.42). Tone patterns also signal the adjunct- 
locative relation of the Nominal Phrase in the structure of 
the clause (3.4 1) and the relative relation of items in the 
Nominal Phrase (3-42). Tonal patterns are further complicated 
by the interaction of morphophonemic tone changes, automatic 
tone elision caused by the juxtaposition of certain lexical 
or grammatical tones (3.5).
Just as in the phonology the syllable-piece unit is of 
particular interest, in the grammar the clause is important.
Tense and polarity are considered as features of the clause 
for two reasons, one connected with the function of the clause 
and the other with its structure. Firstly, tense and polarity 
features are of significance in the function of the clause in 
the sentence in that the selection of certain tense (5*722) or 
polarity (5.723) sequences signals certain logical relations 
(equivalent to the use of conjunctions in English). For example, 
thoa sequence perfect clause followed by non-perfect clause (5.7221)
may be translated freely into English "when then...*".
The sequence positive clause - negative clause may be translated 
by the use of the conjunction "but" (5*723). Secondly, tense 
and polarity features are realized partially by changes in the 
linear order of the constituents of the clause. Negative order 
is S C A P (subject complement adjunct predicate) while positive 
order is S P G A (non-perfect) or S C P A (perfect) (6*1).
Another point of interest in the mood systems of the clause 
is the non-parallelism between positive and negative tense forms. 
The time spectrum is divided differently in the positive and 
negative. There are four tense contrasts in the positive, only
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three in the negative, with no direct semantic correspondence. 
In the positive, the neutral tense (6.15123) may he considered 
the unmarked tense. Unless accompanied by a temporal wofcd 
the neutral tense makes no implication regarding the time of 
the action. This is the most common tense. By contrast the 
perfect tense (6.1511) signals a completed event or state, and 
the future tense (6.15121) indicates future time. In the 
negative forms time contrasts are between past: action (including 
habitual action), non-past (present or future) and delayed 
("not yet") action. (6.152).
The initiative clause feature is of importance in the 
function of the sentence. Glauses with the feature initiative 
(6,15) function only as nucleus of the sentence. The selection 
of the initiative feature as the further specification of 
indicative is made in the initial sentence of an utterance 
(4-211,2), including direct or indirect quotations (6.233*3 ) 
or to signal a new stage in the development of a narration 
(4.22). It is also often used with impersonal verbs (6.223).
The transitivity network of the clause (6.2) attempts to 
display types of process and participant roles. Types of 
process are of three primary categories, action, stative and 
relational, the latter being further divided into copulative, 
impersonal and mental process. Stative verbs might be described 
as Adjectival1 in that the comparable semantic function in 
English is performed through the use of an adjective. Mbembe 
has only a restricted set of adjectives (8.521), denoting 
mainly size and number, verbal forms being used to describe 
variations of quality and reaction.
Except in ergative (6.232*1) or directive (6.231) clauses 
the subject of a clause normally has the participant role of 
actor or attribuant. There is no passive construction. Eocus 
distinctions comparable to those expressed through voice in 
English are expressed through the focus and contrast options of 
the theme network (6 .4 ).
The occurrence of clause serial-expansions (paratactic 
clause complexes 6.2 4) is very common. The clause serial 
consists of a series of clauses, all sharing the same subject 
and potentially sharing other constituents such as items in 
complement or adjunct relations. Mood features are also shared 
by all clauses in the serial. Glauses in a serial are 
characteristically very short, often having a Verbal Group 
as their only constituent. Semantically redundant. Verbal Groups 
are frequently included, such as the forms obin£‘ 'he got up1 
okwu 'he came' ofond1 'he went* included in a sequence of 
events. Serial-expansion structures reflect the preference 
for verbal forms.
Comparable to the serial-expansion is the benefactive- 
expansion (6.234) and the effeotive-expansion (6.252.g).
There are never more than three participants in a clause, seldom 
more than two. There is also a tendency to avoid the presence 
of more than one item in adjunct relation in any single clause.
The use of expansions prevents the presence of too many 
constituents in a clause. Typical examples are bk£r jfawer 
bn£ pauiina Jhe wrote a book for us, lit, he wrote book he gave us' 
(benefactive expansion) 5 btoka xjbsk oyik£' ka £'kpa 'he put
a snake in the bag lit. he took snake,he put in bag1 (effective exp.
An expansion form is also used to convey instrumental 
and accompaniment relations (6.235)• These relations are 
signalled by a series of two clauses (sharing one subject and 
also mood features) of which the verb of the first clause is 
always tjma or toka ’'to take, use1 , eg, otoka o'koro okp&sra 
<Sten *'he cut the meat with a knife lit. he took knife he cut 
meat1 . btoka ifowa oyxn €gy£ 'he went to market with his 
child lit, he took child?he went to market* .
The language is rich in ideophones. expressive forms whose 
grammatical function is comparable to that of the adverb in 
English, though considerably more dramatic. Ideophones have 
distinct phonological shape (6.31).
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The function of items in adjunct?locative (6.33) or 
time-punctiliar (6,3521) relation is signalled by the relator 
morpheme class (6,3 3)* selection of a particular relator
signals the relative distance of the item from the actbr, 
as near, far or neutral, it does not indicate the nature of 
the relationship, ie. position or movement. It therefore has 
a function comparable to, but not equivalent to, the preposition 
in English, Distinctions of movement (towards, away from etc,) 
and some distinctions of position are signalled through the verb, 
eg. oseqa sa d'bin 'he walked (*&©) the bed* $ on&na sa Sfc£ 
'he sat-on the tree* , Distinctions of position are also 
signalled by the selection of the +position feature in the 
Nominal Phrase in adjunct^locative relation (8,7). The selection 
of this feature brings the position into prominence, 
eg, 6n£q sa I'd6 'q6! sa s'td:r)d 'he is inside the room' .
Verb-roots and noun-roots are the two major open lexical 
classes. Verb-roots are especially versatile in that
nouns may be formed from virtually any verb-root (9,1312).
Complex nouns are also very productive (9.1321).
Most of the morphology of nominal words is determined 
through the concord-class system (10.). The language has 
a comparatively well preserved!, concord system. Geographically 
it is one of the furthest west of the semi-Bantu languages.
All nouns have singular and plural prefixes and are grouped in 
classes according to the pairing of these prefixes and 
corresponding consonantal agreement elements. These consonantal 
elements occur in the^ i^^ S^ uis^ a^ SL^ ’^ emphatic particle and 
numeral. Agreement between the Nominal Phrase subject and the 
predicate is also marked by prefixes in the Verbal Group.
Very little remains of the semantio categorization of Bantu 
languages but notes on some points of interest, are given in 1 0.4 .
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE PHONOLOGICAL HIERARCHY
2.1 The following units are postulated in the phonological 
hierarchy of Mbembes
DISCOURSE
UTTERANCE
P-SENTENCE
P-PHRASE
WORD-PIECE
SYLLABLE-PIECE
PHONEME
No attempt is made to describe the top three ranks, A brief note 
on them is given in section 2 .5»
All units are defined in phonological terms and no unit 
is set: up which does not have a distinct phonological pattern. 
There is, however, interrelation between the phonological and 
grammatical hierarchies. One of the purposes of this description 
is to display the congruence between phonological and grammatical 
units.
2.2 The syllable-piece: is a convenient starting point. The 
description of phoneme units is incorporated into this section.
There are three classes of phoneme units* vowels, 
oonsonants and syllabic nasal. Vowels and consonants are further 
grouped into sets according to their function in the structure 
of the syllable-piece. Vowel phonemes of all sets may be 
identified with each other in that parallel vowels of all sets 
have identical phonetic manifestation (cf.2.6). Vowel set 3 
comprises the full range of vowels - other sets may be considered 
as restricted selections from Vowel set 3. Similarly, consonant 
phonemes of all sets except set 2 (cf, 2.222) may be identified 
with each other. Consonant set 1 comprises the full range of 
consonant phonemes.
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The term 1syllable-piece1 is used in preference to 
'syllable1 because the syllable-piece may comprise up to four 
phonetic syllables. It is treated as a unit because the choices 
throughout are inter-dependent. In discussing a similar situation 
in Igbo Carnochan writes; "The vowel sound in the second 
syllable of each example is the same as in the final syllables 
together they constitute one alternance. There are not two 
separate alternances, one in one syllable and a different one 
in the other. For this reason, I give a [single] phonological 
formula for them all...." (Carnochan i960 p.157)*
The following classes of syllable-piece are set up 
according to contrastive function in the word-piece;
prefatory 2.21 functions of. 2 .31,2
radical 2.22 2.31,2
pronominal 2,23 2,32,3
2.21 The functions of the prefatory syllable-piece are discussedv
in 2.31,2. The prefatory syllable-piece is congruent with the ^  
grammatical person (7 .1 2) and concord-class (10.2 ) prefixes and 
is the point of origin of the following networks
.-close
r-harmonic—--- 1 .oral------  Lnon-close
  <- non-harmoni c
-non-oral
2.211 The oral feature is realized by the presence of a vowel 
of set 1, more delicate specifications being realized by 
selections within this set as follows;
harmonic non-harmonic
close e O' i
non-close e 0 a
For the further discussion of harmonic vowels cf.2,34.
e&* £*?° 'head' o.po 'lead weight' i^.se 'blood*
je.ja 'sacrifice' jo.gogo 'white ant-' 'water'
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2,212 The non-oral feature is realized by the presence of 
a syllabia nasal, symbolized F in formulae, manifested by a 
syllabic nasal always homorganic with the following consonant.
eg, m,bar axes runs a 1 older woman* p.kwuro * ill-luck*
2,22 The radical syllable-piece is congruent with grammatical 
root morphemes, those with the feature ’verbal* are congruent 
with verb-roots, those with the feature ’nominal* or 'minor' 
with noun-roots and with the majority of adjective and adverb 
roots. The radical syllable-piece is the point of origin of the 
following networks
rpalatal 
labial 
kinmodified
-major
verbal- 
t nominal-
rhigh tone 
•-low tone 
-non-reduplicative 
-reduplicative
-full-reduplicative** 
- other
r-open-CV** Kpartial-reduplicatlve* nasal-reduplicative
non-open
f rnasal*
I inon-nasal-
j-closed-C'VC'v 
Lextended-CVCV*
type l-CVnCV 
-type 2-CVCV 
•type 3-CVkpa
minor-
-^■central
non-central-5 
back
■front
close 
~non-close
**If the 1 open-C*??feature is selected in conjunction with the 
’reduplicative’ feature, it is always further specified as 
*full~reduplica,tive *.
*If the 'nasal* or 'extended-CVCV* feature, and the 'other*
reduplicative feature are selected, the further specification is 
always 'partial-reduplicative'.
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2*221 The £pe^ n-CT feature is realized by the partial structure
C V 1 2
Consonant set 1* C^ , occurs in syllable-piece initial position 
in all major syllable-piece structures. Consonants of set 1 are 
further specified as followss
j --palatalization-potential 
labialization-potential 
Lunmodified
cf. 2.22'5
nasal 
bnon-nasal
cf. 2*224
specifications being realized by selections within the set as 
followss
pklatalizatio’n- 
pptential I unmodified
labialization- 
potential !
<
<To
p
b
P
t c 
t
d 3
kp
kp
gb
k
ff
b v
y w
-J
V»
*
m
ms
n n 
ns
q only occurs syllable-piece initially when accompanied by 
labialization, cf. 2 .2252.
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One sub-dialect of Adun has a three- term contrast between 
(fortis) kp (lenis) and gb. The other sub-dialeot has 
only a two term contrast, the contrast between lenis and voiced is 
neutralized where the articulation is labio-velar.
Vowel set 2, Vg, is further specified ass
I pfront 
1 .
rnon-central
- central*
back
p close
cf. 2.225 
2.2271
cf. 2,54
L non** close*
specifications being realized by selection within the set as 
followss
front back
close i u
e 0
non-close e cl 0
front central back
eg* e*jLi 'palm-nut* e.vu 'goat1
e.te 'fishing basket' i.kpo 1 cap*hat'
i.sjs 'blood* e*i2 'animal of the cat
a.ga 'needle' family*
2.222 The non-opens closed-CVC feature is realized by the 
partial structures
C1V3C2
C1 cf. 2.221
Vowel set 5> V^ , is further specified by the same features as 
Vg (see‘ above), specifications being realized by selections 
within the set as followss
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front back
close i u
e 0
e a 0
non-close 0/ 5 os
front central. back
Consonant set 2, C^ , is further specified ass
-nasal cf. 2.224
-non-nasal
and comprisess
nasal m n 9
non-nasal P T K
m n 13 are manifested as voiced nasals at the "bilabial, alveolar 
and velar points of articulation respectively.
P ft' IC are manifested phrase finally as unreleased stops at 
the bilabial, alveolar and velar points of articulation 
respectively. Phrase medially immediately preceding a vowel 
they are manifested as [b] [r] and [k] (k being very lenis
and sometimes lightly voiced). In the transcription they 
are written fe- r k in all positions.
The assimilation patterns of set 2 consonants occurring phrase 
medially preceding a consonant are described in 2.411? 2.4 1 4.
Examples of closed-CVC syllable-pieces;
e.basm 'cow1 e. ten 'animal' o.nuri 'salt*
e .kib 'navel' e.bar 'axe* e.bos k 'divination'
One example occurs of the consonant t in set 2 position, in the 
onomatapoeic word pete 'to be dripping wet'.
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2,223 The non-opens extended feature is realized by the 
partial structures
of. 2.221
C1V3°2V4
C„ of. 2.222 V, cf. 2.222 
P
Towel, set 4, T^ , is specified ass
rnon-central
central
-front
-back
and comprisess
front back
non-central e 0
central a
The extendedsnon-centrals front syllable-piece feature is 
realized by the selection of^a vowel with the feature front or 
central from the set (or, where the entry condition is the 
minorjtype 1 feature, from set Y^ cf, 2.2271) and ii) the front 
vowel £ from the set.
eg. o.sere 'kind of animal (?camel)'
Oi.jas r)s 'driver ant:.1
o.cims 'kind of deer1
The extendeds non-central;back syllable-piece feature is 
realized by the selection of a vowel with the feature back 
from i) the set and ii) the V^ set.
eg. e.tumo 'milipede*
i .dorjo 'corner1
o.boro 'intestine'
The extendeds central syllable-piece feature is realized 
by the selection of i) any vowel from the V, set ii) the central 
vowel a from the V^ set.
eg. e.gbara 'nest* e.bona 'mortar* i.kira 'hut'
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2.224 All syllable-pieces with the feature non-open are 
also specified as either nasal or non-nasal.
The nasal feature is realized by the specification that 
the consonant selected both from set and Cg must have the 
feature nasal (2,221, 2.222). Therefore, where is a nasal 
consonant Cg must also be nasal.
nar) 'to give' o.nosma 'shirt'
myas tie 'to whine*
There are two recorded exceptions to this patterns 
meke 'to give, share' maske 'to sprout'
The non-nasal feature4 is realized by the selection of 
a non-nasal consonant from set C^ . Any consonant may then be 
selected from set Cg.
eg. e.feem 'hippopotamus* i vjeb 'crocodile*
e.beba 'cutting-grass1
2.225 The palatal, labial and ^ modified features are realized as 
followss
2.2251 The palatal feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a consonant having the feature palatalization 
-potential as C^ (2.221)
ii. the selection of a vowel having the feature front: or 
central as Vg or (2.221, 2 .222)
iii. the presence of a palatal off-glide release of the initial 
consonant of the syllable-piece.
In transcriptions and formulae palatalization is written as jjr 
following the initial consonant eg. CyV„
'to press, squeeze1 o.byep 'kind of bird'
o.pyine 'tomorrow'
o.pya 'instrument for beating a mud floor'
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Two examples are recorded of palatalization in conjunction with 
a back vowels pyoko ‘to cut grass with a swishing movement' 
(onomatapeeic)$ 'headscarf' (possibly a loan word).
It is of interest that in the Adun dialect the bilabial 
voiceless fricative £  occurs only preceding front or central 
vowels, even when not accompanied by palatalization. In Osopong 
dialect cognate words are palatalized*
eg. Adun* o.pe 'moon* Osopong: o.pye
i.pa 'harvest' i.pya
paske 'to split wood' pyaske
2.2252 The labial feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a consonant having the feature labialization 
-potential * as (2 .221)
ii. the selection of a vowel having the feature back or central 
as V2 or (2 .221, 2 ,222)
iii. the presence of a labial off-glide release of the initial 
consonant of the syllable-piece.
In transcriptions and formulae labialization is written w 
following the initial consonant eg, CwV.
eg. o.kwa 'name of a society' o.gwo* 11 o 'foufou scraper'
?iwa 'to enter' kwu 'to come'
One example is recorded of labialization in conjunction with a 
front vowels gwepe 'to be smart, clever (like a monkey)',
2.2253 The unmodified feature is realized bys
I. the free selection of any consonant from
ii. the free selection of any vowel from V0 or V7
2 5
iii. the absence of any palatal or labial off-glide release of 
the initial consonant of the syllable-piece
eg. o.ka 'mother' o.te 'father' o.pa 'packet, sheath'
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2.226 The verbal and nominal features are realized as followss
2.2261 The verbal feature is realized by the presence of 
lexical tone, either high tone or low tone (3.22). For the 
interaction of grammatical tone cf. 3.3*
eg. pe 'to die’ ’to cut*
fora 'to blow the nose' fora ’to wear’• *
fuka 'to run aground’ fuka 'to strip the branches
off a tree’
2.2262 Syllable-pieces with the feature nominal (or minor) do 
not have any tonal realization because in the nominal sphere 
tone is basic to the word-piece structure rather than to the 
syllable-piece (3 .2 1).
2.22621 Nominal syllable-pieces are further specified as 
either reduplicative or non-reduplicative.
non-reduplicative feature is realized by the absence 
of any reduplication in the syllable-piece structure. All 
examples cited above are non-reduplicative,
The reduplicative feature is further specified as 
either full-reduplicative or other.
The full-reduplicative feature may be selected in conjunction 
with any major CV pattern (open, closed or extended) and is 
realized by the reduplication of the total structure of the 
syllable-piece s
£*nana ’horse’ o.pyipyi ’dark-skinned person’
o. gbaijgbaii ’tin’ o.komokomo ' Iroko tree’
o.kwurakwura 'girl under circumcision rites’
o^^er reduplicative feature is further specified as 
either partial-reduplicative or nasal-reduplicative.
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The part i al-redup1ic at ive feature may be selected in 
c.onjunction with any non-open feature. It is realized by 
the reduplication of the initial consonant (C^ ) of the 
syllable-piece. Tone-bearing open transition occurs 
between the two duplicated consonants, having front phonetic 
quality preceding a front vowel in the following syllable, 
back quality preceding a back vowel.
eg. i.dedog b ‘mud* s.sesas p ’fly1
1.tetika ’face’ e.dedoro ’star’
The nasal-reduplicative feature may be selected only 
in conjunction with the non-opens closed feature. It is 
realized by the reduplication of the total syllable-piece 
structure with a homorganic nasal onset, onto the second 
part of the structure and the presence of the vowel a 
preceding this nasal onset.
eg. e.birambir ’warrior's society'
This completes the description of the major radical syllable- 
piece .
2,227 The minor feature is realized as followss
kpenaJkpen ’every, each*
sas balsasb 'many1
2.2271 Type 1 has the structure
¥ 2 cf. 2.221 cf. 2.223
Consonant set 3. C^ , comprises t
gb
m n
r
Only fifteen nouns of this pattern 
are recorded.
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In the recorded examples gb only occurs where is a nasal,
eg. e.gbomma 'calabash, bottle* o.gbanna 'kind of green
leaf'
Consonant seU 4. C^ , comprisess
C^  is preceded by a homorganic 
nasal onset.
Type 1 is further specified as central, non-central:front 
or non-centrals back. These features are realized as described 
in 2.223 with the modification that in the realization of the 
non-central:back feature either a back or central vowel may 
be selected from set
Examples of Type 1 minor syllable-pieces
0. fcomba 'pig' e .ka**ds 'cat'
1.gbomma 'rat' a.nin.js 'pepper*
e *rinna 'ant-hill* e .ma^ igo 'shoulder*
b d 3 g
m n
2.2272 Type 2 is realized by the partial structure:
ccVcC -Vc5 5 6 5
Consonant set 5. C^ , comprises:
g gb
Consonant set: 6. Cg, comprisess
d lc
r
Vowel set 5. V^ , comprises
All these vowels have the feature close. The same vowel is 
selected in both positions.
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Examples of Type 2 minor syllable-piece: 
e.gboko 'kind of root vegetable1
o.koro 'machete* p.gbodo 'ceiling mat*
o.gidi 'kind of small bean' 
e.bere 'kind of water-pot'
2.2275 Type 5 is realized by the structure:
C^^kpa
C1 cf. 2.221 V2 cf. 2.221
Examples of Type 3 minor syllable-pieces
o.dskpa 'cockroach' a.fokpa 'groundnut*
e.nokpa 'finger nail, claw*
2.228 All radical syllable-pieces are specified as either 
close or non-close.
The close and non-close features are realized by the 
selection of a vowel with the feature close or non-close 
respectively from set V‘ or Vc. Vowels of set 5 
all have the feature close.
The close or non-close features have relevance in the 
structure of the word-piece (2 ,3 4) since the choice within this 
system determines the harmony of any preceding prefatory 
syllable-piece in respect of tongue height.
2,229 Some sample selection expressions from the radical 
syllable-piece networks
i.sesop 'smoke ' ^ close/majors ^ non-opens^ closed/non-nasal^  /
nominal* reduplicative:partial-red./unmodified^
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o.nenas pe 'grasshopper1 £non-close/major: ^non-open:
■^ extended: non-centrals front/nasal \f nominals 
reduplicative:partial-red,/unmodifiedj j
kwu 'to come' ^close/majotfjopen/verbalshigh/labial^|
a.ramba 'mad talk* j non-close/minorstype-1;central
e .moil 'song, voice*  ^non-close/majorsjnon-opensjclosed/
>nasa3ynominalsnon-reduplicative/unmodified ^ ^
has rja 'to hear, understand' |non-close/major;|non-opens
jextended: central/non-nasal}/ verbal s high-tone / unmodif iedj^
2.23 The pronominal syllable-piece is congruent with the 
grammatical pronoun root* It is realized by the following 
forms which comprise the total paradigm of the prcnoun roots
I II
m '1st person sing.' mina '1st person plural1
o '2nd person sing.' borta '2nd person plural1
e '3rd person sing.' be '3rd person plural1
The Consonant-Vowel patterning of sub-class I and II is 
comparable to that of the prefatory and radical syllable-piece 
respectively. The pronominal syllable-piece is structurally 
contrastive in that:
a) it is the domain of a distinctive tone pattern (3 *5 5)
b) it has contrastive elision properties (2,4 2 2)
It also has contrastive distribution in the structure of the 
word-piece (2.32, 2 .3 3).
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2*24 A set of phonological clitics occur, congruent with 
grammatical tense and polarity markers (6„1511j 7 *1522, 7*1525) 
and with relative markers (8.6$). The phonological clitic 
is realized by a consonant of set 1 (which may be accompanied 
by palatalization or labialization). When it occurs preceding 
a consonant or syllabic nasal, the clitic is followed by 
open transition bearing *bone. Preceding a vowel the clitic 
fuses into one phonetic syllable with the vowel, the tone 
pattern associated with the clitic being manifested according 
to regular tone elision patterns (3*56).
eg. k5!t£ *he did not gof
k^nltd fI did not go'
The clitic is prefixed to the word-piece but in this description 
is considered, for the sake of simplicity, to be outside the 
structure of the word-piece except in its function as a 
constituent of the pronominal word-piece (2.3 3)*
The distinctive phonological properties of certain other 
grammatical items are noted within the grammatical descriptions
cf. final marker 5*8
plural marker 6.17 
verb-auxiliary 7 .02
ideophone 6.31
2.3 The word-piece functions as a constituent of the 
phonological phrase and is the point of origin of the following 
networks
■nominal-------- tone system 3*21
■verbal
rnon-pronominal
“■close
-non-close
.pronominal
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2.31 non*pronominal:nominal word-piece is congruent with 
the grammatical noun, demonstrative, numeral, interrogative, 
temporal, adjective and adverb. It is realized by the following 
partial structure:
(prefatory-syllable-piece)  ^radical-syllable-piece
the radical syllable-piece being further specified as either 
nominal or minor,
eg. o.’fra: k ’thing1 (noun)
6,pylne ’tomorrow* (temporal)
kpen&pkpen ’every, each* (adjective)
a.hi ’who?* (interrogative)
m.^a n.fta:n ’three dogs’ (noun, numeral)
The structure of complex nouns (9.132) is not discussed here 
since it is grammatically rather than phonologically determined.
2.32 The non-pronominal:verbal word-piece is congruent with 
the grammatical nuclear or auxiliary verb structures within 
the verbal group and is realized by the structure:
(prefatory-syllable-piece^radical-syllable-piece ^ (pronominal-
syllable-piece)
the radical syllable-piece being further specified as verbal.
eg, s£ *to see*
o,se ’he sees’ 
o.se.be ’he sees them*
The following factors characterize the juncture between the 
radical syllable-piece and the pronominal syllable-piece:
i) if the radical syllable-piece is open (2*22l) then the
final vowel (V^) a) is manifested as open transition before a
consonant
b) is elided completely before a vowel
c) remains constant before a syllabic nasal
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ii) if the radical syllable-piece is non-open, whether further 
specified as closed or extended, then the second consonant (^ g) 
is followed by open transition before a consonant or syllabic 
nasal. If the radical syllable-piece is extended, then the 
final vowel (V^ ) is dropped under all conditions,
eg. t& 'to tell1 te&s 13a 'to hear'
o.^a.m 'he tells me' o.basr^m 'he hears me' 
o.te.mina 'he tells us' o.teasq^ mina 'he hears us'
o.-Jte 'he tells him' o.teasp.e 'he hears him'
2.35 The pronominal word-piece is congruent with the free
pronoun (8.1 1) and with the possessive relative pronoun (8.62).
It is realized by the structure
(clitic)^ pronominal-syllable-piece
The juncture between the clitic and the pronominal syllable-piece 
is characterized by the presence of the vowel [a], !Ehis juncture 
vowel is short before a disyllabic pronominal syllable-piece, 
otherwise long.
eg. k.aam 'I'
b.Jbsk f.amxna 'our thing1 
mina 'we'
2.34 The non*pronomihal word-piece is the domain of vowel harmony,
every word-piece being specified as either close or non-close.
The close feature is realized by the specification that
all radical and prefatory syllable-piece constituents have the 
feature close (2.228) or, in the case of the prefatory 
syllable-piece, non-harmonic (2 .211).
Q»f6 'head' e.vd 'goat' o,fd 'he steals'
s£ 'water1 £,k£ra 'hut' 6.si 'he makes'
non-close feature is realized by the specification 
that all radical and prefatory syllable-piece constituents 
of the word-piece have the feature non-close or non-harmonic 
(2.228, 2 .211).
g«Jp 'water pot' b.ra, 'reed'
a.wa 'soup1 o. ta 'he goes'
l.pa 'harvest' 5.has ija1 'indigo'
2 .4  D^he phonological phrase functions in the phonological 
sentence and consists of word-piece units. It is characterized 
by the occurrence of a single intonation contour and its 
boundaries are marked by a pause, which may be very short 
phonetically. No attempt is made in this description to 
describe the intonation contours. The phonological phrase is 
most frequently congruent with one of the following grammatical 
structuress
a clause (basic or complex)
a nominal phrase in vocative relation or as marked
theme
an exclamation or response word
There is, however, considerable variation in the length of the
phonological phrase. Determining factors include the style of
speech and the emotional state of the speaker.
The phonological phrase is also characterized by 
internal juncture patterns across syllable-piece and word-piece 
boundaries. The patterns described below apply at all junctures 
except those specified in sections 2.32, 2*33, 2 .24.
In the examples below word-piece units in their isolate 
form are separated by the symbol /,
2,41 Consonantal assimilation
2.4H A nasal consonant or syllabic nasal (other than the 1st 
person singular pronoun m) occurring immediately preceding any 
other consonant within the phrase assimilates to the point of 
articulation of that consonant.
eg. o torn / ka / ewu / d&ne 6tdr[k£wddane
it-reach to day one 'it happened one day*
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okpen / b e  > 6kpembl !he is called.,.'
he-is-ealled that...
tam / edln > etdnden 'old path' (complex noun)
il cf‘ V*1?2old path
ed&n / yas ka > edenya; ka ' the branching of the path'
path to-branch (complex noun)
2.412 The consonants b and r occurring immediately following 
a nasal consonant, assimilate to the manner of articulation of 
the nasal, but retain their point of articulation, to which 
reciprocally the nasal assimilates, following the rule given 
in 2,4H  above.
eg. ebasm 'cow' mmasm 'cows' (singular prefix e-
plural prefix N-)
eraska' 'gourd' nnas kd1 'gourds'
bare 'to throw' ifimdre 'I throw' (1st person prefix N-)
tam 'old' °bon 'town' > otdmmon 'old town'
(complex noun)
2.413 Preceding _1 a nasal consonant or syllabic nasal may 
assimilate completely in rapid speechs
eg. lias ka' 'shell' Ilaska' 'shells' (slow forms nlaskd')
2.414 Non-nasal consonants of set 2 (2.222) are dropped 
completely immediately preceding any consonants
ebar / Gja:m >  ebacasm 'my axe'
axe my
k^ob / se v, pko^ e 'his palm-nuts’
palm-nuts his
ovasr / onbp y> ovdsjiop 'chief (complex noun) 
chief person
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2,42 Vowel elision
2.421 The following rules describe the elision of vowels in
all conditions except a) when the 1st vowel is the final vowel
of a pronominal syllable-piece 
(2.25, 2.422)
b) when the 1st vowel is the final vowel
of the fused form bo- 'which?' (2.4 2 5)
i) When the juncture of any two syllable-piece units is such 
that in the isolate forms the first syllable-piece ends with a 
vowel and the second begins with a vowel, then the first vowel 
is dropped and the second retained, sometimes with slight 
lengthening.
eg. ota / Jjsya btepya fhe goes to market*
he-goes market
sfi; / ^ c£’ 'the dog eats meat*
dog it-eats meat
ii) There is an extension of the vowel harmony pattern
described in 2.34 above. When the vowel of a verbal radical
- CVsyllable-piece with the feature open is dropped by elision, 
then any preceding prefatory syllable-piece harmonizes in 
respect of tongue height with the next vowel which occurs in 
the sequences
e&* bsana ’he makes oil’
he-makes oil
efd / ecf / bkofeo >  ef£’c6&5k5 ’the dog eats the
dog it-eats bone bone
However when functioning as a constituent of a nominal
word-piece, a prefatory syllable-piece retains its quality as in 
the unelided form. Thus in the example efe’ce1 ten above, 
the prefatory syllable £- of sf£ 'dog' (nominal word-piece) 
remains non-close even when preceding a close vowel in the 
following syllable. This may be a reflexion of the fact that 
prefixes in the nominal system help to carry the lexical load, 
while in the verbal system they signal grammatical meaning.
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2,422 The following rules describe the elision pattern of vowels 
when the 1st vowel is the final vowel of a pronominal 
syllable-pieces
i) When a juncture of two vowels occurs, the 1st vowel being 
the Jvd. person pronominal syllable-piece -je or be, the 2nd 
vowel being any other vowel, then the 1st vowel is retained 
with lengthening and the 2nd vowel is dropped,
eg, ke / 2>b&n& J> keVbdnd fhe goes'
he he-goes
y i
bndp£ / :Ckaribd bndrje: karlb& 'he gave him a basket1
he-gave-him basket
ii) If the 1st vowel is the final vowel of a pronominal 
syllable-piece^ , being any vowel other than -je, then the 1st 
vowel is dropped and the 2nd vowel retained with lengthening,
eg. ko / afe&na ]> kaVteana 'you go'
you you-go
bndrjb / fkdrlbd bn&rji:k£rlbd 'he gave you a basket'
he-gave-you basket
iii) The elided vowel harmonizes with the tongue height of the 
vowel of the following syllable,
eg, ke / bfona > he's fond 'he departs*
he he-departs
bndr|b / eyd bndr,ervu 'he gave him a goat1
he-gave-him goat
ekok / es£ / jbsi ekokeg^Vsi 'he is cold' 
cold it-does-him does
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2.425 The following rules describe the elision patterns of 
vowels when the 1st vowel is the vowel p in the fused form 
bo- 'which? 1 (derived from bop- •which?' 8,5l)s
i) if the second vowel at the juncture is any vowel except i,, 
then the first vowel is dropped and the second retained with 
lengthening;
^  i
eg. fto- / ek:and& bepkande 'which cat?'
which? cat
ii) if the second vowel is the vowel ±f then the first vowel 
is retained with lengthening and the second is dropped.
eg. bo- / xkfra boskfr^ 'which hut?'
which? hut
iii) if bo- .occurs preceding a syllabic nasal, the vowel o 
is retained with lengthening, the nasal is also retained but 
loses its syllabicity.
eg- bp- / fjrjwa bpsV|r,wa 'which child?'
which? child
2 *45 Vowel modification preceding a consonant
a) When a non-central vowel of set 4 (2.225) occurs 
immediately preceding a consonant, it is manifested by open 
transition, carrying tone and having a fronted quality.
eg. Irosno' / se xrb;n£^e 'his rat'
rat his
etedskjf / dane ^  £fe£sk£dane 'one side1 
side one
owonS* / otosm owbn£t6sm 'farm work' (complex noun) 
farm work
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b) Under the conditions described in a) above, if the consonant 
preceding the vowel (V^ ) is a nasal consonant, there is a 
tendency in rapid speech for the vowel to drop out completely 
and for the nasal to assimilate to the point of articulation
of the following consonant.
eg. off a s t\£ / krd&sm .> 6gas rjkfdas m 'he is very
, . , strong'he-is~strong very °
6 jane / ka / fy&sn 5jaqk£yasn 'it sticks out'
it-sticks to outside 
projects
c) When any vowel occurs preceding a syllabic nasal it is 
manifested as open transition,
eg. os£ / ijjpwa 6s£rji)wa 'he sees the child*
he-sees child
2.5 The phonological sentence consists of phonological phrases 
and is characterised by the occurrence of a nuclear intonation 
contour on one of the constituent phrases, usually a falling
intonation. The beginning of a sentence is often signalled 
hy a rise in the pitch level. Phonological sentences are 
usually, but not always, congruent with grammatical sentences 
and the phonological factors described above may be used as 
decisive criteria where a grammatical sentence boundary is 
ambiguous.
The phonological utterance is congruent with the 
grammatical utterance and is phonetically characterized by 
features of personal voice quality* It may also be characterized 
by mounting intonation climaxes. A pattern of intonational 
features may run through a total discourse. as in the case of 
a quarrel, or a conversation carried out over a considerable 
distance. Such factors are, however, outside the scope of this 
description.
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2,6 Phonetic description of phoneme units
2 *&L Consonants
The phonetic manifestation of consonants of set 2 has 
been described in 2.222. Consonants of all other sets are 
manifested as described below.
Consonants contrast in respect of the following 
distinctive features;
point of 
articulation
bilabial
labio-dental
alveolar
palatal
velar
labio-velar
mode of 
articulation
plosive
fricative
lateral
flap
semi-vowel 
nasal
voicing
voiced
voiceless
modification
fortis/long 
lenis/short
/p/ [p ] voiceless bilabial plosive
r\ /i[epaj * bank *
N l>3 voiced bilabial plosive [ebd] *breast *
h t [$] voiceless alveolar fortis plosive [e$5] 1 quarrel *
h  / [t] voiceless alveolar lenis plosive [Hd] * stone *
/d/ [a] voiced alveolar plosive [odd] 1 sleep *
/o/ [t/J voiceless alveo-palatal grooved 
affricated plosive
[etj^ a] 1 clearing*
h i
l \ l
[d?] voiced alveo-palatal groovedaffricated plosive 
voiceless velar fortis plosive
[ed^ a]
[b£a]
* sacrifice * 
’mother1
M [k] voiceless velar lenis plosive [oka] •cult symbol
Id [e] voiced velar plosive [d * gd'] 'needle *
/kp/ [fcp] voiceless labio-velar fortis
plosive
[ekpa] 'bag, pocket
/kp/ [kp] voiceless labio-velar lenis
plosive
[ekpa] 'bush, ju/7gl<
/gt>/ [gt>] voiced labio-velar plosive [egbaj * charm,
talisman*
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/»/ [»] voiceless bilabial fricative [os>&] moon, month*
M [*] voiced hilahial fricative [ofeeO pear tree 1
/£/ [f] voiceless lahio-dental fortisfricative
[e0 ] kola nut*
/f/ [f] voiceless labio-dental lenis
fricative
[ftfll] unripe frmit*
H W voiced lahio-dental fricative [ewd] goat1
h f
/V
[?]
[a]
voiceless alveolar fortis
-j t i sibilant voiceless alveolar
lenis sibilant
[efa]
[Ise]
tooth*
blood*
/m/ [m] voiced hilahial short nasal r * \ *[imas na ] *knife*
/ms/ [ms ] voiced hilahial long nasal [ems a] mouth *
M [»] voiced alveolar short nasal [ana] oil *
/ W [n! 3 voiced alveolar long nasal [an:a] four1
/«/ [S] voiced palatal nasal [ena] clothing*
N W voiced velar nasal [ 5 w^d ] he enters *
N [1] voiced alveolar lateral [elas kd ] 'shell'
M [r] voiced alveolar flap [bra] reed *
M [w] voiced labial-velar semi-vowel [awa] soup1
/y/ [y]
IPA
voiced palatal semi-vowel
Cd3
[eyd] daytime, 
afternoon*
2.62 Vowels
Vowels contrast in respect of the following distinctive 
features?
tongue height 
close
half-dose
open
tongue position
front
central
hack
duration
short
long
All hack vowels are characterized by lip-rounding, front 
vowels hy spreading of the lips.
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/x/ [ij close centralized-front very short vowel
occurs in closed syllables^exclpt following £ or 
a palatalized consonant,
also in extended syllable-pieces medially preceding r
[ejdjm] 'bite'
[(kjtra] 1hut1
[L] olose (slightly less close than cardinal i) front 
short lax vowel
occurs in closed syllable-pieces following
also in extended syllable-pieces except preceding r
or following a palatalized consonant,
also in prefatory syllable-pieces
[udlmd* ] Calabash*
[ey£m] 'onion'
[^*] oloso front short vowel
occurs following palatalized consonants,
also in open syllafcle-pieces [ ^ , * 4 ,] ,eTii.
[asf] 'water1
/u/ [u] close fronted-back very short vowel
occurs in closed syllable-pieces except following w 
or a labialized consonant,
also in extended syllable-pieces preceding r
[ejbtiin] 'breeze*
[furo] 'to dismiss*
[u] close (less close than cardinal u) back lax short
fP.A A occurs in extended syllable-pieces except vowel
preceding r or following w or a labialized consonant
[akpuka] 'money1
[u] close back short vowel
occurs following w or a labialized consonant,
also in open syllable-pieces r/ ' mLewuroj 'dress'
'goat'
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/e/ [esj half-close front long vowel [e.ten ] 1animal1
A / H half-open front short vowel [emem ] 'peace *
/a/ [a] open central short vowel [etam] 'thicket'
/as/ [as] open central long vowel [etjum] 1 gift1
/o/ [o]
IPA
open back short vowel 'sky'
/os/ [os]
IPA
open back long vowel fbtotml 'work'
/«/ [os] half-close back long vowel [lb am] 'yam*
2.7 Phoneme frequency
The following scale is based on a computer count of 
the occurrence of phonemes in text material. Vowels are counted 
as one setj however, in prefatory syllable-pieces there is 
no distinction made between e/e and o/o, both sounds being 
counted as e_ and jo respectively. Consonants are also counted 
as one set, consonants of set 2, P T K m n £ being counted as 
£ £ S R H respectively. No distinction is made between 
syllabic nasals and non-syllabic nasals. Palatalized and 
labialized consonants are counted separately from their 
unmodified counterparts,
Figures are percentages of the total phoneme count.
Vowelss over 15 per cent a
10-14 per cent o
5- 9 per cent e
i
3- 4 per cent e
o
1- 2 per cent as
u
less than 1 per cent o:
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Consonants:
5- 9 per cent
3- 4 per cent 
1- 2 per cent
n
m
k
r
b
d
t
*)
kw
fe
s
less than 1 per cent y
n
kp
w
t
r|vr
If
f
*
p
gb/kp
V
py
A
ns
py
ms
1
by
f
gw
P
my
Note Not noted in the above description is the occurrence', 
in verbal syllable-pieces of the open-CV structure only, of 
labialization in conjunction with the consonant t. All 
three recorded #l$examples of verb roots of this structure with 
initial consonant t exemplify this phenomenon. These are the 
only instances of labialization in conjunction with a non-velar 
consonant, eg, twu 'to touch' two 'to be crumpled1 
cf. 2,2252. two 'to abuse'
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CHAPTER, THREE
TOBE
3.1 Tone in Mbembe has two distinct functions. It may 
manifest choices both from the lexical level and from the 
grammatical level.
3.11 In its lexical function tone is comparable to phoneme units 
in that it may minimally distinguish two lexical items.
eg. b£a 1mother1 gw6 ’to drink1
oka ’crab* gwo *to shave the head*
&fa ’dog1 kwum ’to sew,* pierce*
££a ’power* kwum *to ©hop something up small*
ebosrta ’branch of a tree* 
ebosrja' ’rag’
Lexical tone is directly related to the phonological 
hierarchy. Every verbal syllable-piece (2.2261, 3*22) and 
every nominal word-piece (2.31, 3*21) has a tone feature as 
one of its components.
3.12 In its grammatical function tone manifests directly 
some grammatical feature.
eg. motd ’he will go' future tense, positive
mbt& ’he won’t go’ non-past tense, negative
bnbij okwd ’someone is coming’ clause with nuclear
function in the sentence
5n6r| okwu’ ’if someone comes’ clause with subordinate
function in the sentence
In conjunction with other factors tone signals':
a) the nuclear, preliminary or subordinate function of clauses 
within the sentence (3.31, 3*32, 3.33)
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b) mood, tense and polarity features in the verbal group (3*3)
c) the adjunct-locative function of the nominal phrase in the 
clause (3.4l)
d) the relative function of the clause, nominal phrase or 
bound pronoun within the nominal phrase (3*42)
Grammatical tone is not related to the phonological 
hierarchy since its occurrence is determined only through 
grammatical systems*
3*13 Lexical and grammatical tone patterns interact. This 
interaction may result in the neutralization of either 
lexical or grammatical distinctions, usually the former.
For example, the lexical distinction between 
fu ’to steal1 
and fu fto be full1 
is maintained in the indicative non-initiative neutral form 
of the verbal group if the clause of which the verbal group 
is a constituent has nuclear function in the sentences
ofu ’he steals’
ofd ’he is full’
but if the clause has subordinate function in the sentence, then 
the distinction is neutralized*
o ’fia’ ’if he steals’
o ’fu' lif he is full*
The actual tone which occurs on any given syllable is 
therefore the result of the interaction of lexical and 
grammatical tone patterns and further of the interaction of 
underlying (latent) tones in elided syllables and the 
influence of tones on neighbouring syllables. These 
automatic morphophonemic tone changes will be described in 3.5.
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5*14 SEhe elements of the tonal phenomena in Mbembe can he 
illustrated from the following four sentencess
1.
oyen anosma mapyir 
he-has shirts all
anos ma 
shirts
2.
oyen akoro mapyir 
he-has machetes all
akoro
machetes
3.
oyen agas na mapyir 
he-has wild*-plums all
agas na 
wild-plums
4.
oyen abeba mapyir
he-has cutting-grass all 
all
abefea
cutting-grass
Symbolization!; High tone - H - marked by 
Low tone L - marked by %
Falling tone - HL - marked by A
Rising tone - L% - marked by v
High tone followed by a downstep (see below)" Hf- marked by '*
The above seU of sentences would therefore be writtens
1, 6y£n &n6sm& m&pyir. HHHHHHH
2. 6y€n dk6ro m&pylr HHHHLHH
5* oyin dgasna* mdpyir HHHHH'HH
4. <5yen radpyir HHH'HHHH
Except where indicated, within the phonological phrase tones 
are written as they occur on elided forms, Where a vowel is 
obscured by elision this is indicated by the absence of a tone 
mark over that vowel. Where, relevant the underlying, unelided 
tones are marked underneath the vowels.
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The first sentence maintains a level high pitch on all 
syllables.
The second sentence has three pitches, high, low and a 
level a little below high. Every time a sequence of high 
tones is interrupted by the occurrence of one or more low tones, 
the high tones following the low tone are on a slightly lower 
pitch than those preceding it. This lowering of the pitch 
level of the high tone is therefore automatic since it can be 
predicted in terms of the intervening occurrence of low tone.
Prom the comparison of the first two sentences two tone 
levels are established, along with the phenomena of DOWNDRIPT, 
a predictable lowering of the pitch level of the high tone.
Low tones are correspondingly lowered to maintain contrasts.
Sentence 3 again shows a slight lowering of the pitch of 
the high tone level, but in this instance the lowering is not 
predictable. Certain high tones are followed by this * pitch 
drop, others are not. Comparing, for instance, sentences 1 and 3* 
it is evident that the words an6;m£ 'shirts1 and agdsna'
'wild peSers' are identical in their grammatical function and 
occur in identical contexts. Both have high tone on all 
syllables, yet the final high tone of dnosmd is not followed 
by a pitch drop, while that of &g£sna' is. This non-predictable 
pitch lowering will be termed DOWNSTEP.
Similar tonal features have been observed in Vest African 
languages as long ago as 1875 when Chriskller wrote of the tones 
of Asante and Pante as "high tone abating by one step or 
successive steps,,." (Christaller 1875 p . 15 also quoted by 
Armstrong 1968 p.5 6). More recently the terms downdrift and 
'downstep have been used in this connection. Armstrong(l968) 
distinguishes the terms in the sense used above. Stewart (1966) 
uses the term 'downstep' to cover both phenomena, distinguishing 
between 'automatic' and 'non-automatic' downstep. He prefers to 
use one term because of the similarity in phonetic realization
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(both entail a similar slight drop in the high tone pitch level), 
and, as he seeks to show, they are also similar in their origin.
He asserts that in Twi at least, and by implication assumes this 
is widespread, both originate from the overt (actual) or covert 
(latent) occurrence of a low tone.
Sentence 4 exemplifies the occurrence of 'latent' low tone 
in Mbembe. The tones on the noun abebd when the word is in 
isolation are LHH. Hy the rules of tone elision (3.5) a 
word-initial basic low tone is manifested as high when it 
occurs immediately following a high tone. A high tone 
originating in this way is always followed by a downstep, whose 
presence may be explained by the underlying presence of low 
tone,
A further example of latent low tone is provided by the 
relative tone pattern (3*42). The relative tone pattern is 
manifested over pronouns as followss
a) over 3 syllables HHL eg. &fa samina !our dogs’
b) over 2 syllables HL mfa gas be ’their do^s’
c) over 1 syllable HL mfd _g£ ’his dogs’
Preceding a consonant the HL glide is manifested as H*
mfa se’ mapyxr ’all his dogs’
Armstrong, speaking of 'latent' tone, says; "A latent or
hidden character is one usually not heard in its own right.
It makes its presence known by its effect on other elements in
the system. Its origin may be regarded synchronically as
arising within the morphophonology of the present language, or 
diachronically as arising from a previous state of the language, 
which one may deduce from comparison with related dialects.” 
(Armstrong 1968 p.52).
Both examples of latent low itone in Mbembe given above have 
a synchronic origin. However, a high proportion of the occurrences
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of downstep in Mbembe cannot be explained synchronically- 
for example, the example already cited of downstep following 
the final syllable of na * (sentence 3)> Downstep commonly 
occurs within a morpheme, eg. i-b&'rd' 'cloth*, also other 
nominal patterns 3.21. It is possible that a study of related 
languages and dialects might provide evidence of the diachronic 
origin of such forms. One isolated instance may be cited in 
support of such a hypothesis? The word for 'hair' in Adun 
dialect isisa' has a oognate form in Osopong dialect is^ sira. 
The CV structure of the Osopong form is regular, being an 
example of the 'partial-reduplicative' pattern described in 
2.226-2, while the Adun form is irregular and appears to be 
a contraction of an earlier form similar to the Osopong form 
with corresponding contraction of tones, the contraction of 
high and low tone being high tone with a following downstep.
3.15 A sample selection of sentences taken from text material 
demonstrates the extent of downstep and downdrift and the 
factors which contribute.
otfm agbar,gbar, obufea isosm' s ip&nbij pe* mapyir
he-used zinc he-covered houses of wives his completely
'he roofed his wives' houses with zino completely*
In this sentence high tone has 5 phonetic pitch 
manifestations. The first lowering of the pitch level of the 
high tone is due to the intervening occurrence of low tone.
The second lowering is non-predictable. The inherent tone 
pattern of isosm 'houses' is such that the final syllable 
carries a falling glide when it occurs finally in the 
phonological phrase, a high tone followed by a downstep in all 
other positions. The third lowering is again due to the 
intervening occurrence of low tone. There would in fact be
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a lowering at this point even if there were no actual 
occurrence of low tone because of the origin of the high 
tones on the first two syllables of rpanoij. Although 
inherently low these two syllables are high in the above 
utterance because of the interaction of the relative tone 
pattern (3.42)# If occurring preceding a high tone the second 
of these two syllables would be followed by a downstep# The 
fourth lowering is due to the compression of the relative tone 
pattern on the pronoun (cf. 3*14 P*^ 7).
Sentence a) illustrates the desirability of analyzing 
the lowered tone as a variation of high tone, rather than 
postulating ’mid* tone intermediary levels, which would mean 
that, not only would several levels of ’mid’ have to be set up, 
but also that the same lexical item would be recorded on 
different tone levels. Compare, for example, the word mdpyir 
in its occurrence in sentence a) and in sentences b) and c) 
below.
b)
bv£sn6i] ose Ipanor, pe1 mapyir p£ mdkwun £pyd! ka e'soskd
chief he-sees wives his all who they- market in evening
return
* the chief sees all his wives returning from market in the
evening*
ka:m ftde 5*v£sr kw 6bon! mlipyir 'I am the chief of the
I I-am chief of town all whole town1
There* would also be severe restrictions on the distribution 
of both high and mid tones. It is apparent that, while the 
lowered high is lower than preceding high tones, it remains 
high in relation to all following tones.
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3.2 Lexical tone
In this section the inherent lexical tone patterns of the 
nominal word-piece and the verbal syllable-piece: are described.
3.21 Tone patterns on the nominal word-piece^
Patterns throughout this section are exemplified by nouns 
since the full range of patterns occurs on the noun.
Tones on the prefatory syllable-piece are represented by the 
small letters h and 19 while those on the radical syllable- 
piece are written with capital letters.
A cursory survey of tone patterns on the nominal word-piece 
shows that gliding tones occur only on the final syllable of the 
word-piece. Gliding tones can therefore be most economically
explained if the following assiimption is made*
Underlying tones on all non-final syllables in 
the word-piece are simple, being either high 
or low. Underlying tones on all final syllables 
are complex, being a combination of two tones, 
eaefti of which may be either high or low.
The underlying tones on the final syllable may therefore
be any of the following combinationss
HH manifested as H 
LL manifested as L
HL manifested as H followed by a downstep if occurring 
preceding a high tone. This downstep may be explained 
in terms of the latent presence of low tone. In certain 
word-piece patterns, specified below, HL is manifested 
as a falling glide when it occurs finally in the 
phonological phrase.
LH manifested as H preceded by a downstep, which again may 
be explained in terms of the latent presence of low tone.
1. I am very grateful to Professor J. Voorhoeve of Leiden 
University for his suggestions on the material described in this 
section.
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All patterns which occur on the nominal word-piece 
can then he derived through the application of two rules.
1) Downstepped high tone, if downstepped because of the 
presence of latent low tone or overt low tone within the same 
syllable-piece, is always followed by a further downstep. 
i.e. 1H fH!
2) The sequence' LIIL occurring within the syllable-piece 
contracts to *HL.
Patterns which occur on 2, 3* 4 and 5 syllable nominal 
word-pieces will be described in sections 3.211-4• The possible 
relation of these patterns to each other is described in 3*215. 
Tones on nominal word-pieces derived from verbal radical 
syllable-pieces are described in 3*216).
5.211 A system of £ contrastive tone patterns occurs on the 
2 syllable nominal word-piece.
5.
6.
7*
underlying
tone
1. hHH
2. 1HH
3. hHL
4* 1EIL
hLL
lflj
hLH
actual tone 
as it occurs 
finally non-finally 
in the phon. phrase
hH
1H
hlfti
1HL
hL
1L
hH
1H
hH*
1H»
hL
1L
h'H*/hfHL*
h*H*
examples
£.gy£ a.gb&sn
1market * ' family group'
b.kpa
'lid*
b.d&s p
'foufou*
o.gbo i.gb&sri
* age-group1 1c arrying
basket1
b.kpo e.sasri
*rubber* 'guinea
fowl*
o.gwu £.kwbr
'maize* 'tortoise*
e .kpa
'bag*
b.bas r(
'squirrel'
£,*kwd* 6. 'p&sk
'parcel* 'spider*
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*If the radical syllable-piece has the structure open-CY, then 
the final syllable of pattern 7 is 'H1 when occurring finally 
in the phonological phrase* If the radical syllable-piece has 
the structure closed-CYC then the final syllable has a falling 
glide in this position*
The only other pattern which could be derived from the 
elements described above but which does not actually occur in 
the data is *1LH. Since the actual tone of this pattern would 
be 1H* there would be no contrast with pattern 4 except in final 
position in the phonological phrase. The two patterns may 
therefore have fallen together.
3*212 A system of 14; contrastive tone patterns occurs on the 
3 syllable nominal word-piece.
The structure of the radical syllable-piece constituent 
of 3 syllable nominal word-pieces may be extended-CYCV (2.223) 
and .non-reduplicative (2.2262), open-CY and full-reduplicative 
(2*221, 2 2262), closed-CYJ and partial-reduplicative (2.222,
2.2262) or minor (2.227). There is no significant restriction 
on the tone patterns which occur on these different structures 
except:- thab the closed-CYC and partial-reduplicative structure 
only occurs in conjunction with the 7 patterns marked with an 
asterisk below.
Alternative forms shown on the following chart are 
explained as followss
Patterns 7 > 8 nnd 10s The form with a final falling glide 
occurs phrase finally if the CY structure of the radical syllable- 
piece is closed-CVC and partial-reduplicative. The form with a 
final H! occurs in all other instances.
Patterns ll and 122 Certain nouns of these patterns have 
alternative forms with a falling glide on the final syllable phrase- 
finally. Other nouns always have Hf on this syllable. There is 
no apparent explanation for this.
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•underlying
tone
1* hHHH 
2* 1HHH 
3f hHLL
4. lHLl, ") 
1LHL ]
5. hLLL 
6* 1LLL
7* hHLll
8* 1E]jH
9 . hLTih) 
hLEH
10* 1LLH I
11. hHHL 
1?. 1HHL 
13. hLHi
actual tone 
as it occurs 
finally non-finally 
in the phon. phrase
examples
hHH
1HH
hHL
1HL
hLL
ILL
1H*H*/
hLH!
1LH1/
ilia,
hHE»/
hHHL
1HH1/
1HHL
h*HL
hHH
1HH
hHL
1HL
hLL
ILL
hH'H*
1H*H1
hLH*
1LH*
hHH*
1HH*
h*HL
5.nSsm& 
o.c^cask  
e.b^ fed.
0.gb^gblk
1.yopa  
e .k£ker, 
o . yomb
£ .kbs na
b.rasrja  
i . sesori
d.bd'r^1 
£ ,r£ * r6 m
b.d£ fk p a f 
b .k £ 1kd:n  
6 .fb n 6 *
e,nbsn&* 
x,ded5sb
e.kosijd*
e.fedna*
£. fd6siina
shirt * 
rattle*
cutting-grass 1 
tick *
friendship* 
floor mat* 
dry season1
roof mat1
riverf 
smoke 1 
corner*
kind of snail*
cockroach* 
side, corner*
worm *
finger1 
mud*
elbow* 
mortar1 
forked stick*
All possible combinations of L or H on the prefatory syllable-piece, 
L or H on the 1st syllable of the radical syllable-piece and rfk LL 
tfL or Lk on the final syllable of the radical syllable-piece are 
thus exemplified in the data.
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One example occurs of the pattern h!H'HT, the word (S'd^ m^ * 
*water pot*. Since this does not fit into the chart above 
it is considered for the present as an exceptional form,
3.215 A system of £ contrastive patterns occurs on the 
4 syllable nominal word-piece.
All regular 4 syllable nominal word-pieces have the
structure extended-CVCV and partial-reduplicative (2.223, 2,2262)f 
or closed~CVC and nasal-reduplicative (2.222, 2,2262).
Patterns are numbered below according to the numbering of the
patterns on 2 and 3 syllable word-pieces to which they appear
to be related.
underlying
tones
actual
tone
examples
3. hbLHL )
hLHIjL J
hbHb £.ded6rb
4. 1HLHL 1H/HL !.$£ * fds ke
5. hHLLL hHLL 6,d£dasma
6, illlL 1LLL 1.tetik-a
7. hHEOjH hHH*H* e.d^du* 3j6*
8. 1HHLH lHH'H* o.t^tas ,nat
10. lLIdS 1LLH* e, tetasnd*
star
*happiness * 
*face1
There is no contrast between forms recorded in final and 
non-final positions in the phonological phrase.
3,214 6, contrastive patterns are recorded on 5 syllable nominal
word-pieces> which have the structure eariten&ed-CVCV and 
full-reduplicative. (2.223, 2.2262). Only 12 nouns of this 
type are recorded.
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underlying
bone
actual
tone
examples
hHHHHH hHHHH 5..gber£gber£ ’kind of yam1
1HHHH Q.kom^komo ’cotton tree1
hHHHLH hHHH!Hf 0. tuk£tu1 ko1 ’kind of plant
hHLiLH
hHLLHL
hHLLH1 / r * ' * §e.giragire1 ’kind of bean*
hHLIflii
hHLHLL
hHLHL 0.kwurakwura ’girl under 
oilcumcision*
hHLLLii hHLLL s>.b£rebere 1 atmosphere’
3.215 The following chart is an attempt to show the correlation 
of patterns on nominal word-pieces of 2, 3 an(l 4 syllables. Tone 
patterns are given in the underlying form.
1.
2 .
5.
4 •
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
u.
12.
15.
2 syllable
hlfe
1HH
hHL
1HL ^
?ilh)
hi3i
111
hlfi
3 syllable
hHHH
1HHH
hffiCL
ih£l
ILfi
hLfl
1LLL
hHLH
1ELH
hLlSi
ill5
ilh&
hHHL
1HHL
hLHL
4 syllable
hLLHi
hLHxl
lHLlfL
hHLLL
IIiLLL
hHHLS
IHHLH
1LLLH
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3*216 The following patterns occur on nouns derived from 
verb-roots * All these patterns fall within the range 
described in sections 3-211, 3*212*
a) Patterns formed from a verbal syllable-piece with inherent 
high tones
underlying
tone
aotual
tone
examples
1HH 1H bbCarriage * b& *to marry*
hmm hHH erimd 1 fighting* rima *to fight*
hHLH hH* H1 ejl*fe&* * goodness 1 jxb *to be good*
lHJtt lHHi1 eb&srja' * dirt^~~ 1 bdr( *to be dirty*
lr-) Patterns formed from a verbal syllable-piece with inherent
low tones
underlying
tone
actual
tone examples
ILL 1L % ^ipa *harvest* pa *to harvest*
1LLL ILL \ >epme ‘mistake1 pine *to make a 
mistake *
hLLH hLH* oclte£1 * thought * cifee *to think*
illh 1LH* ojbrd* *fear* jora *to be afraid*
3*22 Tone patterns on the verbal syllable-piece
The inherent tone of all verbal syllable-pieces is either 
high or low.
eg. £■& *to be full1 fu *to steal1
c£fee 1 to make untidy1 cefee Ho let fall in drips1
kw&n *to bsw, pierce* kwum *to cut up small1
baska *to hang back* baska *to embrace*
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3.3 Grammatical tone on the verbal group
In this section patterns on the simplest form of the 
verbal group are described. This consists of a person prefix 
(prefatory syllable-piece)^and a verb-root (verbal radical 
syllable-piece). A note on the extension of these patterns 
over auxiliaries in the verbal group is given in 7#02.
Patterns are described as they occur on a verbal group 
which is a constituent of a) a clause with nuclear function in
the sentence (3*3l) b) a clause with preliminary function in
the sentence (3*52) c) a clause with subordinate function in
the sentence (3*33)« Finally patterns on verbal groups
functioning in a clause complex are described (3*34).
As in the case of the nominal word-piece, many of the 
patterns can be explained if a complex tone is postulated on 
th© final syllable. Underlying tones are included, where 
relevant*in square brackets.
_ _ j* , # OCCU3?5*51 c contrastive patterns ^on a verbal group which is a 
constituent of a nuclear clause.
Patterns are shown on the* chart below as they occur in 
final position in the phonological phrase.
A verb-root may consist of either 2 syllables 
(extended-CVCV syllable-piece) or 1 syllable (closed-GVC or 
open-CV syllable-piece). Patterns which occur on one syllable 
forms are compressions of the pattern on two syllable forms.
On the chart, 1 syllable patterns are shown underneath the 
corresponding 2 syllable pattern. As before (3.2) tone on 
the prefix is represented by the small letters h and 1.
1. No prefix occurs in the imperative (pattern VI).
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with inherent high 
tone verb-root
with inherent low 
tone verb-root
II
III
rv
v
VI
1HH*
1H
hHL
hHL
hHHf
hH
hHH
hH
1HH1
1H*
[xhhl]
[toft]
[hHHL]
[?1HL&]
HHLL* [ HHll]
HhEL*
ILL
1L
hHL
IiHL
hHL
hHL
hHH
hH
1LH'
lH'/lLH*
LHlL**
LHLl**
[lLLi]
[hHLL]
[hHLl]
[hHHH]
[ LHH]
Contractions
n
The two syllable pattern HH' with underlying tones HHL 
contracts to H on one syllable (patterns I and III),
All other contractions are regulars
LL [LLL] to L (I )
HL [h£l] to HL
HH [HHH] to H
HH' [HLH] to H
LH1 [LLH] to H
I&
BHLL [hhlL]
Lhll [LfiLLj
(II, III)
(IV)
(V)
on a open-CV syllable-piece (V)
on a closed-CVC syllable-piece 
^manifested as a falling glide from high to 
low on the final or only syllable. 
**manifested as a falling glide from mid to 
low on the final or only syllable.
Elision patterns and forms occurring phrase medially preceding 
a consonant are described in 3*55*
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Note In patterns II and TV there is no distinction between 
patterns occurring when the inherent tone of the verb«*root is 
high and when it. is low.
When the inherent tone of the verb-root is high, pattern III
■r-’V' H hcmx. )
is similar to pattern I;. If the verb-root has low tone, pattern
is
III is similar to pattern II.
Tone patterns realize the following grammatical featuress 
Pattern I realizes
a) the neutral, non-initiative tense feature (6.15123, 7.15123)
eg. ob£nd* *he gets up1 fcylma fhe lies down1
oci *he eats* o£o *he falls*
b) the perfect tense feature (&.1511* 7*1511)
eg. £6*bind* *he has risen* ^o'yima *he has lain down*
fc:6*cdl *he has eaten* £5*ta *he has fallen*
The prefix is high in these forms because of the influence of 
the perfect marker (3.561),
Pattern II realizes
a) the static tense feature (6.15122, 7.15122)
eg. n6kpdtee *he learns* nocxbs *he thinks* 
noci *he eats* nojo *he falls*
1, The following verb-roots are used in examples in this
sections with inherent high tone bxna *to get up*
ci *to eat* kpdbe *to learn* kpo^a *to delay, remain*
with inherent low tone cifee »to think* kwuna lto return* 
saka * to unload* to *to fall* ylma *to lie down*
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b) the minor mood feature (6.16,7.16)
The tone pattern is manifested both on the auxiliary and on 
the main verb in this type of verbal group.
eg. 6n£p' ma 6kpdb£ *he is hera learning'
onii]1 ma oci 'he is here eating*
onirj'ma ocifel 'he is here thinking*
oniri *ma 6fd 'he is here falling*
Pattern III realizes
a) the future tense feature (6*15121, 7 .15121)
eg* raokpdqd' 'he will remain* m6y£ma 'he will lie down*
m6c£ 'he will eat* moto 'he will fall1
b) the sub.junotive/po sitive mood feature (6.13, 7 .1 5)
eg. okp6qd* 'he should remain* oyima 'he should lie down*
oo£ 'he should eatt* ofo *he should fall1
Pattern IV realizes
a) the neutral, initiative feature (6.15123, 7 .15123)
eg. okp€fe£ 'he learns1 oc£fee 'he thinks'
6c£ 'he eats* 6f6 'he falls'
b) the imperative/negative feature (6.11, 7.1l)
eg. kakpo^d 'don't delay1 kac£fe£ 'don't think of it*
kac£ 'don't eat' kat6 'don't fall*
*
The prefix is low because of the tonal influence of the negative 
marker k- (3*562). The negative marker m- has the same effect 
in c) below.
c) the non-past negative tense feature (6,152, 7,1523)
eg, mokpor(a 'he won't delay' moo£b£ 'he won't think1
moc£ 'he won't: eat;' moto 'he won't fall'
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d) the delayed negative tense feature (6.152, 7*152l)
eg. otum obind ’he hasn't got up yet* 
otum oca ’he hasn’t eaten yet1
otum oyirna ’he hasn’t lain down yet’ 
otum o$a ’he hasrffc fallen yet’
Pattern V realizes
the past negative tense feature (6.152, 7 .1522)
eg. k6’kpdfe£' ’he didn’t learn* k6clfe£' ’he didn't think* 
ko'cf 'he didn't eat' ko*$6* ’he didn’t fall*
kosoi] ’ 'he didn’t know'
Pattern VI realizes
eg,
the imperative/positive mood feature (6.11, 7*11)
"blnaN 'get up I’ ylm&N ’lie downj ’
ciN' 'eat!' tSN 'fall!'
5.32 Only one pattern may occur on the verbal group of clauses 
functioning in preliminary relation in the sentence (5.5, 6.19) 
since clauses having this function do not have distinctions of 
polarity or tense. The preliminary function of the clause is 
marked by the occurrence of tone pattern II on the verbal group,
eg, otum' ka e'kpeba 'when it reached morning*
it-reached morning (tuma 'to reach') 
6pyire sd 'when he arrived there'
he-arrived there (pyire 'to arrive1)
3.33 Tone patterns which may occur on the verbal group of a 
clause functioning in subordinate relation in the sentences
3.331 If the suppositional feature is selected (6,18l) tone 
patterns on the verbal group are as for the neutral, initiative, 
of. IV a) above, or as for the past negative, cf. V above.
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eg. §asbe apyire sa 'even if you arrive there'
§&sb£ s& k£pyir£' 'even if you don't arrive there*
3-332 If the non-suppositional feature is selected (6*182) 
tense features are selected as in indicative nuclear, clauses, 
except that there is no contrast between initiative and 
non-initiative.
Perfect, future and static features are realized by 
tone patterns V, III and II respectively, as in nuclear clauses,
with the , occurrence of a downstep influence immediately
preceding the tense marker. If the tense marker is the first 
morpheme in the phonological phrase it is preceded by open 
transition [a] carrying high tone.
3kokpop&* 'if he has delayed
'if he has arrived'
eg,
ikopylra
'^mdkpoijd1 
6 ' m6pylr e
(the effect of the 
downstep preceding is 
to depress the following 
tone to low 3«56l)
’if he will delay1 
1 if he will arrive'
'^nokpoJQ 'if he delays'
^'nopyxre 'if he arrives'
belayed* past and non-past negative features are 
realized by tone patterns IV, V and IV respectively, as in 
nuclear clauses. Open transition carrying high tone followed 
by a downstep influence occurs preceding the initial consonant 
of the subordinate negative particle na.
eg. £na otum opyird 
3na opyir£'
'if he hasn't arrived yet*
'unless he arrives, if he does not
arrive
ana mopy£r£ 'if he will not arrive*
neutral tense feature is realized by tone pattern V 
on the verbal group and high tone with a following downstep 
influence on the prefix.
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eg, 6*kp£b£* 'if he learns* 
opyir£* *if he arrives*
5*555 lone patterns on verbal groups functioning as constituents 
of a clause in relative relation in the nominal phrase (8.64) 
are exactly as in non-suppositional subordinate olauses (5*552)*
eg* bnbrj kw 6*kp£b£* * someone who learns* (neutral)
person who he-learns
bnbij kw£ b^kp6q£* * someone who has delayed* (perfect) 
person who he-has-delayed
bnbi] kw3 na okpeb£* ’someone who doesn’t learn* (pa-sir 
person who he-doesn*t-learn ne&*)
5,34 When the verbal group functions as a constituent of a 
clause functioning in a paratactio clause complex (6>,201), 
the following modifications of the patterns described above applys
i) If the verbal group has the features subjunctive/positive,
imperative/positive or future (i.e* any feature which is 
realized by tone pattern III or VI), or if it functions in a 
clause in preliminary relation in the sentence (5*55l)> the 
distinctive tone pattern is manifested on every verbal group
in the complex.
eg, m6b£na odeb otbsk ’he will get up and buy something*
This may sometimes result in a ’chain reaction* of tones 
on the verbal groxips (5*£72 c))
eg, soTrj deb 5$bsk *go and buy something*
ii) In all other instances the distinctive; tone pattern
is manifested on the first verbal group in the complex, all 
subsequent verbal groups have tone pattern I. Tone pattern I 
may be considered the most neutral, 'unmarked* tone pattern.
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3 *4 Grammatical tone on items other than the verbal group
3.41 Locative tone-
When a nominal phrase functions in adjunct/locative 
relation in the clause (6*33) this relation is signalled by the 
preceding occurrence of a relator (sa, ma, ha, ka) and by the 
locative tone pattern extended over the noun or pronoun 
functioning as head of the nominal phrase and interacting with 
the inherent lexical tones of that noun or pronoun.
Tone patterns associated with the relators sa 1distant 
relation* ma 1 immediate relation* ha 1neutral relation* 
are the same (3*411)* Those associated with ka *neutral 
relation* are slightly different (3.412). Tone patterns
on pronouns are described in 3*413*
3*411 Locative tone associated with ma, sa and ha is manifested 
on nouns as followss
i) Whatever the inherent lexical tone of the 1st syllable 
of the noun, this syllable becomes a high glide with a slight 
downward turn, ending on a pitch higher than any
following tone*
eg. ^  ^  ~
nassf niskwukwu nesd6*m£*
* in the water * * in the box1 1 in the water pot *
as£ fwater* ikwukwu Tbox* elde*m£* 1water pot*
Examples are shown in their elided form, the final vowel of 
the relator being dropped according to regular vowel elision 
principles (2.421). The elided vowel is long if the tonev is gliding.
ii) When the inherent lexical tone of both of the first two 
syllables of the noun is low, then the 2nd syllable becomes H*
(phrase finally HL). Otherwise the 2nd syllable is unmodified*
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eg. ' — _______ —
he;k£'k£* hasgbdure
'in the stream1 'on the floor*
bkek&* 'stream* ogbasre 'floor* ofeon 'town*
iii) If the relator is immediately preceded by a downstep 
influence of any source, then the following modification of i) 
appliess
a) If the inherent lexical tones of the first 2 syllables 
of the noun are either both high, or both low, the tone of 
the 1st syllable in the locative pattern is low,
eg. —  _  _ _
okp6rta' nogb^ure bkpor}£f nlk£r£
'it remained on the floor* 'it remained in the hut'
b} If the inherent lexical tones of the first 2 syllables 
of the noun are other than HH or LL, then the tone on the 
1st syllable of the locative pattern is a LH' glide.
bkporja* hass£ okporjd' frukwukwu
'it remained in the water* 'it remained in the box'
Rare alternative forms occur when nouns with lexical tones as 
in a) above have a LH* glide on the 1st syllable in the locative 
pattern as described in b).
5.412 The locative tone pattern associated with ka is similar 
to tha*tt described in 3»4H with the following modifications*
There is no downward glide on the 1st syllable of the noun. 
Inherent tones LL become HH1, LH becomes H'h , otherwise 
.inherent tones of the noun remain unmodified. A downstep 
influence preceding the relator ka has no effect on the 
subsequent tones other than the usual lowering of the high tone 
pitch level.
ho* feorh 
'in the town*
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•* ~ ~ ~
k£keT k £* kofedn kl k£r.&
fin the stream* *in the town* *in the hut*
okporjd1 k6gbasr£ okporj^ * klkfrd,
fit remained on the floor* *it remained in the hut*
3*413 When a pronoun functions as head of the nominal phrase 
in locative relation, locative patterns are as follows;
The vowel of the relator remains unelided since all 
free pronouns "begin with a consonant. Relators have allomorphic 
forms mi, ni, jsi and ki, which occur preceding the velar 
consonant k.
The tone on the vowel of the relator is
a) a high glide with a slight downward turn if the 
relator is sa, ha or ma
b) H1 if the relator is ka.
However, when a downstep influence precedes the relator, then 
the tone on all relators is
a) low if the following syllable has high tone
b) LH* glide if the following syllable has low tone.
then the tone on the pronoun is H1, 
(A phrase finally)*
then the tone on the final syllable of 
the pronoun is low. If the pronoun is 
disyllabic, then the 1st syllable is H.
ka;m * 1st *
ko »2nd»
ke *3rd*
m m a f 1st *
bor|a * 2nd *
be f3rd«
eg.
sir k£! ka 6bdn sa; be ka 6fe6n
in him in town in them in town
fin his town1 *in their town*
okporid1 si k£* ka ob6n bkp6q£* sas be ka obon 
*he delayed in his town* *he delayed in their town*
3.42 Relative tone
The relative tone pattern has two, associated, functions 
Firstly, in conjunctions with the tone patterns of the verbal 
group described in 3*332 and 3*333 it signals the subordinate 
function of a clause in the sentence, or its relative function 
in the nominal phrase. It is manifested over the nominal 
phrase functioning as subject of the clause. Secondly, it 
signals the relative function of a nominal phrase or bound 
pronoun in a nominal phrase.
The phonetic manifestation of the relative tone pattern 
is similar, but not identical to that of the locative pattern 
associated with ka, described in 3*412 above. Patterns are 
described first as they are manifested on a noun which functions 
as head of a nominal phrase having the functions described above.
a) If the inherent tones of the first 2 syllables of the noun 
are neither LL nor LH, then the inherent, tones of the uiouii 
remain unmodified in the relative pattern.
b) If the inherent tones of the first two syllables of the 
noun are LL, these tones become HH* in the relative pattern 
(HHL phrase finally).
someone falls* (bnbr, *person*) 
c !someone*s dog*
c) If the inherent tones of the first two syllables of the noun 
are LH then
i) if the nominal phrase in which the noun occurs is the 
subject of a relative or subordinate clause, then the 1st 
syllable of the noun is manifested as H in the relative pattern, 
without a following downstep.
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eg. £fa e'$d 'if the dog falls' (ef£ 'dog')
6v&sr o'to fif the chief falls' (bvasr 'chief')
ii) if the nominal phrase in which the noun occurs is in 
relative relation in a nominal phrase, then the 1st syllable 
of the noun has H' in the relative pattern with a following 
downstep* There ar^ however, a small group of nouns, all 
denoting persons, which are exceptions to this rule in that, 
the 1st syllable of these nouns is raised to H without a 
downstep. These nouns comprises ovdsr 'chief
o$4 'father* 
odim 'husband* 
bkdsrd 'european*
eg. ekpo py £' t5s r) 'earrings, things of the ear'
( I t o s i j  ' e a r ' )  
e§6 c £ ' f a  ' th e  dog's head'
c f^ be chief's head*
When a free pronoun functions as subject in a relative
/«w- ?upf>cs/noH0 C
or^subordinate clause, all syllables of the pronoun are high.
kdsm 'to 'if I fell*
m£n£ mo'to 'if we fell'
Tone patterns on a bound pronoun in relative relation in 
a nominal phrase are described on page 67.
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3•5 Morphophonemic tone changes
In this section a summary is presented of the more 
important automatic tonal changes which are triggered by 
the juxtaposition of certain lexical and/or grammatical tone 
patterns and by vowel elision (2.42).
3.51 The following, chart shows the tones which result from 
the elision of two vowels, the 1st vowel being the final 
vowel of a nominal syllable-piece (excluding the demonstrative), 
the 2nd vowel being a nominal prefix.
1st
Throughout section 3*5 
the same rules of tonal 
elision apply where the 
second element is a 
syllabic nasal, i.e. when 
the sequence vowel—  
syllabic nasal occurs.
Underlying tones of the first vowel are shown in square brackets. 
*There seems to be variation between these two forms among 
different speakers.
2nd
L
vowel
H
[a] L L *H
x[®] H H* H
H* H* H/H'
[Hi] Hi Ii* H'
eg;. bn&i) / r^wa / eten 
he-gave child meat
bndri /  riuwa /  JSnosmd >
he-gave child shirt
bn&ijJjweten 
*he gave the child meat*
bndijij1 pwjSnSs m&
1 he gave the child a shirt *
3.52 When two vowels are elided, the 1st vowel being the final 
vowel of a nominal syllable-piece. the 2nd vowel being a
verbal prefix, tones on the elided vowel are as described in 
3*51, except that low tone preceding high tone is elided to 
low tone. The tone of the verbal prefix is less stable than
that of the nominal prefix.
eg. r,r|wa / ,6kwu > rjnwokwd *the child comes*
child he-comes
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ot<| / okwd 
father he-comes
ekwa / £kwu 
snail it-comes
>
>
otokwd ♦father comes*
^kwe'kwd *the snail comes*
3*53 The following patterns occur when two vowels elide, the 
1st vowel being the final vowel of a verbal syllable-piece♦
2nd vowel being a nominal prefix.
If the structure of a verbal syllable-piece is closed-CVC, 
tonal elision patterns are exactly as for an extended-CVCV 
structured syllable-piece* i.e. as if a final vowel occurred. 
Patterns described in a) below therefore apply both to closed-CVC 
and extended-CVCV structures.
a) If the verbal syllable-piece? has the structure closed-CVC 
or extended-CVCV, tones on the elided vowel are as follows. 
Tones occurring on the final vowel of the verbal syllable-piece 
preceding a consonant are also shown preceding a consonant for 
comparison.
1st
vowel
-
2nd
L
vowel
H
preceding
consonant
[£l] l 
[£h ] h *
I> H L
if preceded by 
high tone
L H H*
if preceded by 
low tone
H* H H*
[A] H' H* H H*
1-
1 1-
1
tV
«—
jrj)
 
W H* H H
if preceded by 
high tone
H* H H
if preceded by 
low tone
H* H I
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Q?he following paradigm illustrates forms where the 2nd vowel 
is low tone, using the verbs d£b 'to buy1 and yaske Ho tear* 
and the noun 0$osk 'thing '.
byaskjE / b|iosk byaskbtbsk cf. 3-31 patterns I, IX, III
'he tears something1 
o'deb£' / b$bsk > o'dbbbtbsk pattern V
fif he buys something*
5ya;ke* / btbsk ;> byaskbtbsk pattern V
* if he tears something*
odlb / btbsk > odbbbtbsk pattern I, III
’he buys something* 
odebb / btbsk odebbtbsk pattern IV
* he buys s ome thing *
deb / btbsk > deb btbsk pattern VI
'buy something* 
yaske / btbsk ^ yaskbtbsk pattern VI
'tear something*
b) If the verbal syllable-piece has the structure open-CV 
elision patterns are more complex because of the compression 
of the pattern, cf. 3*31 p.78.
1st
vowel
[LLL] l
r I ' >
[HLL] HL 
[h£h ] H'
[LLH]
[HHL]
[HHH]
[HIILli] HhS i
[lhll] lhll
2nd vowel
H
preceding a 
consonant
H*
H
H
L
H*
L
L
H*
H*
H*
H’
H
H*
H
H
H*
H
H
H
L
H*
H*
H*
H
H
H
L
eg. okpe / bnbsmb, > bkpbnbsma 'he sells the shirt*
pattern I
mbkpe /bnbsmb, mbkpb'nbsmd 'he will sell the shirt*
pattern II, III
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The^eiision pattern of the final vowel of a verbal 
syllable-piece with a vowel which is a verbal prefix is the 
same as preceding a nominal prefix except that where L 
precedes H the elided tone is low. cf. 3 *51.
3.54 Tone patterns of the demonstrative
In isolation the demonstrative has the tone pattern 
LH eg. rtw6 ’that1
LHL ?iw6ma 1 this 1 which has an alternative,
contracted form lA  rjwd 'this*
The initial low tone is dropped when the demonstrative 
occurs following any other item within a phonological phrase 
and does not modify the preceding tone. The tonal effect
of the demonstrative prefix therefore differs from that, of 
other nominal prefixes.
eg. £n6smj| / mbo > anosmj§mb6 'those shirts1
The tone of the final syllable of the demonstrative enters 
the same elision patterns as the final syllable of other 
nominal word-pieces (3.51, 3*52), except that the final tone 
of the contracted form,' if elided with a low tone, is elided 
to low if preceded by a downstep influence.
eg. £gasn&* / mba / at£sn >  dgdsndmbat&sn 'these three
wild pluos'compares ^
anosma / mbd / a$&sn dnosmdmbd1 ^dsn 'these three
shirts1
ag&snd' / mb6 / at&sn dgasna'mbd1 ^ dsn 'those three
wild plums *
3.55 Tone patterns of the pronoun
The structure of the pronominal syllable-piece and the 
elision patterns of the final vowel are described in 2.23 and 
2.422. The following tone elision patterns apply in all 
positions except when locative or relative patterns interact,
cf. 3.413, 3.42.
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a) Preceding a vowel or syllabic nasal with inherent low tone,
the final syllable of the pronoun elides to (sometimes with a 
slight upward glide).
eg. ko / ase ka's£ 'you see1
you you-see
be / anbrt / afa > b£norjafa 'those two people' 
they people two
The pronoun kasm '1st person sing.', although having a final 
consonant, affects the following tone in the same ways
eg. kasm_J prtwer /  meijkpefee >  keumrjqwEmerikpebe
I book I-won*t-learn !I won't learn to read*
b) Preceding a vowel or syllabic nasal with inherent high tone,
i. if the 2nd vowel is a verbal prefix, then the final 
syllable of the pronoun elides to L
eg. ko / amasn / mema kamasmmema 'Where were you born?'
you you-born where?
kasm__/ rfepen.., ^  keumrjkpen.., *1 am called...1
I I-am-called
ii. if the 2nd vowel is a nominal prefix, then the final 
syllable of the pronoun elides to H'
eg. be / dnosmd / afa ,> bjs'nosmafa 'those two shirts'
those shirts two
c) Preceding a consonant, unless the consonant is a clitic 
with associated tone (3*56), all syllables of the pronoun are 
low tone.
eg. mma / mapyir mlnamapyir 'we all'
we all
d) Phrase finally, all syllables of the pronoun are low tone.
3.56 Tone patterns associated with clitics
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For the description of clitics see section 2.24.
3.561 The perfect clitic k- (6.1511) elides with any following 
vowel or syllabic nasal to H!.
eg. £ / j5no*m& / odltea1 >> kx^nosmo’d6fea' !he has bought
shirts he-has-bought a
However, where a downstep influence precedes the clitic k-, the 
inherent tone of the following syllable is unmodified.
eg. 4 * konos mo *defed* !if he has bought a shirt*
xBOim / k / Ita isostykita *the houses have
fallen*
Preceding a consonant, the clitic is followed by open 
transition with H* tone.
eg. £ / mana / afa *> k£mlnafa *you have surprised
us you-have-surprised us *
Preceding the singular pronouns, kasm, ko, ke, the clitic £- 
assimilates to the initial consonant of the pronoun but retains 
its tonal effect.
eg. ^ / kasm / afa kdsm'afa *you have surprised
me you-have-surprised me *
3.562 The negative clitics k- and m-(?'.152) have associated 
tone similar to the tone of the final syllable of a pronoun 
(3.55). Tone elision patterns are therefore as follows*
a) Preceding a prefix which has low tone in its unelided form, 
the tone of the negative clitic elides to H*
eg. k / ofcpebd1 > kd'kpefed1 *he didn*t learn*
he-didn1t-learn (grammatical tone pattern
V)
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b) Preceding a verbal prefix with high tone in its unelided 
form, the tone of the negative clitic elides to low
Negative clitics do not occur preceding a nominal prefix or 
a consonant.
When immediately preceded by either a pronoun, or the 
plural clitic in- (3*563)» the tone associated with the negative 
clitic reacts upon the final tone of the preceding item. Under 
the conditions described in a) above, the final tone of this 
preceding item is low. Under conditions described in b) it 
is high.
eg. ke / k /os6 keko'sd' 'he didn't see him1
him he-didn't sea­
rn / k / okpefe£ k^d'kpdtel' !we didn't learn1
plu. we-didn*t-learn
m / k / akasnd f^ kak&snd 1 don't help (plu.).'*
plu. do-not-help
mina / m / 6se mlndmose 'he won't see us'
us he-won't-see
(6 1? J
3»563 The plural clitic m- 'also has associated tone similar 
to the tone of the final syllable of a pronoun. Tone elision 
patterns are therefore as followss
a) Preceding a vowel or syllabic nasal with inherent low 
tone, the tone of the plural clitic elides to H»
eg. m / akpefe£ md'kpebe* 'they learn'
plu, they-learn (grammatical tone pattern I)
m / onorj / k / ose' > m£noiiik<5's£' 'we didn't see anyone1 
plu. person we-didn't-see
eg. k / dlfdsnd ka]fdsnd
do-not-help
'don't help'
(grammatical tone pattern IV)
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b) Preceding a vowel^r-syllaljic nasal with high tone in the 
unelided form, the tone of the plural marker elides as follows;
i. if the 2nd vowel is a verbal prefix, then the tone on 
the elided syllable is L
eg. m / okpefee' mokpeb£1 'we should learn*
plu. we-should-learn (grammatical tone pattern III)
ii,. if the 2nd vowel is a nominal prefix, then the tone on 
the elided syllable is H*
eg. m / ||ya / k / ata' > me'pyaka'ta' 'they didn*t go to
n i x a.-u j j . x market'plu. market they-didn*t-go
c) Preceding a consonant the plural clitic has low tone, unless 
the consonant is a negative clitic (cfl 5*562-c)).
eg. m / k / okpetea* >  %o*kpeb£* 'we have learnt* 
plu we-have-learnt
3.564 The relative marker and non-suppositional subordinating 
link (6.185. 6.182) are always associated with the relative 
tone pattern, which is described in 3*42. Preceding a consonant 
these clitics are followed by open transition carrying high tone.
eg, anbq / p / m / ata* anbmp£ma't&' 'people who are going* 
people who plu. they-go
3.57 Tonal influence 'through* consonants
3*571 Tonal influence through a final consonant
Morphophonemic tone changes occur not only when two vowel 
segments elide, but also when a closed syllable occurs preceding 
a vowel or syllabic nasal. Tone patterns which occur when the 
closed syllable is a verbal syllable-piece or a pronominal 
syllable-piece are described in 3*55 s-nd 3.55 respectively. 
Patterns which occur when the closed syllable is a nominal 
syllable-piece are as follows;
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a) When a closed syllable with high tone (not. followed by 
a downstep influence) occurs preceding a vowel or syllabic 
nasal with low tone in its unelided form, the tone of that 
vowel or syllabic nasal is manifested as HT.
eg, bndr] / bvdsr / btbsk bna^b’vasrotbsk
he-gave chief thing 'he gave the chief
something*
b) When a closed syllable with high tone followed by a downstep 
influence occurs preceding a vowel or syllabic nasal, if the 
vowel or syllabic nasal is
i) a verbal prefix, then its tone is always manifested as 
low, irrespective of the tone of the unelided form,
eg, efe&m / ekwiS. efe&nekwd 'the hippo is coming*
hippopotamus it-comes
ii) a nominal prefix, then its inherent tone remains 
unmodified except for the lowering of the high tone pitch level.
eg. bnaij / £feem / dgdsnd' bnd^dfe&n1dg&snd
he-gave hippo wild-plums fhe gave wild-plums to the
hippopotamus *
c) When a closed syllable with low tone occurs, the tone of a follow­
ing nominal prefix is unmodified except for the automatic
lowering of the high tone pitch level, a verbal prefix is 
manifested as low,
5.572 Tonal influence through an initial consonant
Tonal influence may pass through the initial consonant 
of a syllable-piece under the following conditionss
i) When a consonant-initial numeral or adjective has inherent 
low tone on the first syllable, the tone of that syllable is 
manifested as H* if preceded by a high tone.
eg, Ifd / dans efdddne 'one dog1
dog one
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5n5:md / blrobirs 6n5smdb£roblre 'a small shirt* 
shirt small
b) In complex nouns, if the initial syllable of a radical 
syllable-piece is inherently low, it is manifested as H*
(HL if occurring in phrase final position) if preceded by a 
high tone* This does not apply in the clausal type of 
complex noun (9*1322).
The grammatical structure of the complex noun is described 
in 9.132. In the favourite, type (9.1321), if the inherent tone 
of the prefix of either of the constituent nouns is high or 
high followed by downstep, then the tone of the prefix of the 
complex noun is high or high followed by downstep (Hf dominating 
H).
eg. ana !oil* £pyd ’market1 Ind’pyd ’trading in oil*
6$05m 'house* emsa 'mouth* e^osmma 'threshold*
b^dsra 'european' icen 'eye* alcdsrdcdn 'spectacles'
c) In grammatical tone patterns III and VI only (3.3l),
the tone of a verbal radical syllable-piece is depressed to low 
if preceded by a downstep influence. This is the only instance 
in which a verb root with inherent high tone may be manifested 
as low.
eg, mode / ono&md1 /bbosk m6d5nbem6’b6sk *he will put in
his hand*
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CHAPTER FOUR 
UNITS ABOVE THE SENTENCE
4.0 The main purpose of the description of units higher than 
the sentence is to demonstrate the function of the sentence and 
the place of such items as exclamations, response words and 
nominal phrases in vocative relation in the grammar. Only those 
factors which are directly relevant to this purpose are 
described.
Two units above the sentence are set up, DISCOURSE and 
UTTERANCE. Dike other units, they are defined partially by 
their place in the hierarchy. However the function of the 
sentence in the utterance, and of the utterance in the discourse, 
is somewhat different from the function of the constituents of 
other basic units in the structure of the unit of the rank above, 
being univariate rather than multivariate.
The diagram below gives a summary representation of the 
hierarchical relationship of the sentence, utterance and 
discourse. Units are represented in capital letters, classes 
of units in small letters.
DISCOURSE
II
T / V E O A/ \/E £ n / i V / O /V
query response messageaddress reply narration
/
SENTENCE
question hortative sequential initiative
4.1 The DISCOURSE is the highest rank relevant to linguistic 
behaviour. It comprises the total speech interaction of one or 
more (normally at least two) individuals on a given occasion.
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4.2 The discourse consists of TJTTEBANCE units. The utterance 
may he described as a complete speech action by one individual, 
bounded either by silence or by the speech action of another 
individual. It is the domain within which the 1st person 
singular pronoun has a constant referent. The utterance is 
further marked by the fact that a sentence of the sequential 
class (5*3) may never occur as its first constituent.
The following classes of utterance are set ups
query ^
response j7 conversation classes
message J
address: }
reply j narrative classes
narration J
4.21 Conversation utterances
4.211 Query and response utterances have reciprocal distribution 
in that a query normally precedes a response. (For a note on 
rhetorical questions cf, 5*132). Further, the form of the query 
determines to some extent the form of the following response in 
that information given in the query may be omitted in the response. 
For this reason a response utterance is often grammatically 
truncated. There is also a restricted sequence of tenses.
The constituents of a query utterance are sentence units, 
the final constituent always being a sentence of the question 
class (5.1). The constituents of a response utterance are 
sentences, the first sentence constituent being an initiative 
sentence (5*4)* Where the preceding question is specified 
as polar (5*ll), a response word occurs preceding the initiative 
sentence. Both the response word (©accept eee and s^ eo) 
and the initiative sentence are followed by the final marker -e 
(5.8).
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Response words comprises
£ye 'yes' affirmative response to affirmative query
mm& ‘no* negative response to affirmative query
eg, ko ata £py£-o responses £ye*e/(kasm nta p^ya-e' )
you you-go market? yes I I-go market
ors mmd-e\/ (kasm epyd k3n't&-£) 
no I market I-not-go
of, text B,12-13
affirmative response to negative query 
e9eo negative response to negative query 
owe: may be freely translated 'I don't know'
The last three items are outside the major phonological patterns 
of the language.
eg. epy& ka'ta-o responses ees / (k&sm epyd k^ n't^ l-e')
market did-you-not-go? no I market I-didn!t-go
'didn't you go to market?' 'No, I didn't go to market1
ors e?eo /(ke'pya n'ta-e^ ) 
yes market I-did-go 
'yes, I did go to market'
4*212 Message utterances consist of one or more sentences 
of which the first is specified as either initiative (5*4) 
or hortative (5.2). Subsequent sentences may be hortative, 
initiative or sequential. For examples of message utterances 
of. text B 7-H, 14 C 5-6 D. 19-21
4.215 Certain utterances may be further described as greetings 
because of their restricted lexical content and their strictly 
determined sequence. Greetings occur typically at the 
beginning and end of a conversational discourse, exemplifying 
phatic communication, being important for their social function 
rather than their information content.
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Typical discourse final sequence of greetings;
1, message ka;m m^n’mfond ’I am about to leave1
2, query men’af6nd-o ’Are you aboqt to leave?’
3. response £ye~es ’Yes’
4. message shsq k£ ’Go well then'
4*214 Exclamations
Exclamations may occur utterance initially in conversation 
utterances, or,more rarely, utterance medially in conversation 
utterances. Utterances occur which consist only of an 
exclamation- these may be classed as minor utterances, eg. text 
B 25 G 28
The most common exclamations comprise; 
wo
All indicate some degree of surprise
% or remonstration.a;
ca eg. text B 21 C 6;, 24
4,215 Vocative
All conversation utterances (except the response) may 
have a Nominal Phrase in vocative relation as a constituent.
A NPvao normally occurs initially in the utterance, being 
preceded by an exclamation if one occurs. A NPvoc may also 
occur in the explanatory introduction section of a narration 
utterance (4*22).
A Nominal Phrase in vocative relation has no structural 
role within any of the sentence constituents of the utterance*.
It is therefore convenient to consider it as a direct constituent 
of the utterance. A phrase in this relation carries a 
separate intonation contour, as also do response words and 
exclamations,
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The nucleus of a nominal phrase in vocative relation 
is most commonly either a personal proper name (8.12) or 
a noun denoting a personal relationship (eg. tata 'father').
The form ayi ’friend' occurs commonly as NPV0C and is recorded 
only very rarely in any other relation.
For examples of NPV0C cf. texts B 7 C 24 I) 19, 25
*A very restricted set of nominal phrases may function 
in vocative relation as a constituent of an imperative clause 
(6.43)* The nucleus of the nominal phrase is then always 
a 2nd person pronoun and the phrase does not carry a separate 
intonation contour.
4.22 Narrative utterances
Narrative utterances are distinguished from conversation 
utterances because of their distribution in the discourse and 
because of the typically formal structure of narrative, 
exemplified mainly by folk tales.
Tbe narration utterance has a linguistic setting, 
consisting of an address utterance, directed by the narrator 
to the audience and comprising the single item matd 'call 
to attention', and a reply utterance by the audience, signalling 
attention, comprising the single item etena . These two items 
are invariable, and, although probably verbal forms, (ta 'to 
shoot' occurs in the collocation ta oise 'tell a story1), 
they are not relatable either in function or structure to other 
sentences or clauses and are therefore not further discussed. 
They are exemplified in text B 1 C 1 and I) 1.
In its fullest form the narration utterance divides into 
four sections which are characterized by lexical and grammatical 
factors. These comprises 1. explanatory introduction
2. story proper
3. moral
4. closure
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The first and last sections are sometimes omitted and 
the second and third sections may be fused.
4.221 The explanatory introduction, like the moral and the 
closure, is focussed on the audience and may consist ofx
i. a nominal phrase in vocative relation (4*215)
eg. abennsa btara abet&ta *ladies and gentlemen'
ii. a hortative sentence (5-2)
eg. mayoria itosp ka 6§<£ kwi ' mefitabopa ma 'listen to
the story I will tell you now'
iii. an initiative sentence (5*4)j often a proverb summarizing
the point of the following story.
The full form of the explanatory introduction is
exemplified in text A 1-4*
4-222 The story-proper consists ofs i) an initiative sentence 
which states the topic of the story* A typical example occurs 
in text D 1, bkploennbrt wane bn£ri-e 'there was once a blind
man1. ii) a series of sequential and initiative sentences
whose content comprises the subject matter of the story.
There is further internal patterning, significant factors
beings
i. the distribution of initiative sentences. The
occurrence of an initiative sentence signals either a new stage
in the sequence of actions or a state which is constant.
ii. the distribution of time references, signalled by 
either a nominal phrase in temporal relation (5.6?) or by a
temporal preliminary clause (5-51)- The occurrence of a time
reference of this kind again signals a new stage in the 
sequence of the story, eg. text 33 6, 15.
iii. the distribution of lexical-echo and spatial preliminary 
clauses (5*5)* Lexical overlap, the repetition of certain 
clauses, serves as a link between the stages of the story, 
eg. text C 2, 5-4-
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iv. the sequence of reference; the occurrence of a 
NP in subject relation (6.43) and the pattern of pronominal 
reference (6.43)•
v. the distribution of direct and indirect speech 
quotations (6,.233.3). Direct quotes only occur in speech which 
is not audience-focussed (there are exceptions to this when the 
speaker wishes to emphasize the actual words used). Indirect 
quotes occur in audience-focussed speech (including conversation 
utterances) and in quotes within a quote.
vi. the occurrence of the final markers -o and -£ (5«8)•
4-223 The moral consists of a tag, very commonly the lexical 
form fia' wo 6'si-e 'that is why...1, followed by a hortative 
or initiative sentence whose content gives the moral of the 
story, eg. A 9 B 34-35 C 24-27 D 31-32.
4-224 The closure consists of a hortative sentence, typically 
mbeq efejtr£bcir ^kwu nta £yokvava &ge 'let me grow quickly and 
tell my small friendsgstories1, followed by the closure marker 
dsdekwok-e^  (which occurs only in this position), 
eg. A 11-12 B 35-56 C 28-29 D 32-33.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE SENTENCE
5.0 Introduction
The function of the sentence as a constituent of the 
utterance has been described in chapter 4* Sentences may also 
be down ranked to function as constituents of a clause 
composite (6.255*3)* They may also function recursively in a 
sentence complex. The sentence complex is described in 
section 5*7 *
Pour classes of sentence have been postulated?
The structure of these sentence classes is contrastive mainly 
in the nucleus of the sentence. Features and realization 
statements relevant to the nuclei of the sentence classes are 
described in sections 5*1-4* System networks through which 
the structure of the sentence preliminary and of the sentence 
periphery is derived are described in sections 5*5 and 5*6.
5.1 The question sentence is the point of origin of the 
following system networks
question
hortative
sequential
initiative
-non-polar — sf
f
/ p+question-emphasis
-que s t i on-emphas is 
k r-non
-clausal— __
n o - nominal 
knominal
rnon-surprise
-clausal- r-subjective
■non-explanatory complementive
-adjunctive
*-polar
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5.11 The polar feature is realized by the presence of a clause 
specified as indicatives initiative (6.15), and of the final 
marker -£ (5-8) suffixed to the final word of the sentence.
Examples
1. ogbe o^berta-o" responses mraa-eN / ogbe 6tum 6beqa**£i'
time it-has-come? no time it-has-not-yet-come
•Has the time come?1 'Wo, the time hasn't yet come.1
cf. also 4*211 and text B 12, 4fc'
5.12 The non-polar question is further specified as either 
+question-emphasis or -question-emphasis. The +question-emphasis 
feature is realized by the presence of the final marker -o (5*8) 
suffixed to the final word of the sentence. The semantic 
implication of this feature is to make more prominent the 
question meaning of the sentence.
Examples
2. men'si' yen-o^  'Whatever shall I do?'
I-will-do what?
The counterpart of this sentence with the selection of the 
-question-emphasis feature would bex
min'si' yen 'What shall I do?'
Eor further examples see examples 6, 16-19 and 21.
5.13 The non-polar question is also specified as either 
clausal or non-clausal.
5.131 The non-clausal question contrasts with other sentences 
in that it does not have a clause as its nuclear constituent.
It. is further specified as either nominal or non-nominal.
The nominal feature is realized by the presence of a 
nominal phrase followed by the syntactic marker ke which in 
this context may be translated 'where?1 'what about...?1
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Examplesx
3. bgbaqgbaq kwasm ke 'Where is my bowl? What of my bowl?'
bowl my where?
4 . ate ke 'Where is your father?'
father where? response 1. ko'de-d 'He is not here
lit. he is not'
2. ate kwasm obir 6ta obon«e^
'My father has gone some 
place again.'
The form of the corresponding response is an initiative 
sentence of which the NP subject may be omitted, being already 
given in the question.
The non-nominal feature is realized by the fixed lexical
forms
n& ke 'lit. there what? What's the matter?'
ha may be identified as a relator (6*3 3) but other relators 
do not occur in this structure.
5.132 The non-polarxclausal question is specified as either" 
explanatory or non-explanatory.
5.1321 Explanatory questions are commonly used rhetorically, 
requiring no response. An example of this usage occurs in text B 
9-10, Where the question is not rhetorical the most common 
form of the response is an initiative sentence preceded 
by the sentence link okuru* b£ 'because', okdrd' b£ is 
a syntactic marker whose usual function is to link two 
sentences in a sentence complex (5.711) but in this occurrence 
the first sentence is given in the question and therefore may 
be omitted in the response.
The explanatory;non-surprise feature is realized by 
the presence of the syntactic marker os&npira 'why? 1 followed 
by a clause specified as indicatives non-initiative (6.15),
Ill
The form osempxra Is an apparently fossilised form of 
the clause os£ yen pira ’lit. it does what before..' In 
contemporary speech it is regarded as a morphologically simple 
form, being contracted beyond usual elision patterns. However 
its status as a clause is still apparent in two respectss
i) It occurs in conjunction with a non-initiative clause.
All other question sentences (except the non-clausal) have an 
initiative clause as nucleus. The tone pattern on 5semp£r£ 
shows that it is derived from an initiative clause5 the 
following clause functions as if it were the second constituent 
of a sentence complex, carrying non-initiative tone pattern.
ii) It may occur in a future tense form m6gem'p£r& derived 
from m6s£' yen pfra 'lit. it will do what before..’
Examples5
5. o^empxra ata sa responses okuru' be Hn5r agbasndlza kwasm-e
why you-go there because I-seek brother my
'Why are you going there?' 'Because I am looking for my
brother. 1
6. osemp£ra &’ka;r& ?|k£kwun~o' 'Why didn't the Europeans return? 1
why Europeans they-didn1t-return
7. mosem’p£ra oseql, 'Why is he travelling?'
why he-trave1s
The explanatory;surprise feature semantically signals 
some degree of surprise or disbelief - 'Why? for what possible 
reason?' It is realized by the presence of an initiative 
clause, followed by the link okuru, followed by one of the 
interrogative words yen 'what?' mbop 'what?'
Examples;
8. bdok btoom mas£ okuru mbdp ’You won't work again for what
reason**5 'again work you- because what? 
won't-do
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9. ac£neifr'£va ok&rii yen *Why are you bringing the children
you- children what? to me?'
send-me because
The interrogative word yen may also occur in marked contrast 
position (6.42). This form of the question is always used 
rhetorically, implying that there can be no possible answer,
10, ka'yeh kw 6 !def kafiikasm £d ?)kwu e’kllcen ki! ko! ka ososm
why that it-is I-*alone I-come visit to you to house
'Why is it only I who visit your house? 1 
(text B 9-10)
5*1322 The clausal a non-explanatory feature is realized by 
the presence of a clause specified as initiative and positive 
as nucleus of the sentence, one of the constituents of which 
must be an interrogative item. The non-explanatory question 
is further specified as subjective, complementlve or adjunctive, 
according to the relation within the clause in which the 
interrogative item functions and the corresponding form of the 
response,
Not all interrogative items may function in any relation. 
The following chart shows the restrictionsi
Subject Complement Adjunct
m n^ I 1where, whither? 1 X
meraa )
yen *) ,
mb or] y
what? 1 X
an! !who, whom? 1 X** X*
which-:
(8.51)
count-:
(8.5231)
relative
(8 .633)
NP,-hich-interrog:which?’ ' X** X* X*
NP . . , !how many? 1 X* X Xnt-mterrog.
•NP r • + ! whose? 1 X* Xi trve-mterrog.
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Items marked with two asterisks ** always occur in 
marked contrast (6,42)* Items marked with one asterisk * may 
occur in marked contrast.
Interrogative nominal phrases may function as adjunct 
only when the referent of the nominal phrase denotes time or 
place,
Examples of subjective non-explanatory questionss
11. anl wo 6 '§£' mlnsd 'Who would do such a thing? 1
who it-is he-do thus
12. bo^Ssk1 vo 6d ogl ina i'k£rlb£ 'What is in the basket?'
what-thing it-is in basket
it-is
13. §,noi] dkwiima 'How many people are coming?'
people how-many they-come
14. 3^ w& kw £hi 6'kw^ md 'Whose child is coming? 1
child of who he-comes
For further examples see text C 6-8 (rhetorical use), C 15.
Examples of complementive non-explanatory questions
15. £kwiin mboij 'What have you returned from doing? 1
you-return what
16. £kp<£ yln-cf 'What are you selling it for?
n  » » How much is it?'you-sell what
17. qw6ma ok£b aftf^ o 'Who would this happen to?
this it-meets who Whoever would such a thing happen
to?'
18. bbwd'pyi'fe^ ' kw^ kasm il'y^ n-'cT 'What bad luck I have I'
which-bad-luck that I I-have (rhetorical)
19. made dnor, apdu]-b^  'How many people are they?'
they-are how-many 
people
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20. 6de 6dxk kwe ifibSrj *Vhat is the matter? 1
it-is matter of what
21. bcrte6n' kw 6d btd-'o fWhat place is he going to?'
what- that he-goes
place
Examples of adjunctive non-explanatory questionsg
22. ko amdsn mlma 'Where were you born? 1
you you-born where
23* 6nfr(a sa Iwu Ip&rj THow many days is he staying there?*
he-stays days how-many? 
there
Note All the interrogative items listed above may also 
function as constituents of a clause in subordinate relation 
(5,6 4)* Their meaning is then indefinite rather than 
interrogative.
Exampless
24. §asbe £frSx3 ndo £bar£ y£n eroq nd6 kasm mesdijd
even-if rain that: it>-big how rain that me it-won't-know
*However great the rain is it won't hurt me. 1
25. ocls 6dxk kw &p6r]£-<5' / ode 6dik kw£ bos Josk / moroslia onoq
if-it matter of court- it- matter whatever we-should- 
-is case is choose person
rjwo raaw&ne 
that one
'If it is a question of a court case, if it is a 
question of anything at all, we should choose that
one person. 1
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5.2 The hortative sentence is the point of origin of the 
following networks
( r ^ intensive
h :\ -intensive
+persuasive 
 ^ -persuasive
All hortative sentences are realized by the presence of 
a clause as nucleus which is specified as either imperative (6.1l) 
or subjunctive (6.13» 6.14),
The +intensive feature is realized by the presence of 
the syntactic marker otot6 'please, I beg you1 occurring 
preceding the nuclear clause. (Where some constituent of the 
nuclear clause is in marked focus (6.4 1) the intensive marker 
may follow the item in focus).
Examples
26. lbino’kpasbyl / ototo / 6nar,em ^pwa keke
God please he-should child only
-give-me
'God should please just give me a child.'
See also text A 1.
The +persuasive feature is realized by the presence of 
the syntactic marker ke (cf. also 5-131) following the final 
word of the nuclear clause. It has persuasive meaning, making 
a command or wish less abrupt.
Examples?
27. mofona ke 'Let's go now.' (text D 22)
we-should
-go
28. gbask ka o§£' kw 6da;k5 ke 'Do speak in whatever way
speak in way that it- you •*
pleases-you
For further examples of hortative sentences see text A 11 B 14
c 12, 17 >t
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5.3 The sequential sentence is the favourite sentence type in 
longer speeches. It is realized by the presence of a clause
as nucleus specified as indicativesnon-initiative (&.15)*
Examples
29. ohi okwuna ebosk ndo *The elephant returned from
elephant he- divination that that divination1 (text 0 13) 
returned
5.4 The initiative sentence is realized by the presence of
a clause specified as indicatives initiative (6.15) or as minor 
(6,16) as nucleus of the sentence. There are, however, 
restrictions on the selection of a minor clause as nucleus 
which are described in section 6.16,
Exampless
30. wa / ewucen bmasna orasrja / mas£rt lyok matetemas
once sun it-is-with river they-walk plenty
friendship
*Once the sun and the river were great friends1 (text B l)
31. obe oyodf^ ofe kwasm okwii ma kHe said, "My friend is
he-said friend my he-comes coming."1
—  (text B 17)
The difference in the 'meaning* of the sequential and 
initiative sentence classes is not apparent in the translation 
of the examples given above since the key to the difference 
lies in the distribution of the two sentence classes in the 
utterance (4 .2 ). Examples are therefore best studied within 
the context of the utterance. Annotated examples will be found 
in text B.
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5.5 The sequential and initiative sentence classes are 
alternative points of origin of the systems
This system is only relevant when the sentence functions 
in a narration utterance or in a longer message utterance. 
Preliminary clauses do not occur in sentences functioning in 
any other class of utterance, nor do they occur in question or 
hortative sentences in any context.
The ^preliminary feature is realized by the presence of 
a clause in preliminary relation in the sentence, occurring 
preceding the nuclear clause of the sentence and any clause 
constituents in subordinate relation (5.6 4) • The structural
characteristics of a preliminary clause are described in 6.19. 
A preliminary clause carries a complete intonation contour 
(usually rising intonation) and may be suffixed by the final 
marker -o (5*8)*
The meaning of the preliminary feature is again best, 
illustrated within the .ontext of the total utterance. A 
preliminary clause carries no new information but serves as 
a connective between different stages of the narration.
The +preliminary feature is further specified as
5.51 The temporal feature is realized through the selection 
of specific lexical items connected with time. Among the most
r +preliminary 
“ -preliminary
- temporal
 spatial
-lexical-echo
common are* tuma 'to reach (of time)'with an impersonal
subject
|oba 'to dawn'
ewu 'day' esoska 'evening' ogbe 'time'
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Examples
32. 6tdm' ka e'kpeba / arufe&nbr, mbo a’rSteafa m&blra akwu ///
it-reached to morning thieves those 40 they-again-came
, preliminary 
clalisetemporal
makwu apyire fi&-o / im'nir^ ' ha / he
they-came-reached there they-stayed there they-asked that
clausep^ e^ m n^ary 'When it reached morning
spa xa those 40 thieves
, ✓  ^ / returned. When theyfconor, wane oyend' kw ofu enana /// arrived> they stopp'd
person one it-has who he-steal horse and asked, "Is there
someone who has stolen 
a horse?”'
For further examples of temporal preliminary clauses see text B 6,
B 15, C 23.
5.52 The spatial feature is realised "by the selection of 
specific lexical items connected with space and movement. By far
the most common of these are the verbs pylrs 'to reach, arrive*
and n£r}a 'to be, to remain',
For examples see examples 32 and 33 and text A 6 C 9 D 22,
5.53 The lexical-echo feature is realised by the re-echoing 
of the lexical items of a nuclear clause of the preceding 
sentence, and the presence of the relator ha.
Examples
33* od opyire ha e'ke'ka-o / otem ekob /// o$eme skSfe
he-arrived at stream he-beat palm-nut he-beat nut
c lausep re lim in a ry  c lausep re lim in a rys p a t ia l  le x ic a l-e c h o
n a -o / btbka a 'kbvdva mbd p oteme' /  bkworo' ka 6 'bosk /
th e re  h e -to o k  sm a ll-n u ts  those which h e -b ea t he-c lasped  in  hand
jr, % x til 'When he a r r iv e d  a t  the stream  he beat the
o ima una / / /  palm n u ts . When he had beaten the palm nuts
h e -to o k  h e -re tu rn e d  he clasped those sm all palm n&ts which he
he had beaten in  h is  hand and re tu rn ed  home
w ith  th e m .'
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For further examples see text G 4» 11•
The first nuclear clause of a tense-sequential sentence 
complex (5.722) may also re-echo the lexical content of a 
preceding clause. Examples occur in text C 2, 15 D 4* The 
re-echoing again serves as a connective in the sequence of 
events,
Clauses in subordinate relation may have the same 
characteristic but in this case the action referred to is 
always habitual or continuous action, rather than an event 
occurring in a sequence of events which happened on one given 
occasion. Lexical echo in subordinate clauses is therefore 
more common in descriptive message utterances than in 
narrative.
Examples of lexical echo in subordinate clausesg
54. mina £'d6n / 6ftdmT ka ltwe mayer^1
we Adun, when-it-reach to month which they-call
nov^mba / mosi 6pa //// mosi opa hdf mapyfr /
November we-do harvest when-we-do harvest there all
mofeagn sa i f.kasiia t / / /  mobasns sa I'k A g iid -o  /
w e -t ie  on yam-barn w hen-w e-tie  on yam-barn
mokpa nns am-e / / /  
we-come back
'We Adun people , when i t  reaches the month o f November, we 
do the h a rv e s tin g . When we have done the h a rv e s tin g , then we 
t i e  (th e  yams) on the yam barn . When we have t ie d  the yams on 
the yam barn , then we re tu rn  home.'
For a fu r th e r  example see te x t  B 2•
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5.6 All sentence classes are alternative points of origin to 
the following system network from which the structure of the 
sentence periphery is derived.
_____ i
|~ 4-conjunctive  
 ^ -c o n ju n c tiv e
+ in tro d u c e r  
- in tro d u c e r
j- +temporal 
1  _■-temporal
P ^ subordination- 
— subordination
-suppositional 
non-supp o s i t i onal
The following formula shows the skeleton structure of the 
sentence if the marked feature is selected in every systems
introducer Ao on junction 'Clausesu^  *Clausenuc Clause
5.61 The +conjunctive feature is realized by the presence of 
a conjunction. The conjunction usually occurs in initial 
position in the sentence (preceded by an introducer if one 
occurs) but it may alternatively occur immediately preceding 
the nuclear clause.
Conjunctions comprises 
Sub-class 1
ifiba 'surely' eg. text B
sa^  'unfortunately, C
regrettably*
nnos£ 'usually* I)
Sub-class 2
pfri, 'then, before*
m&tetemas 'and so, until* B
mfa* 'therefore* I)
54 3 21
27 3 9
19
6
12
sub
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*nifa has variant forms ofa afa mfa, the differences "being 
apparently dialectal.
Conjunctions of sub-class 2 never occur in the first 
sentence of an utterance. They are also distinct from sub-class 1 
in that they may carry a separate intonation contour and may then 
be suffixed by the final marker (5.3). Sub-class 1 conjunctions 
may only occur within the intonation contour of the item which 
they immediately precede.
Conjunctions of sub-class 2 also have an additional 
function. They occur linking the two parts of a sentence 
complex (5.612). p£r£ and mat£tem£; (contracted form m£s_) also 
function as members of the adverb class (9.125).
There are restrictions on the occurrence of conjunctions in 
hortative sentences. If the nucleus of a hortative sentence is an 
imperative clause, then the -conjunctive feature is always 
selected. The conjunction mfa occurs only in hortative
sentences (the nuoleus of the sentence being a subjunctive clause).
Examples*
35* ma / mfa masmba nn£r|£f ma 6’ter 'Now, therefore I should
now therefore I-should in compound remain here in the
 nowadays -remain compound nowadays.'
36 p£ra-cT / wa m£tl^ kw 6fd6ngbS / nob£r ob£na
then/next past meeting of Adun- it-rose-again
'Neafct the meeting of Adun company rose again. 1
37. p£ra £Tkande-o / efume fta e's&'rd1 b£p^ sr(
then cat it-caught by tail ....
*-- - -him
'Then the cat caught him by the tail.1
For further exemplification see examples cited on the previous 
page.
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5.62 The 4-introducer feature is realised "by the presence of an 
introducer. Introducers comprises
ma 'now'
ha 'now, then, so* 
ka 'then' (rare)
This class is clearly related to the relator class (6.53) but is 
here treated separately because of contrastive function and 
incomplete overlap in the membership of the classes.
The introducer occurs sentence initially. It may carry a 
separate intonation contour and may then be suffixed by the final 
marker -£ (5*8). Where an item in marked focus occurs (6.4 1) 
it may precede the introducer.
Examples;
38. ajar)6wur / ha / ode 6'gada p a'kpen* be / ajar owur
Ajangowur, now, it-is Ogada who they-are- that Ajangowur
 ‘ called
'Ajangowur, now, it is Ogada people who are called Ajangowur.'
39* ma-o / sari oka kw o'nip sa o'fur&bon /
now unfortunately mother who she-is in underworld,
kw£ wa' kopa / ko'feaxpa'
who past she-has-died she-had-heard
'Now, unfortunately his mother who was in the underworld, who 
had died some time before, had heard.1
For further examples see text C 26 D 4 also example 35 above.
5.63 The ^temporal feature is realized by the presence of a
nominal phrase in temporal relation. A nominal phrase in this 
relation has restricted lexical content in that its nucleus must 
be a noun denoting time. Common examples are ewu 'day'
ogbe 'time' esoska 'evening'.
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A nom inal phrase in  tem poral r e la t io n  s ig n a ls  the tim e a t  
which an a c tio n  occurs. I t  a lso  s ig n a ls  a new stage in  the  
development o f a n a r ra t io n . I t s  semantic fu n c tio n  is  th e re fo re  
comparable to  th a t  o f a tem poral p re lim in a ry  clause (5*51 )•
Other ways o f s ig n a l l in g  tim e are through the t im e -d u ra tio n  
and t im e -p u n c t i l ia r  fe a tu re s  o f the clause (6 .3 4 *  6 .3 5 ) *
L ike o th er p e r ip h e ra l c o n s titu e n ts  o f the sentence a 
nominal phrase in  tem poral r e la t io n  may c a rry  a separate  
in to n a tio n  contour (and may then be s u ff ix e d  by the f in a l  
m arker -o, (5 *8 ) )  or may share the in to n a tio n  contour o f the item  
whioh i t  im m ediate ly  precedes.
Examples
40. ewu dane-cf /  obina /  od odeb e ’ cen sa Txkomba 
day one h e -g o t-u p  he-bought yams from p ig
’ One day, he got up and went and bought yams from the p ig **
For fu r th e r  examples see te x t  B 3 f 14 1 4 *
5.64 The 4-subordination fe a tu re  is  r e a l iz e d  by the presence o f 
a clause in  subordinate r e la t io n .  The s tru c tu re  o f subordinate  
clauses is  described  in  6 .1 8 .
Up to fo u r clauses in  subordinate r e la t io n  may occur in  
any one sentence. Up to  th re e  o f these may occur preceding the  
n u c le a r c la u s e , one may occur fo llo w in g  the n u c le a r c lau se .
The 4-subordination fe a tu re  is  fu r th e r  s p e c if ie d  as s u p p o s itio n a l 
or.no n-sup po s itio na l, these fe a tu re s  being r e a l iz e d  by the 
s p e c if ic a t io n  o f the subordinate c lause as s u p p o s itio n a l or 
n o n -s u p p o s itio n a l ( 6 . 1 8 ) .  The s u p p o s itio n a l fe a tu re  has the  
meaning ’ even i f  something were to  happen1, im p ly in g  th a t  the  
event is  h y p o th e tic a l and r a th e r  u n l ik e ly .
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Examples of subordinate clauses?
4 1, dna aninje ha a'wd’ mbo a'ke1 / mmalefe
unless pepper in soup that you-put it-won*t-be-tasty
’Unless you put pepper in that soup it won’t be tasty,*
42, apyire sa / bira §1 / mace wendo dd asl
if-you-reach-there again do as before you-did
’If you reach there, do again as you did before,1
43* <5<3-e atwu bbbsk na i'so’ka’ njo / dwoij xsbska’ njo /
if you-touch hand to pot that if-you-open pot that
a^a kwasm o^ bcike oserj d'td nd / kb wo-£
if-mother my she-changes she-turns stones there you it-is
’If you touch that pot, if you open that pot and if my 
mother turns into stones, then it is your fault,1
4 4 . sasbe 6m: en m/6 obdri mdltetemds /  sd mardkd
even-if firewood that it-big plenty there you-shouldn't
---------------------------------  -bend
’Even if the firewood should be excessively plentiful, you
must not bend down,’
For further examples see text A J, 9 B 2, 4> 5 C 5j 17, 20 
D 5, 12, 21.
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5*7 Sentence complex
Sentences so f a r  .described in  th is  chap ter are  bas ic  
sentences, hairing o n ly  one nucleus, which may be a clause o f any 
ty p e , b a s ic , complex or composite ( 6 . 2 ) .  •
Sentences which have more than one nucleus are termed 
sentence complexes. The c o n s titu e n ts  o f a sentence complex are  
sentences (which may in  tu rn  be e i th e r  bas ic  or complex) 
fu n c tio n in g  in  l in e a r  re c u rs iv e  r e la t io n .  Sentence complexes 
are d is t in c t  from clause complexes in  th a t  clause complexes may, 
a t  p rim ary  d e lic a c y , fu n c tio n  in  any p o s it io n  in  which a bas ic  
clause may fu n c tio n .
Sentence complexes may be fu r th e r  s p e c if ie d  as fo llow ss
p r a t io n a l
- independent  -------1uconjunctive
-dependent
p im p e ra tiv e -c o n d it io n a l
-p e r fe c t /n o n -p e r fe c t
te n s e -s e q u e n tia l------
- lo o s e -k n it
^ fu tu re /p e r fe c t
“fu tu re /n o n -p e r fe c t
~ + le x ic a l - t ie
- “ l e x i c a l - t i e
p + p o la r ity -c o n tra s t  
I—p o la r i ty -c o n t r a s t
5 .71  ^he independent fe a iu r f i is  r e a liz e d  by the presence o f 
two sentences, each o f which may have f u l l  p e r ip h e ra l s tru c tu re .
5.711 The independents r a t io n a l  s p e c if ic a t io n  is  fu r th e r  
r e a liz e d  by the presence o f the l in k  okurii' b£ 'because' 
o ccu rrin g  between the two c o n s titu e n t sentences and the fu r th e r  
s p e c if ic a t io n  th a t  the nucleus o f the second sentence must be an 
i n i t i a t i v e  c la u s e .
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Examples*
4 5* ha o'dimbosk ma§ok / okdrd' b£ / asoko'
on right-hand you-won't-put-(it) because if-you-ppt
_______
ha bdfmbosk / oteirobosk matlma a'kpo akwnm £kbsna
on right-hand left-hand you-won't-take be-able you-sew mats
  - -  __
’You won’t put it on the right because, if you put it on the
right, you won't be able to use your left hand to stitch palm
mats.'
4 6. obene b£ [mmd-e / ke" kapyi-£] / okdrd' be /
he-said-him "no him do-not-cut" because
clausenuo (l)
ogbe riw6 wa / odlk oyfn^ be
time that past trouble it-befell-them
p^temp^ _________fjAui:Le^ UO_i-2_)_
'He said to him, "Mo, don't wound himI" because, at that time, 
trouble had come upon them.'
4 7. w&ra mad at£ra a't&sb dikpuka ma'tfma a's£ma
they-ought-instead they-gather money they-take greet
clausenuo (l)
owonxtos nnorj / okdru1 b£ / sa wdra as o 13 i^wer /
farm-worker because even if you-know book
>  --
■7*
SUhclause
~ T
* r
«=as«*^ a«c«=s*=!s===aSa!«=!=a==^
mace na otbsk sa e'feor a'cf / efa may6na a'££r fjriwer
like not thing in stomach you-eat power you-won't-have you- book
.-«-.t.wr ite — —
^laus e 3^ ^ ________________________________cl^u_se^^_ jCJLL _________
'They ought to gather money and honour the farm workers, because, 
even if you know book, if you don't eat anything, you won't have 
power to write.’
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5,712 The independents conjunctive feature is further realized 
by the presence of a conjunction of sub-class 2 (5.61) occurring 
between the two sentence constituents.
Exampless
48. mdnsi yen pira ilnirja akpen oka oka-o
I-will-do what before I-live life good
clausenuc(l) clausen^(2)
*What shall I do in order to prosper?1
49- ma'cine mdtetemds / pira 6'te nobin1 ka dkpoijdn^ nigbe
they-begged-him plenty until father he-rose at last-time
   = _
■They kept on begging him so that at last the father arose.f
50. ekpo py e'nfri ha / mbSsk katwu-e / ififa
things which they-are there hands do-not-touch so that.
clause11^ 0 (l)
an£r) od£k bdok bd6k ajl-e
you-should-not trouble another you-fall
clausenuc(2)
■The things which are there, don*t touch them, so that you should 
avoid falling into any other trouble.*
5.72 The dependent feature is realized by the presence of
two sentence nuclei which may share the same periphery. The two 
nuclei may not have separate peripheral structures- the reference 
of any peripheral items must apply to the total complex.
5.721 The dependentsimperative-conditional feature is realized
by the specification that the nucleus of one of the constituent
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sentences must Toe an imperative clause, The verbs tbria fto count1 
pyirs 1 to reach* and tbma *to begin* very commonly occur in 
the imperative form in this construction.
Examples*
51. tbma sd* c &bet&ta amasn / kasm wo m*fbr evasr
begin there where fore-fathers they-born I it-is I-wear chief-
tancy
,‘rrl mi- rr- U U C
clauselmperative _ olaaBe____
* Starting from the time when my forefathers were born, it is I 
who wear the chieftancy.*
52. bfna m& pylre sa i*by£f $4 k£ ikwanbrj oy£n£* riwo
start here reach to place which she woman very that
 .... ..... -..........— ....   1...■—  ..........................       -I .11 N .I.-,,.,',
t nuc
^imperative ___        ^
6fd£on& / lbxr o'kpan 
she-comes it-far very
"nuo
^    _____
*Erom here to the place from which that woman comes is a very 
long way.*
53. ma o*ba:r rtwd / mby£n &*vasr afa-e / tbrjd kasm $o^a
in Ofat this we-have chiefs two count me count
” 'nuc"' -^~‘n r‘r~"T *■ u nuc ^clause clause. . .  _xmp§rative__^
anol3 ata.n ,jn we have -fcwo chiefs, counting me
people three -t makeg three<t
—
5,722 The dependents tense-sequential feature is further 
realized by specifications regarding the sequence of tenses 
which may occur in the sentence nuclei. The following sequences 
may occurs
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5.7221 Indicative/positives perfect tense (6.1511) followed
"by indicative/positivesnon-perfect tense (6.1512), or, less 
commonly, "by indicative/negativesnon^delayed tense (6.152).
The sequence may be freely translated 1when...then..♦1 
The first nuclear clause ressembles a subordinate clause in 
certain structural characteristics. It may echo the lexical 
content of a preceding clause (5.53) and may be suffixed by 
the final marker -£ (5*8)*
Examples*
54* ekp6 mbyo k£ylna ka iy£sn / lpanor( akefe
things those they-have-come to outside women they-share
n nuc , nuc
_   ^^fnon-perfect
!When the things have been put outside, the women share them.*
55. Jjki !k&s ijdt1 njo 6!d£baf mdpylr / m6yin Ipa
yam barn that we-have-tied all we-go harvest
nuc -i , nuc
perfect c a S0non-perfect
’When we have finished tying the yam barn, we begin the harvest.1 
For further examples see text G 2-3 D 14.
5.7222 Indicative/positive*future tense (6.15121) followed
by indicative/positive*perfect tense (6.1511)
Inspite of the future tense of the first nuclear clause, 
the sequence of tenses implies that the action actually happened. 
The implication is that the second even* happened prior to the 
occurrence of the first.
The second nuclear clause is *non-figure1. In both 
the textual examples cited below, the subject referent of the 
sentence following the sentence complex is the same as that of
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the first nuclear clause of the complex. No explicit nominal 
phrase in subject relation is present in the following sentence 
inspite of the occurrence of a different subject referent in 
the second nuclear clause of the complex (6.43).
Textual exampless B 23~2^ C 9-10.
Exampless
56. mm6kwu 6ker£ ka 5s$sm / onorf £e!kpd 5fakp6
we-will-come we-look in house person things he-had-
stolen-all
*When we came to look in the house, (we found that.) someone 
had stolen everything.*
57• m6d 6pyire / ece 1ta ka epd
he-will-reach leopard he-has-fallen in pit
rn, ",'™" ^ nucT""1’" .'nuc n,r"J,'r,"'r'rnclause„ . clause « .future perfect
fWhen he reached there, (he found that) a leopard had fallen in 
a pit.*
5.7223 Indicative/positives future tense followed by Indicative/
positives non~perfect tense.
This sequence implies some contrast in the two parts 
of the sentence complex, which may be freely translated by 
the conjunction !but*. It also implies that the first event 
did not actually happen - it was about to happen but the 
occurrence of the second event prevented it.
Examples
58. mokwu 5b6ke ha e*§6 / od£m e*so ha eH&s^d.
he-will-come he~s<fc$se by head he-drew head to inside
fHe was about to sfefze him by the head, but he drew his head 
inside.*
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For further examples see text A 7"8 C 15*
5.723 The dependent a- loose-knit feature is further specified 
as either + or -lexical-tie, and •+• or -polarity-contrast.
The +lexioal-tie feature is realised by the repetition of 
the same verb in both nuclear clauses. It is frequently 
chosen in conjunction with the +polarity-contrast feature.
The +polarity-contrast feature is realized by the 
selection of a positive clause as the first nucleus, and a 
negative clause as the second nucleus. The construction may 
be freely translated by the conjunction 'but' - the first action 
happened, but the second didn't.
The following examples illustrate the possible combinations of 
these featuress
+lexical~tie/+polarity-contrast
59• £ra'ro'ra £je evu matettma* / ekwbr evd ko'je'
Irarora-bird he-threw goat plenty tortoise goat, he-did-
'The Irarora bird threw the goat many times, but the tortoise
didn't thjow the goat.1
60. od oyok fsas 're' matetemas / rirjwa k6cer 6'yok £sas 'r£'
she-weeded grass plenty child he-did- he-weed grass
not-agree
'She weeded grass industriously but the child wouldn't agree to 
weed grass.'
For further examples see text A 10 B 8.
+lexical-tie/-polarity-contrast
61. mo'basr, 5'fedsrja ka £'16s b£ / otasn on£ij / £josi| xn£rtd'
we-hear by ear that witch- it-is Ijong it-is
'We hear tell that witchcraft *=»===: =====*=«===:==
exists and Ijong power exists too.1
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For a further example see text C 19.
-lexical-tie/+polarity-contrast
62. mmasn i^wa / r)r«wa ko'de1
I-hore child child he-is-not
'I bore a child but there was no child (the child died)1
65. okere am; a mbo matbtem&s / eten kobir ocer 6fb
he-watched traps those plenty animal he-not- he- he-kill
s=ss=sa=::=s=as«===-s=s=s=s=;==rs again_ agree
*He watched those traps continuously but he didnft succeed in 
killing an animal.1
For further examples see text B 5* B 55*
-lexical-tie/-polarity-contrast
When both unmarked options are selected there is no 
structural link between the two nuclear clauses* When peripheral 
elements occur which are shared by both nuclei then no ambiguity 
arises. Where no periphery occurs there may be ambiguity as to 
whether a form is a sentence complex or a sequence of two 
sentences. In such instances phonological criteria, such as 
intonation, are decisive.
For example see text I) 23-24.
5.8 The final markers -_e and -o are phonological clitics 
suffixed to the final word of the item in conjunction with which 
they occur. They always mark the end of an intonation contour 
and are often prolonged to carry that contour. A discussion 
of the stylistic or linguistic implications of their occurrence 
is not attempted here but the summary given below of the 
positions in which they may occur may give some indication of 
their meaning.
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The vowels of the final marker have distinctive elision 
properties. The vowels of the final marker, -jo and -*£, always 
remain constant. They are never dropped through elision.
When the final marker is suffixed to a word with a final vowel, 
elision patterns are as followss
a) Preceding the final marker -jo, the close vowels £ and u 
are dropped, all other vowels are retained.
b) Preceding the final marker -£, the close and half-close 
vowels jl u £ £ are dropped, all other vowels are retained.
Distribution
i. The final marker -£ occurs very commonly in conversation 
utterances. In a conversation composed of an interchange of 
short utterances the majority of sentences are suffixed by -£. 
Response words and the initial sentence of a response utterance 
(4.211) are always suffixed by -£. It may also occurs
a) Suffixed to the nuclear constituent of a sentence in 
longer message utterances or in narration, generally marking
a 1 ground* state, a constant state rather than a new action in 
a series of actions. eg. text A 6, 10 D 1, 2.
b) Suffixed to a nominal phrase in focus (6.4 1)° eg* text A 5.
c) Suffixed to a tag (4.22). eg. text A 9, D 3i*
d) Suffixed to the narration closer dsdskwok (4.22).
eg. text A 12 C 29 D 33*
ii. The final marker -£ has the effect of bringing the item
to which it is suffixed into increased prominence. It may occurs
a) Suffixed to the nuclear constituent and/or to the final
constituent of a question sentence (5.11? 5*12). eg. text B 12.
Questions may be used rhetorically to indicate surprise or 
incredulity, eg. text C 8, 20, 27.
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b) Suffixed to a clause in preliminary relation in the 
sentence (5*5). eg. text B 6, C 4> 9j H> 15> 25 B 18,
c) Suffixed to a clause in subordinate relation in the 
sentence (5*64).
d) Suffixed to the first nuclear constituent of a tense- 
sequential sentence complex (5*722). eg, B 17 D 14*
e) Suffixed to a nominal phrase in focus (6.41) eg. B 31
f) Suffixed to a nominal phrase in temporal relation in 
the sentence (5.63).
g) Suffixed to a nominal phrase in vocative relation in 
the utterance (4 .215).
h) Suffixed to a conjunction of sub-class 2 (5.61) or to 
an introducer (5.62) in the sentence, eg. D 4 .
C 18.
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CHAPTER S tX 
THE CLAUSE
6.0 Introduction
The function of the clause as a constituent of the sentence 
in nuclear, subordinate or preliminary* relation has been described 
in chapter 5. The clause may also function recursively as a 
constituent of a clause complex (6.201, 6.202) and in relative 
relation in a nominal phrase (8 .6 4).
There is sufficient overlap in the structure of the clause 
having different functions for all clauses to be regarded as one 
class, the point of origin of the same system networks. 
Restrictions and modifications in the structure of the clause 
functioning in subordinate, relative or preliminary relation are 
described in sections 6.18 and 6.19*
The clause is the point of origin of the mood, transitivity 
and theme system networks. The structure of the clause is fully 
determined only through selections of features from each of these 
networks. Mood, transitivity and theme represent the interpersonal, 
ideational and textual components of language (1.39). Mood (6.1) 
is here concerned with features of polarity, person, number, mood 
(in the more restricted sense of the contrast between imperative 
(command), subjunctive (wish) and indicative (fact)) and tense. 
Transitivity is concerned in the first place (6.2) with different 
types of process (state, relation, action) and with the role of 
the participants involved, and secondly (6 .3 ) with circumstantial 
roles, chiefly relating to time, location and manner. Theme (6,4 ) 
is concerned with features of focus, contrast and emphatic-emphasis.
The constituents of the clause are;
a) verbal group (VG), Every clause has a verbal group as a 
constituent (for the only exception cf. 6,42). The selection of 
a certain class of verb-root in the VG partially realizes 
transitivity, process-type, features. Particular verb-roots 
inherently require the presence of other constituents in the olause 
having specified participant roles.
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*0 nominal phrase (NP) which may have the grammatical function 
of subject (NPS), complement (NPC), vocative (NPV0C) or adjunct 
(NPa).
The presence of a NPB is determined through the mood (6.12) 
and theme (6.4 3) features. Determined by the transitivity 
features of the clause, the NPS may have the participant role of 
actor, attribuant or initiator.
The presence of a NPC is determined through the transitivity 
features. The NPC may have the participant role of attribuant, 
range, goal, actor, benefactive, recipient, resultative, motive
or accompaniment. Where the transitivity features determine
c cthe presence of more than one NP in a clause then NP having
specified participant roles occur in the following linear, orders
order 1 - recipient or benefactive order 2 - attribuant, range,
goal, or actor order 3 - resultative or motive. More than
two NP do not normally occur in a basic clause.
If certain mood features are selected these participant roles
may be filled by a bound pronoun (7.25). Only one bound
pronoun may occur in a basic clause. Benefactive and recipient
roles are very commonly filled by a bound pronoun.
The presence of a NPV0C is determined through the theme 
features (6 .4 3)*
cLThe presence of a IIP is determined through the transitivity 
features (6.3 ). NP may have the circumstantial roles of 
locative, time-punctiliar, time-duration or manner.
°) ideophone, adverb, relator, temporal particle, temporal word 
and restricted down-ranked clause (6.37) all function as adjunct 
having circumstantial roles (6.3).
d) down ranked utterance or sentence complement a clause- 
composite (6.200), always occurring in final position in the 
composite.
Any nominal phrase constituent and certain limited items 
in adjunct relation may function as marked focus or contrast (6,4 )*
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6.1 The M00B component
6.1 The clause is the point of origin of the MOOD system network
"delayed
r-negative
- non-del aye d-
rimperative
rperfect
-future
-static
-neutral
non- _
' perfect
non-  j
imperative ^
[-initiative
-non-initiative
i plst person
"""j-Snd person
^rd person concord-class
j system_minor^
psingular
-plural
6.10 The following citation paradigm presents a summary of the 
selection expressions and corresponding structures of the ma.jor 
clause. Singular number and 3rd person (except in imperative 
forms) are selected throughout the paradigm.
The features of the major clause and their realizations 
are discussed in detail in 6.11-15.
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Constant lexical items are used throughout the paradigm* 
bvd;r 'chief* feasn 'to tie (yams)' ecen 'yams'
£kasr>a 'yam barn'
Positive clauses 
imperative
feasn e'cen sa lka;i3& 'Tie yams on the yam barn
^imperative NP°
/positive
non-imperative; subjunctive;permissive
c-6'vasr bfeasn ecen sa ik£;rt£ 'Let the chief tie yams
c NPS VG , . . .  NP° NPa 0n the yam barn ■ 'subjunctive
/positive 
non-imperative ; subjunctive;purpose
bvasr bfeasn ecen sa ikaspa 'The chief should tie
jjpS TG roc roa yams on the yam barn'
subjunctive 
/positive
non-imperat ive;indicative;perfect
bv£;r k-e*cen bfeasna sa i'ka;r,a 'The chief has tied yams
NPS k HP0 VG HPa on the yam b arn ‘ 'perfect
non-imperatives indicative;non^perfect;future
bvasr mbfe&sn ecen sa ika;rja 'The chief will tie yams
UPS VG jjpa on the yam barn.»
future
non-imperative; indicative;non**perfect; static
bvasr nbbasne ecen sa lkasrja 'The chief ties yams on
NPS VG , , .  NP° NPa the yam b a r n - ’static
non-imperative;indicative;|non-initiative/non-perfectsneutral] 
bvasr bfeasn ecen sa ikasija 'The chief ties yams on
VGneutral ^  ’
/non-initiative
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non-imperatives indicatives|initiative/non-perfectsneutral|
bvasr ot^ne e'cen sa Ikdsr.d 'The chief ties yams on
NPS V G n e u t r a l * p °  the yam barn,1
/initiative
Nenative clauses
imperative
ecen sa Ikasrid kafedsn 'Don't tie yams on the yam
HP° NPa VG. .. barn!imperative
/negative 
non-imperatives subjunctive
bvasr onifj ecen sa lkasrja oteasne' 'The chief shouldn't tie
Nps vrpC a vp yams on the yam barn,
sub junctive Don't let the chief tie 
/negative yams on the yam barn,'
non-imperatives indicatives delayed
bvasr e'cen sa ikdsriaotuma bbasna 'The chief hasn't yet tied
HPS NPC NPa VG tiie y3,11113 on yam barn. 1delayed
non-imperatives indicativesnon-delayed; past
bvasr e'cen sa lkasrja kobasne’ 'The chief didn't tie
NPS NP° NPa VG yams on the yam barn,'
past
non-imperatives indicativesnon-delayedsnon-past
bvdsr e'cdh sa Ikds^a mbfeasn 'The chief won't tie
NPS NP° NPa VG yams on the yam barn.1
non-past
Mood features may^realized by the presence and linear 
ordering of constituents, specifications of the verbal group and/or 
the presence of syntactic markers„ Throughout section 6,1 clitics 
(syntactic markers) whose presence is determined through mood 
features are hyphened in all examples. These clitics comprise 
k> 'perfect clitic', c_- 'subjunctive clitic' and M- 'plural 
clitic' (the plural clitic has variant forms m-, n-, see 6.1 7).
'Thi C<x,p) j' $  ~~ LL<t-e~& ^  f-SLp /ztc p  7 c
'f~k c j wc./7»7i -'Lii d&i /!i~ p  / <rt* tun
/tc /c,f.uj€ '7  /S'/2 / 7 / 3
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6.11 The positive/impe r a t ive features are realized bys
i. the presence of a verbal group specified as imperative and 
and positive (7 .11)
ii, the linear ordering of the constituents*
jjpVoc -H;pc 'ltema
imperative
/positive
The presence of a nominal phrase in vocative relation is 
determined through the theme component (6.43)* I1!10 presence
of items in complement and adjunct relations is determined through 
the transitivity component (6.2, 6,3 ) as elsewhere.
Example
64. m-ay6*ja iton's 1 ListenI (plural)f
plu.listen ear 
« VO HP°
65. ko tima £vasr ndo m^woriji 'You rule that
you rule chieftancy that well chieftancy wel
NPV0C VG HP0 Adverb8, (command)
The negative/imperative features are realized by*
i. the presence of a verbal group specified as imperative 
and negative (7 .11)
ii. the linear ordering of constituents (as in other negative 
clauses )s
NPV0C "Item8, AVG,imperative/negative
Examples,
66. am*a mbo 5'dok kakere-e 'Don't watch those traps
traps those again do-not-watcha^ain*
NPC Adverb8, VG
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67. m-6'd6k kar5fe-e 'Don't run away again! (plural)1
plu.again do-no t-run 
M adverb3, VG
6., 12 The non-imperative feature is realized by the presence 
of a verbal group specified as non-imperative (7.12). More 
delicate features determine further specifications.
In all non-imperative clauses there is the potentiality 
of the presence of a nominal phrase in subject relation. The 
actual presence of a NPS in a given clause is determined through 
the theme component (6.43).
Hon-imperative clauses and also minor clauses (6.16.) are 
specified as 1st. 2nd or 3rd person. These features are 
realized through the specification that the same person choice 
(in the case of the 3sd person also the same concord-class) is 
selected both in the NPS of the clause and in the verbal group.
It is the person and concord-class of the nominal phrase subject 
(or subject referent) which is the determing factor. There is 
therefore concord between the nominal phrase subject and the 
verbal group in respect of person and concord-class (also number 
cf. 6.17). It is this concord, together with linear position, 
which enables the subject to be identified.
The concord-class system is described in chapter 10.
Non-imperative clauses are also further specified as 
either subjunctive or indicative.
6.13 The positive/subjunctive features are realized bys
i. the further specification of the selection of the
subjunctive and positive features in the verbal group (7 .1 3)
ii, the linear ordering of the constituentss
ibjunctive 
/positive
NPS "VG .. *NPC "Itemasubj
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The positive/subjunctive clause is further specified as 
either permissive or purpose* There are distributional 
differences between permissive and purpose clauses. The 
permissive clause may only function as the nucleus of a 
sentence. The purpose clause may also function as the 
extension of a hypotactic clause complex (6.236)* .
The permissive feature is realized by the presence of the 
syntactic marker c- ’subjunctive clitic' preceding the first 
constituent of the clause.
Examples:
68. c-ri'n£rja na 'Let me stay therel1
I-should-stay there
2Lc VG relator
69. c£-m-ak£re btbsk 'Let them watch the thing!1
plu.they-should-watch thing 
c M VG KP°
The purpose feature is realized by the absence of further 
structural change.
Examples:
70. m-of6n&’ ’We should go.’
plu.we-should-go
M VG
71. mberj £fe&rebar 'I should grow quickly, may I
I-should-grow quickly grow quickly.'
VG adverb8,
6.14 The negative/subjunctive feature is realized bys
i. the specification of the selection of the subjunctive and 
negative features in the verbal group (7 .14)
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ii. the linear ordering of the constituentss
NPS 'VG(auxiliary) ~NPC 'Itema ^ - ve
/negative
Examples:
72. bnbrj onfq' £pya 6yine* 'Noone should go to
, market. Let noone go
person he-should-not market he-go  ^ market 1
NPS VG(aux) NP° VG
73. 6n£r, IpSM1 i^wo 6'dok bt£ 'She shouldn't go
, ’ , _ ... . , to Ipanya again.'she-should-not Ipanya that again she-go
VG(aux) NFC adverb8 VG
6.15 The imperative feature expresses a command, the 
subjunctive feature expresses a wish or a moral obligation.
The indicative feature expresses a statement of fact.
The indicative feature is further specified as either 
initiative or non-initiative. Initiative and non-initiative 
clauses have contrastive functions (5*4 ) Lut contrast in 
structure only when the neutral tense feature is further 
selected (6.15125)*
6.151 The selection of both indicative and positive features 
is the compound entry condition to the tense systems:
perfect pfuture
-non-perfect--- _staW(j .
•neutral
6.15H- The perfect feature expresses a completed action or 
state. It is realized bys
i. the presence of the syntactic marker k- 'perfect clitic'
J k
prefixed to the first nominal phrase constituent of the clause 
in complement relation, or, where no nominal phrase in complement 
relation occurs, to the verbal group. The clitic is accompanied 
by tonal characteristics which are described in 3.561,
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ii. the specification of the selection of the perfect feature 
in the verbal group (7 .15H) ♦
iii. the ordering of constituents;
NPS *k “BP° 'VGperfect "Item8"
This ordering contrasts with that of non-perfect positive 
clauses in that NPC precedes the VG, and with that of negative
clauses in that items in adjunct relation follow the verbal
group *
Examples;
74* onorj k~6 !kpo 5fakp6 ‘Someone had stolen everything. *
person things he-had-stolen-completely 
NPS k NPC VG
7 5. okwo ^-bor(a 6^osna k£!ddsm ‘Hunger has beset
hunger you it-has-beset much you much. 1
HPs k HP VG adverba
76. ke-dsopa
X-have-known 
VG
77. ,^-k-d‘jib^ '
plu. they-are-good 
M k VG
*1 know, lit. I have known.*
‘They are good, lit, they 
are in a oompleted state of 
goodness. 1
6,151* ‘Ike non-perfect feature is further specified as future, 
stavic or neutral. It is realized by the linear ordering of 
the constituents;
W T )®  *  -r- I aHP VG _p _ 4. HP Itemnon-perxect
6,15121 k^e future feature expresses future time and is 
realized by the specification of the selection of the future 
feature in the verbal group (7 .15121).
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Exampless
78. kium mentfma M ; r  nda *1 will rule this
I I-will-rule chieftancy this chieftancy.
3STP3 YG NP°
79, m-m6ror ak& kw6 sa bsosm fWe will look for
, your mother in theplu.we-will-seek mother your in house house '
M VG KP° NPa
6.15122 The static feature is realized hy the specification 
of the selection of the static feature in the verbal group 
(7.15122). The meaning of the tense is difficult to determine. 
It is not common in short conversation utterances, occurring 
more frequently in longer conversation or narration utterances, 
particularly in the speech of older people. It implies 
definite action, a stage in a sequence of actions. The static 
tense is often selected following the conjunction p£r£ *then, 
before, next1 (5.61). For examples in context see text B 20 
and C 26.
Exampless
80, ewu c eroij Itefe af§£ n£kwu a'toka ofeoro kwo-e
day that rain it-fall water you-come you-take debt your
VG
*The day that it rains, you come and collect your debt.’
81. p£r& n-natok* mbin nj6 b£kap
then plu.they-take drums those ...
M YG NPc ideophone3.
*Then they take those drums .,.1
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6.1512$ The neutral feature does not imply any time 
but may occur in conjunctions with items in adjunct*/time- 
punctiliar relation to indicate past, present or future time 
(6.35)* li may be regarded as unmarked in respect of time.
Neutral clauses are very frequent.
When selected in conjunction with the initiative
feature it is realized by the specification of the selection of
the features neutral and initiative in the verbal group (7.151&?‘).
Examples:
82. m-&y!n £ten s £fa 'We have animals of great
plu.we-have animals of power strength.
M YG NP°
83. £kwor bn£rj~e 'There was a tortoise.1
tortoise he-is
NPS VG
When selected in conjunction with the non*initiative
feature it is realised by the specification of the selection of
the features neutral and non-initiative in the verbal group
(7.15123).
Examples:
84* *be m£py£r m-d'de &'gba:ji d'gbdsjf
they all plu.they-are hunters hunters 
NPS M VG NP°
'They are all hunters without exception.1
85. skwor obira ocera 'Tortoise agreed too*'
tortoise he-also he-agreed
NPS VG
86. m-ayln eniija' nd6 ka £kwor ka 5sasm
plu,they-went meeting that to tortoise to house
M VG NP° r t l  NPa
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6.152 The selection of indicative and negative features is the 
compound entry condition to the tense systems;
delayed
-----1 rpast
Uion-delayed ----
'-non-past
All indicative/negative clauses are realized by the linear 
ordering of constituents;
NPS *NP° "Itema *TCindioative/negative
The further specifications of delayed, non-delaved;past and 
non-delayed;non-past features are realized by the selection of 
the corresponding feature in the verbal group (7.152).
The delayed feature expresses an event which has not yet 
happened, with the implication that it will happen sometime.
The past feature expresses an event which has not happened, 
either which did not happen on a given occasion, or which 
habitually does not happen. The non-past feature expresses 
an event which will not happen.
Examples of the delayed negatives
87. m-a'v&snori a/fc&sn dtuma 6d 6yen&
plu,chiefs three we-have-not-yet-got
M NPC VG
fWe have not yet got three chiefs.1
88. ogb£ 6tuma 6b£rjd 'The time has not come yet.*
time it-has-not-yet-reaohed
NPS VG
89. 5wom5T rtwo otuma 6kora !That banana isn't ripe yet,'
banana that it-isnft-yet-ripe
WB3 VG
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Examples of the past negatives
90. oyok ko ka e'ddn ko'bok* 'The fellow didn!t sieze
•-i , .4- Jou. on the way.1person you on path he-didn't-
sieze
NPS NP° HPa VG
91. Ibyi njo 6'y6ne osesdri keAsoij' *1 don't know that
j.! j. j. . n t • -r  ^ . a. particular place♦ 'place that particular knowing I-don't- *
know
NP° VG
92. £>se mawdn£ / p-kd1si1 'We don't all do it in the
manner one plu.we-don't- same way.
„T»a doNP M VG
Examples of the non-past negatives
93. ksum s& ment& 'I won't go there.'
there I-won1t-go 
ar 
VG
NPS relato a
94. min&* m-odik mogbdsk 'We won't say a word.*
we plu.word we-won't-say
NPS M NP° VG
95. otbsk kasm mo^f 'Nothing will hurt me.
thing me it-won't-do
NPS WPC VG
6.16 The minor clause feature is always selected in conjunction 
with the positive feature and with action transitivity features 
(6.23). This clause feature signals that the action of the 
clause is continued over a prolonged period simultaneously with 
other actions in the discourse, which have been previously 
mentioned. The minor clause functions as the nucleus of an 
initiative sentence (5*4) with the restriction that it may not
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occur in the initial sentence of a discourse or of a: narration
utterance. Minor clauses are rare.
The minor feature is realized by;
i. the specification of the selection of the minor feature 
in the verbal group (7.16)
ii. the presence of a relator (6.35) following the auxiliary 
verb of the verbal group
iii. the linear ordering of the constituents;
NPS AVG(auxiliary) Arelator AVG . / ... ANP° AItemav ' minor/positive
When the relator selected is ma there is a tonal 
irregularity in that the tone of the verb-prefix when elided 
with the final vowel of the relator remains high, despite 
the preceding downstep influence. When any other relator is 
selected the elided vowel has low tone.
Examples;
96. ano^  anfri na atiifeo eyas tea
people they-are there they-are-tilling tilling
NPS VG(aux) relator VG NP°
'(All this time) the people were there tilling.1
97. okwo onfri1 ma 6k£sme
hunger it-is here it-siezes-him
NPS VG(aux) VG
rslator
'Hunger is biting him (was before and is continuing).1
98. eten kocer 5fS /// ayok anfr,1 ma &fo £ten
animal he-didn't- others they-are here they- animals
succeed he-kill ------------------ kill------
HP® VG(aux) r e l .  VG HPC
'He couldn't succ@d in killing an animal. (All this ’time) the 
others were here killing animals continuously.'
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6.17 Number
Every clause is speoified as either singular or plural.
The singular feature is realized by the specification of 
the selection of the singular feature in the nominal phrase 
in subject relation (8*2) or in the subject referent, when no 
explicit NPS occurs in the clause, and also in the verbal 
group (7*17 )* As in the person and concord-class systems (6.12) 
it is the feature selected in the NPS which determines the 
concord of the verbal group.
Plural feature is likewise realized by the 
specification of the selection of the plural feature in both the 
nominal phrase subject and the verbal group. In addition, 
where the referent of the nominal phrase subject is either
a) first or second person or b) is manifested by a noun 
whose plural form belongs to concord-class set 2 (10,2)(this 
set includes the majority of personal nouns), the plural 
feature is further realized by the presence of the plural 
clitic M-* Where a nominal phrase in subject relation is a 
constituent of the clause, the plural clitic may be 
omitted.
The plural clitic is prefixed to the first of the 
following constituents which occur in any given clause,
excluding items in focus*. , „ . , . n .(6 4 3) nominal phrase in complement relation
any item in adjunct relation 
verbal group
Therefore in all positive clauses (except perfect) the plural 
clitic is prefixed to the verbal group. In perfeot clauses 
it is prefixed to the nominal phrase complement if one occurs, 
or, if no nominal phrase complement is present, to the verbal 
group. In either case it precedes the k~ 'perfect clitic*.
In negative clauses the plural clitic is prefixed to the 
nominal phrase complement or, if no nominal phrase complement 
occurs, to the first item in adjunct relation, or, if no item
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in  ad ju n c t r e la t io n  occurs, to  the v e rb a l group. However in  
n eg a tiv e  clauses in  which the a u x i l ia r y  o f the v e rb a l group 
precedes item s in  complement and ad ju nct r e la t io n  (as in  the  
s u b ju n c tiv e /n e g a tiv e )  the p lu r a l  c l i t i c  is  p re f ix e d  to
the a u x i l ia r y .
The p lu r a l  c l i t i c  is  m anifested as fo llow ss
a) preceding a vowel as [m]
b) preceding a syllabic nasal, or preceding free pronouns (all
of which have an initial consonant) as [mej (with open 
transition)
c ) preceding  any o th er consonant as a s y lla b ic  n asa l
homorganic to  the p o in t o f a r t ic u la t io n  o f the fo llo w in g  
consonant,
The tonal characteristics of the plural clitic are described 
in 3*5^ 3.
Paradigm of examples*
m-abasn eoen ! they  t i e  yams* n e u t r a l /n o n - in i t ia t iv e  tense  
M VG NPC
3j-k-4'cen ateasnli, 'they have tied yams' perfect tense 
M If NP° VG
m^-hye katsasn£' 'they didn't tie them' negativespast tense
M NP° VGpronoun
For textual examples see examples 64, 67, 69, 7 0, 77, 79,
81, 82, 84, 86, 87, 92, 94*
6.18 Subordinate and relative clauses
The function of subordinate clauses is described in 5.64, 
that of relative clauses in 8.64.
With the modifications stated below the structure of 
subordinate and relative clauses is parallel to that of
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indicative nuclear clauses (6.15). Except where stated features 
are realized as in the nuclear clause*
Subordinate clauses are specified as either suppositional 
or non-suppositional.
6,181 The suppositional subordinate clause has features and 
structure as for the positive, initiative, neutral nuclear 
clause (6.1 5)*with the additional presence of the subordinating 
link sasb£ or sa wdra ‘even if' preceding the remainder of 
the clause.
*or for the negative, past nuclear clause (6.152)
Exampless
99* sasbe okwo okwd ma o!d6n / okwo boij£ mok£sm&
even-if hunger it-comes here Adun hunger you it-won't
saTbe HP55 VG. NPa seize
initiative
/neutral
‘Even if hunger comes here to Adun, hunger won!t grip you.*
100. sasb£ rjrjwaijw^ 1 igwo ka odik* kobeij*
even-if child that to matter he-does-not-reach
sasbe HPS HPa VG .past
'Even if that small child were too small for the task.,,1 
See also text B 10 and examples 44 and 47.
6.182 The non-suppositional subordinate clause has features 
and structure as for the indicative nuclear clause (6.15) 
except for;
a) tonal patterns on the nominal phrase subject and on the 
verbal group as described in 5*42 and 5*332.
b) the neutralization of the contrast between initiative and 
non-initiative *
c) the presence of a subordinating link as follows occurring
in initial position in the clause.
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otu kw
okdrti* c
mao
ode
'when, since* (variant form kw is less common)
1 instead*
* since, because*
*as if, like, as*
•if, when* - this form may be omitted, the same 
meaning being signalled by the tone 
pattern alone (see a) above).
If the negative feature is selected, the subordinate 
negative particle na (variant form occurs preceding a
g
consonant) occurs following the NP and preceding items in 
complement and adjunct relation and the verbal group. When the 
past feature is selected, the negative clitic k- (7.152 2 ) 
not occur in the verbal group.
Examples:
101, m-min!£^ x* y£n-o / mace f|-^ d:m* dkpora minx a
plu.you-will-do what since plu.me you-have-caught thus
mac M NP VG adverb
•What are you going to do, since you have caught me red-handed? 1
a
102, 6de od£* minsa / 
if it-is thus
abe nn: a m- iikwd
older-women plu.they-should-come
6de VG adverba
•If it is thus, the older women should come.*
105, btb kwi1 m&tera £fe of 5 /
instead of you-will-instead you-kill kill
otu kw VG
'Instead of killing him, tell him,...'
bene b£ ,., 
tell him,,.
104. 6gb4' k«ober,a / medtekeborja
time-(if) it-has-reached I-will-tell-you
 ^ £ VG (subordinate relation
'When the time has come, I will signalled by tone alone)
tell you,'
Por further examples see examples 41-43, 4 5.
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6.183 The structure of the relative clause is very similar to 
that of the non-suppositional subordinate clause. The only 
difference is that a relative marker (not a subordinating link) 
occurs in initial position in the clause. The relative marker 
shows concord in respect of number and concord-class with the 
noun which the relative clause modifies (10.2, 10.6)
Examples;
105. onorj kwe1 moyasm’o okpasr * someone who will
, . •m t j lend you a canoe1person who he-will-lend-you canoe *
re--relative VG NP
marker
106. eten c e’nfjj sa l£a: iiayas kb ’an animal which
, . , . r . , „ „ . is at the forkanimal which lt-is at river-branching r v^er»
relative ZTa
marker W
107. anon -^abdra* ’people who are
who they-are-big important'
relative k VG 
marker
6.184 Clauses which have all the structural characteristics 
of a non-suppositional subordinate clause may (rarely) function 
as the nucleus of a sentence, having exclamatory meaning.
Example s
108. kb c£ ko a'^i’ minsa ’What a thing to dol1
you when you you-do thus
c 3STPs VG adverb3,
Eor a further example see text D 25.
6.19 The function of preliminary clauses is described in 5*5.
The preliminary clause has features and corresponding realization 
as for the positive, indicative, neutral nuclear clause except
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that the tone pattern selected is always tone pattern I I  (5.52). 
Examples
109. o turn* ka e'soikd ‘When evening came...*
it-reached to evening 
VG NP
Por further examples see section 5-5«
6.2 The TRANSITIVITY components p a r t  I  -  Types o f process and
Participant roles
6,20 Introduction
The clause may be basic, composite or complex. The 
description so far has been concentrated on the basic clause.
The clause composite and the clause complex may function 
(with some restrictions stated within the description) in any 
position in which the basic clause may function, i.e. in nuclear, 
preliminary or subordinate relation in the sentence, or in 
relative relation in the nominal phrase. When a clause 
composite or a clause complex functions in subordinate or 
relative relation the overt signals of this relation are 
manifested only in the first clause of the construction* see 
example* 159, 160 and 174.
6.200 The term clause composite is used of those constructions 
in which the structure of the clause is complemented by a 
down ranked sentence or utterance. This includes direct or 
indirect speech quotations (6.233.3) and relational composites 
(6.22), involving either a mental process (eg* osoi)a b£ *he 
knows that..,*) or an impersonal statement of fact (eg. 5b£sn be 
1 it is fitting that...* or a copulative relation (eg. odl b£
*he is that(like this)..,.'.
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The constituents of the clause complex are clauses 
functioning in linear recursive relation. Clause complexes 
are of two kinds* expansion (paratactic) complexes (6.201) 
and extension (hypotactic) complexes (6.202),
6.201 The expansion complex
Expansion complexes are extremely common. The constituent 
clauses of an expansion complex (6.232.2, 6.234, 6.235, 6*24) 
function in paratactic linear recursive relation, each clause 
of the complex having a parallel function in the larger unit
of which the complex is a constituent.
Each of the constituent clauses of the complex realizes 
the same set of mood features. Tense markers (7.1512) and 
the plural clitic M- (6.17) may he omitted in all except the 
first clause of the complex. The perfect clitic k- (6.1531) 
is always omitted in clauses other than the first, hut expansion 
complexes in the perfect tense are rare and never have more than 
two constituent clauses.
All expansion complexes have the positive polarity feature.
All constituent clauses of the complex share the same
subject referent, which may he overtly expressed only in the
first clause of the complex. Complement and adjunct referents
may also he shared. When a complement referent is shared, it
is overtly expressed in the first of the clauses which share the 
with modifications noted within the description, 
reference^ . When an adjunct referent is shared, it is overtly
expressed in the last of the clauses which share the reference.
Eor examples, see section 6,24*
Tone patterns of the expansion complex are discussed in
3.34.
6.202 The extension complex
The constituent clauses of an extension complex (6.236) 
function in hypotactic linear recursive relation, A hypotactic
16.0
complex comprises an initiating clause, which is always an 
action clause (6.23)* in which the mood features of the total 
complex are realized, and an extension clause which expresses 
either the purpose or the result of the action, and which is 
correspondingly specified as either subjunctives purpose or 
indicative mood.
6.203 Primary specifications of the clause
The following network presents a partial representation 
of systems relevant to transitivity. Networks showing more 
detailed specifications will "be presented later.
-stative
-relational
action
copulative 
1- non-c opula t ive *
-impersonal
-mental-process
relational-compositeT
y  ^non-composite
+b en efac tive  
b e n e fa c tiv e
r genera l
-effective
motive
! j-speech 
Lnon-speech
rdescriptive 
range
+ac c ompaniment-expansi on 
- -accompanim ent-expansion
+ h y p o ta c tic -e x te n s io n  
L -h y p o ta c tic -e x te n s io n
-+serial-expansion
-serial-expansion
The clause is primarily specified as i) + or -serial-expansion
£724
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) s ta t iv e  ( 6 .2 1 ) ,  r e la t io n a l  (6 .2 2 )  or a c tio n  (6 .2 3 )
S ta t iv e  clauses are concerned w ith  the expression  o f a s ta te  or 
q u a l i ty ,  an a t t r ib u t e .  This a t t r ib u te  is  expressed by the v e rb .
The gram m atical su b jec t o f the clause is  the a t t r ib u a n t  (th e  item  
having th is  a t t r ib u t e ) .  The complement, i f  one is  present ( 6 .2 1 ) ,  
is  a lso  the a t t r ib u a n t .  S ta t iv e  clauses do not occur in  the  
im p era tiv e  mood.
R e la t io n a l clauses are  s p e c if ie d  as c o p u la tiv e , im personal or 
m en ta l-p ro cess . In  a l l  r e la t io n a l  clauses th e re  is  the p o t e n t ia l i t y  
th a t  a down ranked sentence may complement the clau.se (6 . 203, 6 .2 2 ) ,  
C o pu la tive  clauses are again  concerned w ith  the expression o f an 
a t t r ib u t e .  The complement is  the a t t r ib u t e ,  the su b je c t is  the  
a t t r ib u a n t ,  and the verb has the fu n c tio n  o f l in k in g ,  or r e la t in g ,  
the a t t r ib u a n t  and the a t t r ib u t e .  Imperso nal clauses have no 
s p e c if ic  su b jec t r e fe r e n t -  the su b jec t may be tra n s la te d  by the 
in d e f in i te  forms ’ th e r e 1 ' t h is '  ’ i t * .  The complement o f the clause  
is  the unmarked focus (6 .41 )* In  a l l  o th er clause types the 
unmarked focus is  the s u b je c t. Im personal clauses do not express 
an a t t r ib u t e  or an event but a s ta te  o f e x is te n c e . Im personal 
clauses a lso  do not occur in  the im p era tive  mood. M ental-process  
clauses express p e rce p tio n  or c o g n itio n . The verb  expresses the  
a c t or s ta te  o f p erc ep tio n  or c o g n itio n . The su b je c t is  the a c to r , 
and the complement is  the range.
A c tio n  clauses are  concerned w ith  the expression  o f an e v en t.
The event is  expressed by the v e rb . The s u b je c t is  the a c to r  (except 
in  e rg a tiv e  (6 .2 3 2 ,1 )  or d ir e c t iv e  ( 6 . 231) clauses where the su b jec t  
is  the i n i t i a t o r  o f the event and the complement is  the a c to r ) .  
Determ ined by fu r th e r  s p e c if ic a t io n s  o f the c la u s e , the complement 
may have the p a r t ic ip a n t  ro le s  o f a c to r , g o a l, range, r e s u l ta t iv e ,  
m otive , b e n e fa c tiv e , r e c ip ie n t  or accompaniment. A c tio n  clauses  
may a lso  fu n c tio n  as the i n i t i a t i n g  clause o f a h y p o ta c tic  
extension  (6 .2 3 6 ) .
In  the examples given below the gram m atical r o le  o f each NP 
c o n s titu e n t is  la b e lle d  (as subject,com plem ent or a d ju n c t) . The 
p a r t ic ip a n t  ro le  is  la b e lle d  on ly  when th ere  is  the p o s s ib i l i t y  o f 
confusion .
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6.21 The stative clause
Stative clauses are further specified as follows*
"local
stative
quality
reaction'
non-local
•reflexive
non-reflexive
6.211 The quality feature is realized by the selection of 
a verb-root of the quality class as nucleus of the verbal group 
constituent of the clause. Typical examples of quality verbs 
ares
'to be big1 
'to be long*
'to be small'
'to be soft, weak'
b&r
d&m
came
mom
Verb-roots of this class form 'abstract' nouns
(9.12125)•
eg. a-b&r-£j£ 'bigness'
a-dum-£ jx 'length'
&-c&m-£j£ 'smallness'
The subject referent of the clause is the attribuant.
If the clause is further specified as local, this feature is 
realized by the presence of a nominal phrase in complement 
relation which identifies the attribuant in more detail. The 
same ideational meaning can be conveyed in the non-local form 
of the quality clause through a relative expansion of the 
nominal phrase subject. The following examples show the 
equivalent local and non-local forms of the quality stative clause
local
rjriwa ijwo 6b are 
child that he-big
VG
e 'feor
stomach
HP°
lit.'That child is big in 
respect of his stomach.1
non-local
ebor c firjwa' ltwo ebar£ 
stomach of child that it-big 
NPS VG
'That child's stomach is big.1
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local non-local
5g&s i]e e'^em
he-strong heart 
VG HP°
lit. 'He is strong in respect 
of his heart.' 'He is 
courageous.'
etem c£ sg£sri£ 
heart of-him it-strong
HP VG
'His heart is strong' 'He is
courageous
inbsn njo £dumo eno'kpa' 
bird thail. it-long claw
HP* VG HP
eno'kpd' s inosn' njo eddm5 
claw of bird that it-long
"That bird is long in respect 
of its claw.1 'That bird has 
long claws.'
NP& VG
'That bird's claw is long.' 
'That bird has long claws.'
6.212 The reaction feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a verb-root of the reaction class in the
verbal group. Typical examples ares
dbko 
dasm 
ms a
'to be angry*
'to be happy1
'to be ill, to be hurting'
ii. the presence of a nominal phrase or bound pronoun in 
complement relation. The complement identifies the attribuant
If the reflexive feature is further specified, then both 
the subject and the complement of the clause have the same 
referent, which is always personal. The complement is always 
a bound pronoun.
Example s
110. ewucen edbk-e
sun he-angry-him
NPS VG ,4-pronoun-complement
'The sun was angry.1
text 33 6
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111, br&srta bnu-l text 3 4
river he-ill-him
jrp® y n
+pronoun-complement 
■The river was ill. 1
If the non-reflexive is further specified, then the referent 
of the subject and complement is not the same, although both 
are iJg-Tiwrnf. the attribuant. The subject referent is non-
jfersonal and very commonly refers to a part of the body. It 
may alternatively be indefinite, as in example 113*
Exampless
112. ejem ed5ke-m 5*dSk6 *1 am angry,1
heart it-angry-me
s
■pronoun-complementVG+
113. btosk bmxA-m 6msa-^  11 am ill.1 lit Something is
thing it-ill-me hurting, illing, me.!
NPS VG+pronoun-complement
6,213
Frequency notes on stative clauses
a) The emphatic-action feature of the verbal group (7*3)> 
realized by reduplication of the verb, is very common in stative 
clauses. This is illustrated by examples 112 and 113 above.
b) The perfect tense form of the verbal group (6.1511) is used 
with present tense meaning in stative clauses, 
eg. Sbar 6’bar indicatives neutral )
indicatives perfect
J  'He is big.*
The perfect tense form implies some degree of surprise, !How big 
he is 1 '
c) An ideophone (6.31) occurs frequently as a constituent of 
a stative clause.
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Exampless
114. ems a ce edum begboP 
mouth his it-long . • •.
115.
fHis mouth is long.
NP VG ideophonea
Ib&'ra f'w&co be w&sssrj 
cloth it-white .....
WPS VG ideophone8.
'The cloth is white •••.(as
snow)*
d) A relator or a nominal phrase in adjunct/locative relation 
(6.33) is rare as a constituent of a stative clause. In this the 
stative clause contrasts with the descriptive clause (6.233•!)•
6.22 The relational clause
The relational feature Is further specified as follows5
rnaming
relational
copulative-^
Lnon-nammg
"impersonal
inon-copulative J
1 /
relational-composite
non-composite
mental-process
')
pfac-t*
Lintent
r +'bene f ac t ive 
-benef active
6.221 The relational-composite feature is realized by the 
presence of a down ranked sentence complementing the clause, 
preceded by the syntactic marker b£ 'that*. In impersonal and 
mental process clauses the relational composite is further 
specified as either fact or intent. these features being 
realized by the specification that the nuclear clause of the 
down ranked sentence must have the feature indicatives initiative 
(6.15),or subjunctive (6.13, 6.14) respectively. In positive
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sentences the subjunctive is further specified as purpose.
Copulative relational composites always have the feature fact.
The meaning of the feature fact is that the phenomenon referred 
to by the down ranked sentence is a fact, while the feature 
intent has the meaning that this phenomenon is something which 
either will or ought to happen, but which is not yet accomplished. 
Relational composites are illustrated by the following exampless 
Fact - 118, 119, 121, 125, 127, 129, 130 Intent - 126
6.222 The copulative feature (see also 6.203 ii)) is most 
commonly selected in conjunction with the non-composite feature,
6,222.1 When further specified as non-naming, the copulative 
feature is realized by the selection of the verb d£ 'to be* 
in the verbal group. (The verb de also belongs to the 
impersonal (6.223) and descriptive (6.233.1) classes). If 
non-composite, the copulatives non-naming feature is also 
realized by the presence of a nominal phrase in complement 
relation, which expresses an attribute of the subject referent 
of the clause.
Examples of copulative*non-naming clauses*
116. be mapylr m£'de a'gbdsji a'gb&sj£
they all they-are hunters-only
HP® VG HP0
'They are all hunters
117. owon£t6;m / fe* ode 6ced£nt5sk maT m£na mbemb£
farm-work it it-is first-thing here us Mbembe
BPS VG NP° rs i NPa
'Farm-work is the most important thing for us Mbembe,1
118. ebirambir / SdS b£ /[eb£n do ] 'Ebirambir is a dance.'
Ebirambir it-is that dance it-is
NPS VG b£ sentence (relational composite)
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119. £j5si; / £d£ be /[d'bok onori atoka d'c£na &yok,,, ]
Ijohng it-is that if-you- person you-take you-send people
_seize__________________________
NPS VG be sentence
'Ijohng is if you seize a person and take him to others,,..,1
6.222.2 The copulatives naming feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a verb-root of the naming class in the 
verbal group, the most common verb of this class being kpena 
'to be named1.
ii, if the feature non-composite is also selected, by the 
presence of a nominal phrase in complement relation which is 
specified as having the feature proper-name (8.12), The KPC 
may be preceded by the syntactic marker be.
iii. if the feature relational-composite is also selected, 
the down-ranked sentence whose presence realizes this feature 
(6.221) is preceded by the syntactic marker be.
Examples of copulative*naming clauses*
120. kasm £ikpen b£ daniel ebuke
I I-am-called that Daniel Ebuke
NPS VG t>£ KP°proper-name
'I am called Daniel Ebuke.'
121. okpenli be [ &'§i dpyi'fea1 / dsi ^'n&q if or so]
he-is-called that if-yougo evil you-do you-give self your 
VG be sentence
'He is called "If you do evil you do it on your own behalf..."'
text D 3-4
6.222.3 If both non-composite and non-naming features are 
selected, the copulative clause is further specified as -t- or - 
benefactive (6,234)* The +benefactive feature is realized by 
the presence of a HP or bound pronoun in complement relation 
identifying the person or object who benefits from the state 
described.
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Examples
122. ekwor ode-mlna o'v&snbrj
tortoise he-is-us chief
s NP°
^  ^?pronoun~complement
'Tortoise is our chief.1 lit. 'Tortoise is to us chief.'
6,223 The non-copulatives impersonal feature (see also 6.203 ii)) 
is realized bys
i, the selection of a verb-root of the impersonal class in 
the verbal group. The most common members of this class are
b&sn 'to be fitting*
yin 'to mean*
d! 'to be1
If the feature is selected in conjunction with the non-composite
feature, only the verb d£ may be selected.
ii. if non-composite feature is also selected, by the presence 
of a nominal phrase in complement relation the
focus of the clause (see 6,203 ii)).
Examples of impersonal clauses*
123. ma / 6de ed6mmasna c&mj[na gS mbe' mehtoma
now it-is Adun-custom our which I-say I-will-begin 
VG HP0
odlk ogtoagb£sk 
word to-speak
'Now, this is Adun custom which I am going to tell you about,1
124- £'f-e ha / 6de 6py£'tea cb
it-is ev 
VG NP
if-you-kill-him there il your
c
'If you kill him there, this is your wickedness.'
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125. na bs / [ anox] p£ kabclrd' / be aci ebirambir]
now it-is that people who they-big they Ebirambir
  __ _ they-eat
VG b£ sentence ~~
(relational composite)
•Wow it is (a fact that) people who are important are the ones
who belong to Ebirambir society.1
126* ob&sn b£ [fjkw6kaf owosr) ]
it-is-fitting that I-shouldr restrest
VG be sentence (relational composite)
'It is fitting that I should take a rest.1
127. 6y£ne be [svasr cab6i]a kekifea ]
it-means that chieftancy your it-has^-been-spoilt
VG bl sentence (relational composite)
fIt means that your chieftancy is spoilt,1
6.224 non-copul at ive s mental-process feature (see also
6.205 ii)) is realized by;
i. the selection of a verb-root of the mental-process class 
in the verbal group. Common members of this class ares
fe&;r(a 'to hear*
'to see1 
sor(a 'to know'
clfes 'to think'
ii. if the feature is selected in conjunction with the non­
composite feature, by the presence of a nominal phrase complement.
Examples of mental-process clauses;
128. ka;m nsoij otosk kpenai'ikpen
I I-know thing every
HPS VG HP0
*1 know everything.'
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129* k6s5p* be [5k:a wo ]
he-did-not-know that mother it-is
VG be sentence'"" (relational composite)
fHe didn’t know that it was his mother,1
130, £se be [ ad&sk-e oddske-e ]
I-see that you-please-him please
VG b£ sentence (relational composite)
fI see that you are pleasing to him,1
6,225 Frequency notes on relational clauses
a) The initiative mood is very commonly selected in 
relational clauses. Relational clauses are concerned with the 
statement of relations and facts, rather than events. One of 
the common usages of the initiative mood is the description of 
’ground1 situation in a narration.
b) Relational clauses in the imperative mood are very rare. 
Impersonal clauses never occur in the imperative mood.
c) Mo examples of copulative or impersonal clauses in the 
perfect tense or in the delayed negative tense are recorded.
d) When the relational-composite feature is selected in a 
relational clause constituents in adjunct relation are very rare. 
The down ranked sentence complementing the clause always occurs 
in final position in the clause. This remains true irrespective 
or the linear order determined through the mood features of the 
total clause.
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6 .23 The action clause
The action feature is further specified as followss
r+benefactive-expansion 
- +benef active \_ w^ enefact ive -expans ion
-benefactive
action
/
/
-general— <
t-
speech-^
-+speech—  
composite
"indirect
fact
i^ntent
udirect 
L-speech-composite 
non-speech
-descriptive
 j-oognate rnominal
-non-cognate —
-ergative 
-non-ergative
'effective
-^non-nominal
r+recipient
-recipient
r+resultative
Ip*-■resultative
mot ive
r+effective-expansion 
I— effective-expanion
rdirective
-non-directive
~+accompaniment-expansion
--accompaniment-expansion ^
/ pin t e gr a t e d
[ ^non-integrated
\ r+hypotac tic-extension ^---- — .rs °^P
V"| j |-purpose ^
V  L-hypotactic-extension ( '-resul'fc
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6.231 The motive feature is realized by the presence of 
a nominal phrase in complement relation which identifies the 
motive of the action.
The motives non-directive feature is realized by the 
selection of a verb-root of the motive class in the verbal group. 
The most common verb-roots of this class are yin 'to fetch, 
go for* kwu fto come for*. The subject referent identifies 
the actor.
Examples of motives non-directive clauses;
131s oyln egb£sj£ na e'gbd nd6
he-went hunting in bush that
VG ^c/motive rd,
'He went hunting in that bush.1
132, m&y£n aj£ 
we-should-go palm-nuts
VG jjpo/motive
'We should go for palm-nuts.1
The motives directive feature is realized by the selection 
of the verb-root tosm 'to send someone' and the presence of 
a nominal phrase or bound pronoun in complement relation 
identifying the actor. The subject referent is the initiator 
of the action.
Example of a .motives directive clauses
133. ot5sme-be afldwe ka e'gbd,
he-sent-them flowers in bush
VG „, x jjpc/motive L a
pronoun-complement/actor
'He sent them (to fetch) flowers in the bush.1
When a directive clause functions as the initiating clause of a
purpose hypotactie-extension (6*236), the HP° identifying the
motive role may be omitted, the motive being identified by the
extension clause. Eor an example see example 170.
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6.232 The effective feature is specified as either ergative 
or non-ergative, and either + or -effective-expansion.
6.232.1 The ergative feature is realized by*
i ■ “ — .
i, the selection of a verb-root of the descriptive class
(6.233.l)o Typical examples are gw^a 'to open'
yOne !to light, to catch light*. Not all descriptive verb-roots
may function in ergative clauses, 
ii,. the presence of a nominal phrase or bound pronoun in
complement relation identifying the actor. The subject referent
of the clause identifies the initiator of the action.
Examples of ergative clausess
134 ■ mogw6ita omsa *He will open the door1
he-will-open door 
7G Hpc/actor
135* oyene ekp6n !He lit the fire, set the fire alight.1
he-lit fire 
VG jjpc/actor
6.232.2 In non-ergative effective clauses the subject referent
is the actor and the complement* identifies the goal of the action. 
This feature is realized by the selection of a verb-root of 
the effective class and the presence of a nominal phrase or 
bound pronoun in complement relation.
Example of non-ergative effective clauses
136* t*a$a r(w6 kijbsk od obok£ sa £'gbd
father that snake he-has-caug}it in bush
NPS MPc/gl VG ril NPa
'That father had caught a snake in the bush.'
Examples given above illustrate the selection of the unmarked 
feature ii* the effective-*expansion, recipient and resultative 
systems.
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6.232.3 The non-ergatives ^ recipient feature is realized by 
the presence of a second item in complement relation which 
identifies the person or object affected by the action. Not all 
effective verb-roots may be selected in clauses with this feature. 
Some verb-roots inherently require the presence of a participant 
with the role of recipient.. Examples are n&r, 'to give* 
c&na 'to send'.
Examples of effectives non-ergatives ^-recipient clausess
137. boija manage-m akpuka
you you-should-give-me money,
s NP ' ®NP VG+pronoun-complement^e‘C 
!You should give me money,'
138. acene-m £va
•enyou-send-me chi Mr <
VG NPC/gX
+pronoun-complement/6sec
'You send me the children.'
139. ope oyok e§6
he-cut friend head
VG • NP0/teO NPc/gl
'He cut off his friend's head.*
6.232.4 The non-ergatives +resultative feature is realised
by the presence of a nominal phrase in complement relation
identifying the result of the action. Not all effective verb-roots
may be selected in clauses with the +resultative feature.
Example of effectivesnon-ergatives+resultative clause*
140, okp^ura 6c&t5sk* mvo &gboka afa
he-cut food that halves two
VG NP°/gl
'He cut the food into two halves.'
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6.252.5 The +e f f e c tive-expansion feature is very commonly 
selected in positive effective clauses, Glauses with this 
feature are expansion complexes (6.201) having two close-knit 
clause constituents. The verb-root of the verbal group of the 
first clause constituent is always lexically restricted to the 
forms t6ka or, less commonly, t£ma n Tto take1. Both clause 
constituents share all subject, complement and adjunct referents. 
Constituents are ordered as follows in non-perfect clauses:
HP^  AVG actor AXitein^toka
—~=; = r:=:===:=:=s==:=:=i t*j=?s=
In perfect clauses (6,1511) the first NP° precedes the first VG.
Clauses with the feature +effective-expansion may be 
transformed into corresponding basic clauses with the feature 
-effective-expansion.
Examples
141 ntoka xkwukwu sasm nsok na
I-took box my I-put there
VGt , NPC'sl VG relator9.
The corresponding basic clause with the feature -effective- 
expansion would bes
nsok £kwukwu §dsm ha 
I-put box my there 
VG jjpc/S1 relator9
Examples of effectives+effective-expansion clausess
142. btoka £byx od6 m^pyfr
he-took place he-prepared all 
VGtoka NPc/,gl VG adverb9
'He prepared the whole place.'
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145 * amasn oraasn mbo m&'kwu dtoka akwor,£t6sn mapa
they initiates those they-came they-took leaves they-plucked
NP‘ VGtoka NP
c/gl
'The initiates came and plucked the leaves.'
144* btoka £nbsn§6 ndo / bfeare ha i'k£ra
he-took bird-head that he-threw in hut
VG, , NP toka
c/gl VG itI UP
cl
'He threw the bird's head into the hut.*
VG
145. btoka ( 6wono' pwo ) / bkpe ofti
he-took farm that
VG. , iIPc/gl toka
he-sold elephant 
e/WoVG NP
'He sold the farm to the elephant, 1 text C 3
146. 6gbasna££* 13wo 6'toka o^ bsk mvo / bn&ii fkwanbq kwe
that he-took thing that he-gave wife hisbrother
HPS VG. , „ HPtoka
c/gl VG NPc/re<
'The brother gave that thing to his wife,'
6.255 The general feature is further specified as speech or 
non-speech, and descriptive or range. Verb-roots which may 
function in the verbal group of the general clause are divided 
into the following classes and sub-classes;
SPEECH »Non-SPEECH
RANGE
cognate
dependent {non-dependent !
,
X
non-cognate 
DESCRIPTIVE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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6.255.1 The descriptive feature is realised by the- selection of 
a yerb-root of the descriptive class in the verbal group.
Common examples of descriptive verb-roots ares be 'to stand' 
fedna 'to depart' gwopa *to open' nfrja 'to exist',
A high percentage of descriptive clauses have a nominal 
phrase or relator in adjunct-locative relation as one of their 
constituents (6,55).
Examples of descriptive clausess
147. mo'band' ka £' gbd 'We went off to the bush.'
we-depart to bush
VG HPa
148, okwu o'be na o'gbdsre 'He came and stood on the
he-came-stood on floor floor,1
VG NPa
149. 6n£ij sa 'He is there.'
he-is there
VG relator8.
150. oms a ogworta 'The door opened.1
door it-opened Compare the ergative use of this
HP8 VG verb in example 154.
6,255.2 The range feature is realized by the selection of a 
verb-root of the range class and the presence of a nominal phrase 
or bound pronoun in complement relation which identifies the range 
of the action. The range role is structurally differentiated 
from the goal (6,25 2^ )in that range clauses cannot be expanded 
by an effective-expansion (6.252,5).
The rangea cognate feature is realized by the further 
specification of the selection of a verb-root of the cognate 
sub-class of the range class. The lexical item functioning as
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nucleus of the nominal phrase in complement relation is highly 
predictable. Pronouns do not function in complement relation 
in this clause type. The NP° occurs in its minimal form.
Examples of rangescognate clauses;
151. ogbe ekwdra * He jumped,’
he-jumped jump
VG Npc/range
152. bgb&s k 6dlk ‘He talked.*
he-spoke word
VG jjpc/range
155. ogbofea tfjr,wa a§x ‘He washed the
he-washed child water
VG jjp°Aec upo/range
The rangesnon-cognate feature is further specified as 
nominal or non-nominal.
The nominal feature is realised by the selection of the 
verb-root ^ gl rto do, make1 and the presence of a nominal 
phrase in complement relation whose nucleus (and usually 
only constituent) is a noun whose root is a verb-root (9.1512), 
It is thus the NP which identifies the action, the verb has 
very low lexical content.
Examples of range s non-cognate &nominal clausess
154. ma§i £$& ‘They quarrel,*
they-do quarrel 
VG Npc/range
155. m&blra ad asi £r£m£
they-again-habitually-do fighting 
VG Npc/range
‘They went on fighting again,'
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Examples of range:non-cognatesnon-nominal clauses;
156, mabe aporid ’They had a court case. 1
they-stood court-case 
VG jjpc/range
157* mod ogbask epya m&pyfr
we-habitually-talk market all
VG Kpc/range adverba
!We discuss the price. 1
6.233-3 General clauses are simultaneously specified as 
either speech or non-speech. The non-speech feature is 
realized by the selection of verb-roots from the non-speech 
sub-class of range or descriptive verb-roots. Examples 147-157 
above, except for 152 and 157> illustrate the selection of the 
non-speech feature.
The speech feature is further specified as + or - 
speech-composite.
If the -speech-composite feature is selected, the verb- 
root selected is always of the speech;non-dependent sub-class. 
Common verbs of this sub-class ares gb£sk 'to speak1 
bofea ’to ask’ clno ’to begf kosn 'to sing’
Examples 152 and 157 above illustrate the selection of this 
feature.
The -fr-speech composite feature is realized by:
i* the selection of a verb-root of the speech class, either 
dependent or non-dependent. Common verb-roots of the dependent 
sub-class arei b£ ’to say1 ben ’to tell*.
ii. the presence of the syntactic marker b£, except that where 
the verb-root selected in the verbal group is be 'to say’, this 
link is omitted. It is clearly the same root form. The verb-root 
b£ has a high frequency of occurrence.
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iii, If the speech-composite is further specified as direct 
this feature is realized by the presence of a down ranked 
utterance unit (4-2) complementing the clause. Examples 
are numerous in texts B-D. See text B 7-11, 12, 13, 16, 21,
25, 34.
iv. If the speech-composite is further specified as indirect, 
then the clause is complemented by a down ranked sentence.
The further specifications of fact or intent (6.221) are
realized by the specification that the nuclear clause of this
down ranked sentence must have the features initiative, or
subjunctives purpose respectively.
A down ranked utterance or sentence occurs immediately 
preceded by the link b£, following all other constituents of the 
clause. Its position is unaffected by the mood feature 
realizations.
The selection between direct and indirect speech features 
is partially determined through the textual component. Within 
longer utterances, typically non-audience-focussed narration (4 *2 2), 
reported speech is in the direct form, except that speech 
reported within a speech quotation is in the indirect form and 
speech composites functioning in subordinate or relative relation 
in the sentence or nominal phrase are in the indirect form.
Within short, conversation utterances and within audience-focussed 
narration, speech reports are in the indirect form unless the 
speaker wishes to emphasize the actual words reported.
Examples of speech-composite:indirect clauses;
a) with the further specification fact
158. i^pwa obeh b£ [ke moyfn ]
child he-says that he he-won't-go-to-farm
BPS VG be sentence7* ... . .i n i t i a t i v e
'The child says that he won't go to farm. 1
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159 • m£b§n! by [ m<£ka;m magbomd j
since they-say that plu.me they-won’indirect
sub- VG b£ "srntence.".^.-ive
link
* since they say that they won't direct me.’
160. owu’pyl’b^’ kw oben* b£ [ ke m6kwu 6n&r|0 kasin J
evil-luck which he-says that he he-will-come-give me
rel. VG b£ ^t5-nce-n ”  2 ; " "  "
marker
'the evil luck which he says he will come and bring to me, 1 
b) with the further specification intents
161. obene-be b£ [ manlr/ £pya £ylnl]
he-told-them that they-should-not market go
^Spronoun-complement/rec sen^encesubjunctive
'He told them that they shouldn't go to market. 1
162. £c£ns fbino'kp&sbyi ocine be [6nirje-m r^jwa ]
I-beg God beg that he-should-give-me child
VG NP0/te0 VG be sentence-  ~  “  7.subjunctive
6.253.4 General clauses are also specified as + or - recipient 
(6.232.3). The selection of the H-recipient feature is illustrated 
in examples 153> 161, 162.
6.234 The action clause is also specified as + or -benefactive, 
The copulative; non-composite/non-naming clause is also so 
specified (6.222*3 ).
The +benefactive feature is realized by the presence of 
a nominal phrase or bound pronoun in complement relation which 
identifies the person or object (usually person) on whose 
behalf the action is performed. The benefactive role identifies 
the person for whom an action is done, while the recipient role 
identifies the person to whom it is done.
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The Vbenefactive-expansion feature is very commonly 
selected in positive benefactive clauses. Clauses with this 
feature are expansion complexes (6.201, see also effective- 
expansion 6.232.5) having two close-knit clause constituents.
The verb-xoot of the verbal group of the second clause 
constituent is always lexically restricted to the form n&p 'give*, 
Both clauses share all subject, complement and adjunct 
referents. In non-perfect clauses (6.1512) constituents are 
ordered as follows;
Ayq. avq A^pc/benefactive
— s s l — ....
In perfect clauses (6.1511) the first HP0 precedes the first VG.
Determined by other features selected simultaneously in 
the action clause, the first NPC may have the role range, 
sec ip lent:-, resulij^ fK motive, goal, or actor.
Clauses with the feature +benefactive-expansion may be 
transformed into corresponding basic clauses with the feature 
-benefactive-expansion through the deletion of the second 
verbal group and the re-ordering of constituents. However more 
than three participants never occur in a basic clause. Therefore 
if the realization of other features selected in the clause 
requires the presence of two HPC, then if the + benefactive 
feature is chosen, it must be further specified as +benefactive- 
expansion.
Examples
165. m^'raba awa an&rj£-be
they-cook soup they-give-them
VG y-Q
nar|/+pronoun-complement
The corresponding basic clause with the feature -benefactive-
expansion would be; m&'r&b^-be awa
they-cook-them soupNpc/range
^5pronoun-complement y-^en
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Further examples of clauses with the feature +benefactive-expansion:
164* 3k£ o^ere rtr,wer in a r^ -m ln a -e
he he-write book he-give-us
NPS VI jjpc/range yq-t-pronoun-complement
’It is he who writes (book) on our behalf.’
I65. sfm-e ndr^-m
greet-him give me
VG VG+pronoun-complement -i-pronoun- complement y-ben
’Greet him on my behalf, greet him for me.1
6.235 The action clause is also specified as + or -accompaniment- 
expansion. Examples given so far illustrate the selection of 
the -accompaniment-expansion feature. The acoompaniment^expansion 
/^lanseby which the instrumental or ’accompaniment’ role is 
conveyed. Clauses with this feature are expansion oomplexes 
(6.201) having two close-knit clause constituents.
The 4*accompaniment-expansion feature is realised by*
i. the presence of a verbal group which selects the verb-root
tima, less commonly toka^  ’to take, use* as its nucleus.
ii, the presence of a nominal phrase in complement relation
which identifies the instrument with which the action .is 
performed or some accompanying factor. There is no structural 
differentiation between these two concepts and they are here 
associated as the ’accompaniment’ role.
iii. the ordering of constituents, in non-perfect clauses*
HP® VGtima HP°/aoc VG HP0 Item3,
In perfect clauses the 1st NP precedes the 1st VG. The role 
of the 2nd NP is determined by the other features selected in 
the clause.
Examples of clauses with the feature +accompaniment-expansions
166. otima g^baijgbar) / obufea £s6:m >s fpanor, pe
he-used zinc he—covered houses of wives his
VG,. jjpc/aco VG jjpc/goal
tima
~  — s s s a - ia s a -s s s s e s s :— = — • »»«:ss5s=:sr=saBasrKcs K i= s s r= s = c s s ta s = s s= E s ;s s = ss “ ™ — =  — ss
fHe covered (roofed) the houses of his wives with zinc**
167. btoka o’koro / ope oyok es6
he-took knife he-cut friend head
VG VG lip0^  ®oa^
■ssKtKKacsKssssssssv-aatasM  •* a » s c s K i K S 9 0 » e s : s ; s K s e e t 3
fHe cut off his friend's head with a knife.*
168. bnbi}-e / ot£m ^wS, kwe / oyin arSb ka efs5sk&
person she-took child her she-went mushrooms in evening
NPS VG. . HPc/acc VG IJP°/motlVerei NP8,tj_ma
*A person went mushrooming with her child in the evening.*
text A 5
6 .236  The action clause is also specified as + or -hypotaotic- 
extension. Examples given so far illustrate the selection of the 
unmarked feature. The l$rpotactic-extension is the means by which 
the concepts of purpose and result are expressed.
The hypotactic-extension is an extension complex (6*20.2) 
consisting of two clause constituents, of which the first 
is an initiating clause which realizes the mood features of the 
total clause complex, and the second expresses the result or 
purpose of the action of the initiating clause. The second 
clause is specified as positive/subjunctives purpose (6*13) or 
negative/subjunctive (6 .14) if the hypotactic-extension is 
specified as purpose; or as indicative:non-initiative if the 
hypotactic-extension is specified as result* Either of the 
constituent clauses may be basic or complex. there is the
possibility of potentially infinite recursion with the additional 
presence of further extension clauses but in practice a result 
complex seldom has more than two constituents, and a purpose 
oomplex seldom more than three (see example 1B3)#
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If the hypotactic-extension is further specified as 
integrated, this feature is realized by the specification that 
the subject referent of the extension clause must be the same 
as the referent of one of the items in complement relation in 
the initiating clause. No explicit NPS need occur in the 
extension clause, although one may. If the purpose feature 
is also selected, then the link be may occur preceding the 
extension clause.
Examples of clauses with the +hypotactic-extensionsintegrated
a) with the selection of the feature purpose feature.
169. ogb6bo m'bosk s£ iwdr owdr
he-washed hands his they-should-be-clean
VG HP0 VG
rHe washed his hands clean, he washed his hands to make them 
clean.1
170. md*t5sm orbklmasn b£ 6d odo d*kp6n
they-sent sheep that he-should-repair fire
VG HP0 b£ VG HP0
*They sent the sheep to repair the fire.1
b) with the selection of the feature result
171. edo ososm kwe mds / ojife
he-prepared house his plenty it-good
VG HP0 adverba VG
*He tidied up his house until it was all in order.* text B 16
172, oci dte& mb6 mdpyir / dfee mbo df§d
he-ate wild-pears those all pears those they-finish 
VG NPC NPS VG
*He ate all those wild pears until the wild pears were finished.1
Frequency notes The adverb matstsmas (variant form mds) *plenty* 
frequently occurs as a constituent of the initiating clause of 
a result hypotactic extension.
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The selection of the non-integrated feature is realized t>y 
the absence of a shared reference between the NP of the 
initiating clause and the NPS of the extension clause, and 
by the presence of the link b£ preceding the extension clause. 
However, where the subject referent of the extension clause is 
1st or 2nd person, the link b£ may be omitted.
Examples of clauses with the -fhypotactic-extensions non-integrated
a) with the selection of the feature purpose feature.
175. kwu nn£r|-o idlma*
come I-should-give-you calabash
VG  VG_ _ _ NP°
'Come so that I should give you a calabash.*
174- £!mod 5nosma 5fb6sk ha S'kpd* b£ 6t6ka 6c&tosk
if he-will-insert hand in pocket that he-should-take food 
VG HP0 yd- WPa VG HP°
*if he puts his hand into his pocket to take the food* text D 12
b) with the selection of the feature result
175* ob5sk kw £ce 6w5k5* b£ ekwbr oto sa 6gb£t£m
hand of leopard it-shook that tortoise he-fell in thicket.
NPS VG l>6 NPS VG fd. NPa
s r  a ? m  sa a a w n s 'W .  gs-s rs='g* s s - s g t as-v ,  w  a a n j » g  a t a ia i w — 'j a — a g a fs g1— — — as — - . a s a i
*The leopard*s paw shook so that the tortoise fell into the 
thicket. The leopard's paw shook with the result that the 
tortoise fell into the thicket,1
6.24 All positive clauses are specified as + or - serial- 
expansion. (The +serial-expansion feature may only be selected 
if the positive mood feature is also selected). The selection 
of the +serial-expansion feature is a re-entry condition to the 
whole transitivity network. The system therefore controls the 
presence of clauses functioning in linear recursive (paratactic) 
relation, each of which has its own transitivity characteristics, 
while the whole complex shares a single set of mood features.
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cf. 6*201,. There is potentially infinite recursion. In practice 
the highest number of clauses recorded .as immediate constituents 
of a serial-expansion is six.
Examples of serial-expansion complexess
176. inbsn iblra ibe s& / Ikbsn ernbp
bird it-again it-stood there it~sang song
BP^_ _VG  _ r e la t ora_VG __ JTP° _
*Again the bird stood there and sang.1
177. s6;r( deb oc&t5;kf tfma kwu
go buy food take come
VG VG HP0 VG VG
fGo and buy food and bring it here.*
The final constituent clause of this example is itself an 
accompaniment-expansion, which shares the reference of the NP 
constituent of the preceding clause.
178. ewucen erofe / enana sa i'pdbdsr,
sun he-ran he-is-on on roof
NP3 VG VG__________ rd- KPa_______
•The sun ran off, he got onto the roof.1 text B 27-28
oyin £py£ /// oyok ijw6sa onfpd
he-went market friend other he-stayed
VG NP° / / /  BPS VG
ha bkere etln
there he-watched meat 
relatora YG NP°
•One friend went off to market. The other stayed there and 
watched the meat.1
179* oyok ofona
friend he-went 
NPS VG
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6.25 Layering
The recursion of clauses within clause complexes allows 
for considerable layering since any constituent clause functioning 
in linear recursive relation within a clause complex may itself 
be basic, complex or composite. The following examples 
illustrate this layering.
180. oblra ota 5yok / oyok oto op£
he-again he-shot friend friend he-fell he-died
VG NP° NPS VG VG
a
b
Where a is a serial-expansion complex functioning as the 
extension clause within a hypotactic-extension:result complex b,
181, odorja 6ter|k£fe5 na is£k / otSka 6ke sa ofb6 kwe/
he-picked-up bone on ground he-took he-put in bag his
VG NPC NPa VG VG rd- HPa
— — „  m i fcCO-'jiL '12'— B. m a t —  m u v a t m » ,w i|j - ‘'«w'i j. li l.iu *-i j . — j - 'iw m u ia jw i  — m  =  '■ ■ ■ ■ »  M 'lia iiJ  ■ ■ ■  ■ .■***■
a
■ . .j. x  — '^ L * ja pjggpjLLi i w  w g ra i'w w i * . _  »
  -----------------------
otima o'te^ nd* sa 5*t£r
he-took he-went-off to compound 
VG VG rd NPa
I111i1II111*I1*
c
fHe picked up the bone from the ground, he put it in his hunting- 
bag and went off with it to the compound.*
Where b is an effective-expansion complex, and £ is an 
accompaniment-expansion, both of which function as constituent 
clauses in a serial-expansion complex d. The first clause of the 
serial-expansion is a basic clause a. The reference of the 
K? constituent of the first clause is shared throughout the 
serial-expansion.
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182. ew&cen edo if or / st£sr( fbyl m&gyfr /
sun he-prepared self he-swept place all
NPS VG NP° VG NP° adverba
v  as ts-as ta  a t * S B -e r t» a r t te S 5s s * ts a  * w s * k »
b
edo 6§6sm kwe mas / oj£b / obi [oyodlkote kwasm okwd maj
he-prepared house his plenty it-good he-said friend my he-comes 
VG NPC adverb3, VG VG sentence
Uiimg —. jj.__12  ji'gg „■ M'tj. ■mm.—i.atx
>
•The sun got ready, he swept the place completely and prepared 
his house until it was good saying, "My friend is coming."1
Where the structure c is a hypotactic-extension complex, and 
d is a speech-compositesdirect, both of which function together 
with the basic clauses a and b as the clause constituents of 
the serial-expansion complex text B 15-17
185. menda mota ka ma;ta ka ososm / Sta-mlna
today we-go to Martha to house she-should-tell-us
temporal VG rtl NPa er^sa»*s«3aMaBessiae.sK5K.'ss«* ^
   »
o§e ogbask odxk kpen^pkpen mo^lr
story she-should-speak word any we-should-write
NP° VG NPC VG
II II l i  !■■■ |l| ^  ■■ ■ « ,!■■■■ ■■■«■ i ■ ■■■■ — .. ■■■■— .
*1?oday we- are going to Martha’s house so that she should tell us 
a story and speak something to us, so that we should write it,!
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bis a serial-expansion complex (purpose mood). The total 
structure d is a purpose hypotactic-extension complex which 
has three constituent clauses a b and <5 , of which a is the 
initiating clause and b and o are extension clauses.
6.3 The TRANSITIVITY component: part II - Circumstantial roles 
6.30 .Introduction
The presence of items in adjunct relation In the clause 
is determined through the selection of features from the 
following branch of the transitivity network. Items in adjunct 
relation are here described only at primary delicacy. No 
attempt is made to describe details of co-occurrence restrictions 
in conjunction with different process types.
r+ideophone 
*— ideophone
______ P+nominal
--nominal
*
/ -locative 
L +locative
r +adverb 
«- -adverb
r +time-duration 
L -time-duration
-+time-punctiliar. 
--time-punctiliar
' S p e cific Inominalnon-nominal
- approximate
■i
-r
+manner
-manner
^qualitative
L -qual it at ive
The position of all adjuncts (except temporal particles 
6*35) in relation to other constituents of the clause is 
determined through the realisation of mood options (6,1). When
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more than one item in adjunct relation occurs in a clause, 
the linear ordering* of these items in relation to each other 
is as follows:
order 1
relator 
.locative
order 2
time-punctiliar
order 3
NP’
order 4/5 (variable)
ideophone
^time-duration NP
^manner
qualitative
NP""  ^ adverb
temporal
Clause
It is however, very rare for more than two marked features 
to be selected in any one clause.
6.51 Ideophone
videophone feature is realized by the presence of an 
ideophone. An ideophone is an expressive noise qualifying a 
verbal action or state. Its phonological structure is outside 
the dominant phonological system, being characterized by 
very long vowels, nasalized vowels, consonantal clusters, 
reduplication and accentuated pitch contrasts. Ideophones 
are very common in conversation, The ideophone class is an 
open class. Common examples are given below. The ideophone 
is often preceded by the syntactic marker h£ (contracted form be).
Examples:
184. owuro be was: 13 !It is white as
it-white ....
YG ideophone
105. oto be gnf\ !He fell,.bump,*
he-fell ...
YG ideophone
186, bkai,e b£ yoyoyoyo ’She fried (it) fizzle. . . 1
she-fried ....
YG ideophone
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187. ope b<£kpa 'He died on the instant.1
he-died ...
YG ideophone
188. on£i»& sa hi se&sp 'She stayed there ..quiet.'
she-stayed there quiet
YG relator ideophone
Gestures often accompany ideophones. A gesture may even replace 
the ideophones
189. ma'fu ha' hi (claps) 'They crowded there....' 
they-filled there
YG relator (gesture)
6.32 Adverh
The +adverb feature is realised hy the presence of an
adverb (9.12). Up to three adverbs may occur in one clause, but
more than one is not common.
Examples
190. m£*kwu at or-a mapyir matitimas
they-come gather all plenty
YG adverb adverb
'They come and gather all together continually.'
Eor further examples see section 9.12.
6.33 Locative
The +locative feature is realized by the presence of a 
relator. The relator class also functions as a constituent of the 
demonstrative word (8,41 see also 5.62 6.16), The relator
class comprisess sa 'there, a relation in the distance'
ma 'here, a relation in the immediate vicinity' 
ha , ka 'a relation in neutral position*
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The function of the relator is comparable to that of the 
preposition in English but does not indicate the nature of the 
relation in terms of direction or position, but rather the 
distance at which it occurs.
If the locative feature is further specified as ^nominal 
the nominal feature is realized by the presence of a nominal 
phrase immediately following the relator identifying the 
location of the event or state expressed by the verbal group,
A nominal phrase in this relation is also accompanied by 
locative tone pattern (3*4l)* The relator then functions as 
a syntactic marker signalling the adjunct/locative relation 
of the nominal phrase in the clause.
Examples5
a) with the selection of the feature +nominals
191. mod odefe 6wbmS sa epyd-d 
let-us-buy banana thor® m^ket
VG NPC rel NPa/locative
'Let us buy bananas there at the market.1
(implies that the speaker is not at the market 
at the time of speaking)
192. ..ntbm 6ser,a kwasm ma i'ydgbfn
I-begin journey my here world
VG HP0 rel upa/locative
'..I began my journey here in the world'
b) with the selection of the feature -nominal
193* on£ri& sa 'He remained thereJ'
he-remained there 
VG relatora/looative
194 * kb makwora ma 'You will remain here.1
you you-will-remain here 
OTS VG relatora/looative
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6,34 Time-duration
The +time-duration feature is realized by the presence of 
a nominal phrase signifying the duration of time during which 
the action of the verbal group occurs* There are no overt 
signals of the relation except for the linear position in which 
the phrase occurs* The nucleus of the nominal phrase is always 
a noun denoting time.
Example:
195* sasbe 6ms a-m mdtetem&s xco k£'b^6 text B 10
even-if it-ill-me plenty year whole
, ,a ™a/time-duration YG adverb NP 1
'Even if I were ill continually for a whole year...'
6*35 Time-punctiliar
The +time*punctiliar feature is specified ,as approximate
or specific. It identifies the point of time at which the action 
of the verbal group occurs*
6*351 The approximate feature is realized by the presence of 
a temporal particle occurring in initial position in the clause. 
Its linear position is distinct from that of other items in 
adjunct relation in that it is invariable while the position of 
all other adjuncts is determined through the realization of mood 
features.
Temporal particles comprise:
wa 'long past time* occurs in conjunction with perfect or
neutral positive, ~ or delayed or past 
negative tense features. It commonly 
occurs at the opening of a narration 
with a meaning equivalent to 'once upon 
a time' (text B 1 I) l).
wura 'past time' occurs in conjunction with all tense
features. In conjunction with the 
future tense it indicates future time 
in the past (example 200).
wura also occurs with high tone on the first syllable in two 
particular usages:
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a) in conjunction with the initiative mood feature it signifies 
obligation (examples 202, 203), either moral or circumstantial.
b) in subordinate clauses (5.64) it signals a hypothetical 
situation.
ga1 'future time1 occurs in conjunction with all
tense features, in conjunction with 
perfect tense it signals past time in 
0 the future (example 198)
196. oka kw Jjpwa ijwo kw6! w£* kbpd*
mother of child that who past she-had-died
temp- VG 
particle
'The mother of that child, who had previously died.'
197. §6 mokwuna
future she-will-return
temp- VG
particle
'She will return.1
198. kaxm 6de aga menkasn-b hd / 6ga d^'viSrd'
I if future I-will-help-you here if-future you-have-
climbed
NPS sub-link VG relator temp- ^
temporal- particle
particle — ..
mdfedks afo-m
future you-will-turn you-kill-me
temp- VG VG
particle
'If I will help you now, if you will have climbed out, you will 
turn and kill me.'
199- ibyx njo go wura mdylne oms ene'
place that where past they-went firewood
temp- VG NP0
particle
'That place where they had been for firewood'
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200, wbra men’ofo-m *He was about to kill me,1
past he-is-about-to-kill-me
temp- VG 
particle
201, wura kasm1 !teka be a^ &rj a'raszi
past me you-have-told that you-fry rice
temp- NP° VG be sentence
particle
before you told me that you had cooked rice,*
202, kb wura b,k6sno okfei1 be kb wo !lefe embi]
you you~ought-sing because you is you-sweet voice
HPS temp- VG
particle
*You ought to sing because you*re the one who has a sweet voice,1
20?, wura Iv! nad! !fc!d§,ne / at!;n a'pe
ought children they-are six three they-die
temp- NP0 VG NP°
particle
fThere ought to have been six children, but three died,1
6,352 The specific feature is specified as either nominal or 
non-nominal.
6.3521 The nominal feature is realized by the presence of 
a nominal phrase preceded by a relator (6.33) and accompanied 
by locative tone pattern (3.41). The nucleus of the nominal 
phrase is a noun denoting time.
Examples
204* £kwbr of on!. fia e*s6sk! nd6 text C 14
tortoise he-went-off in evening that
jjpS VG rtl Npa/time-punctiliar
*The tortoise went off that evening.1
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6,3522 The non-nominal feature is realized by the presence of 
a temporal word. Temporal words may also function in relative 
relation in the nominal phrase (8 ,631).
Temporal words comprises
menda 1 today' ( ma §'wii nd! 'here day this1)
marmba 'nowadays* ( ma i'wd mba 'here days these*)
wendo 'long ago* ( w! ewu ndo 'past day that')
mokp!nda 'now* ( ma ogb£ ? 'here time .. ')
opyine 'tomorrow'
c!n! 'yesterday' also yxna yina nd 'immediately*
Some temporal words are clearly historically contractions of 
a nominal phrase preceded by a relator or temporal particle.
They have now become fossilized forms, the contraction being 
further than that determined by usual elision rules.
Their somewhat indeterminate status is reflected in the fact that 
they may occur either in the same position as temporal particles 
(in initial position in the clause) or in the same position as 
nominal phrases in time-punctiliar relation, in order 2 
position of adjunct items.
Temporal words may be reduplicated for emphasis.
Examples?
205. ovdriw! kw 6ma;n£* menda menda
goat-kid who he-born today today
VG teinporala/time_pxmotiliar
'A goat kid who was born this very day.'
206. ko^  wendo d'kpeJ-m 6won6 rjwa text C 25
you past you-sell-me farm this
NPS temporal VG NPS
•You have already sold me this farm. You sold me this farm 
sometime ago.1
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6.36 Manner
The +manner feature is realized by the presence of a 
nominal phrase identifying the manner in which the action of 
the verbal group is performed. The relation is not overtly 
marked except by the linear position of the nominal phrase. 
Examples This feature is not common.
207. masen anoij afa afa afa
they-walk people 2 2 2
Yq ^a/manner
TThey walked two by two.1
6.37 Qualitative
The +qualitative feature is realized by the presence of 
a down ranked clause which is lexically restricted to the two 
itemss bkp&n e’&en ’lit. it passes way, = very much1
btara ’lit. it adds - also*
Examples:
208.
209.
’He was very, very sorry. *
^enten bfa bkpan 6’den ’He has killed plenty of
animals he- it-passes way animals’
has-killed
NP° YG «lausea/ValitatiVe
Ifor lp-£ ’ m&tetera&s bkpdn 6’den
body it-died-him plenty it-passes way
H?s YG adverba olauSea/ ^ alltative
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6.4 The THEME) component
6 .40  Introduction
The description concentrates on three aspects of the 
structure of the clause relevant to the textual function of 
language. 1. Focus - the identification of the psychological 
subjectT of a clause. 2. Contrast - the means by which a 
referent is brought into implicit contrast with another referent. 
3* Expliclt-emphasis - the way in which one item may be given 
prominence relative to other referents.
The clause is the point of origin of the networks
-marked-focus-
•-* non- inte grated 
I integrated'— ■—
-unmarked-focus
-+contrast
+evocative 
L-evocative
- positive 
. negative
p subject
- complement 
* adjunct
■contrast
•+explicit-emphasis
-explicit-emphasis
-subject
-complement
-adjunct
6.41 Focus
There is usually only one item in focus in a sentence. This 
is normally a constituent of the nuclear clause of the sentence. 
The focus, or psychological subject, of the sentence is identified 
through the linear order of the constituents of the nuclear clause
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and through the intonation contours.
6.411 The unmarked-foous feature is realized through the linear 
ordering of constituents as described in the realization of the 
mood features (6.1). A clause with unmarked focus has a single 
intonation contour. In a clause with the unmarked-focus 
feature, the focus of the clause is the subject referent 
(except in impersonal clauses 6.223).
6.412 The marked*focus feature is realized by the linear 
ordering of constituents such that the item in focus occurs in 
initial position in the clause (other items occurring in the 
order determined by mood features.) The item in focus may also 
precede any clause in subordinate relation or other peripheral 
constituents of the sentence, being thus separated from the 
clause of which it ,is a constituent. The item in focus carries 
a separate intonation contour, most commonly rising intonation.
If the feature is further specified as -fevocative this 
specification is realized by the presence of a final marker -o 
or -£ (5-8) suffixed to the item in focus. The selection
of the marked-focus feature makes the focus of the clause 
explicit. The further selection of the +evocative feature 
gives the focus increased prominence.
The marked-focus feature is further specified as 
integrated or non-integrated. The integrated feature is 
realized by the specification that the item in focus is a 
constituent of the clause in subject, complement or adjunct 
relation. Only a nominal phrase or a temporal word may be in 
focus. Under certain circumstances the item in focus may be 
replaced within the structure of the clause by a pronoun.
Examples of Clauses with the feature marked-focussintegrated*
210. eba'rdgbok c dnsa kw £tdmd / bnbri k5d beds rI
cloth-knot of woman of age person he-cannot-loosen
^c/focus sNP ' vg
fThe knot in the cloth of an old woman, noone can loosen (that),1
201
211, £kwbr-o / c &y6kT m&tomf b£ bnbrt onbrj mbta 5£a /
tortoise as others they- that each-one he-should- mother
begin shoot
Nps/focus clause in subordinate relation
k£ od ota £'c£
he he-went-shot stick 
NPS VG HP°
'The tortoise, when the others began each one to shoot his mother, 
he went and shot a stick,1
For examples in texts text A 5 B 1,10, 31 C 5> 18 D 10, 16,
non-integrated feature is realized by the presence
of a nominal phrase which has no other grammatical role in the 
clause. It states the topic of the sentence, indeed its 
relevance often extends beyond the immediate sentence.
A non-integrated nominal phrase in focus often occurs initially 
in the utterance and has reference to the total utterance.
Examples
212. ob£ [ ?j^ wa pw&' kw3 wendo m&d aror / i£f6n
he-said child this who before you-were- here I-went 
^pfocus seeking
mpyire sa £'gb£-8 / nsfra 6teijk5fe6-e /// ke kwe m'b£
I-reach to bush I-knock meat-bone so that I-say
'He said, "About this child whom yo^xwere seeking here, I went 
off into the bush and knocked against a meat-bone. So that I 
say..,'
A further example occurs in text B 7 *
The selection of the item in marked focus is independent 
of the selection of marked contrast. One item may be selected 
as focus, another as contrast (example 219). If the same item 
is selected both as focus and contrast, then a free pronoun 
occurs identifying the contrast referent (examples 215, 218),
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6.42 Contrast
The selection of the +contrast feature is the means by 
which one item is placed in contrast with some other referent 
in the text. The item in contrast may be any nominal phrase 
constituent of the clause, a relator, a temporal word or the 
adverb mfnsa (9.123). (6-33) (6.3522)
The +contrast feature is realised as followss
i, the linear ordering of the constituents of the clause such 
that the item in contrast occurs in initial position in the 
clause (following any item in focus 6 .4 1), the order of other 
constituents being determined through the mood features.
ii. the presence of an emphatic particle (9.11)(except under the 
conditions described in v and vi below) following the item in 
contrast and showing concord with it in respect of number and 
concord-class,
iii. tonal patterns on the clause as for the relative clause
(3.53 3.4 2).
iv, when the item in contrast is a nominal phra.se in complement 
or adjunct relation in the clause, by the additional presence
of a relative marker (6,6 10*6) immediately following the
emphatic particle and also showing concord with the item in 
contrast in respect of number and concord-class,
v, if positive feature is further selected, if the item in 
contrast is a pronoun, the emphatic particle may be omitted.
vi. if positive feature is further selected, if the item in 
contrast is a relator, a temporal word or the adverb mfnsa, 
then the emphatic particle is not present, A relative marker 
of seti 1 occurs immediately following the item in contrast.
The further specification of positive or negative features 
is realised by the selection of a positive or negative emphatic 
particle (9.11) respectively.
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For the discussion of interrogative items in contrast 
see section 5.1322.
The -^contrast’’feature may not he selected in conjunction 
with the imperative mood feature.
Examplesi
213. ovasn6q wo 5fnaijl 5sand b£...
chief it-is he-gives order that...
j_s/contrast m  Kpc
e-p
*It is the chief who gives the order that....1
214. £fona mb&* m&pyfr Ms&r, ak&ste ka £kbnakek£f ///
families these all is-not they-draw at palm-stream
jjps/contrast e_p V(J flL .a
Itfebnbntem / he raakasfe ka 6terja-&
Ovonum-heart ^^17contrast ■fckey-&raw Otenga 
jjps/focus SPa7°on ras TO reL upa
•It isnft all the family-quarters who draw water at Palm stream. 
Ovonom centre, they draw at Otenga.1
21^ * eyasfea Jfo'sa / bjlnors / ke wo ope acxv&-£
tilling it-has-finished man he it-is he-cuts stakes
™s/foous „p,s/contrast
e-p VG NP
!When the tilling is finished, the men, it is they who cut 
the stakes.1 (Taken from a discussion on work done by men in 
contrast to women on the farm.)
216. kasm wo Me odxm / ko Me xkwa
I it-is I-am you you-are wife
wps/contrast „ps/contrast c
e-p VG NP m  v(t np
1 It is I who am the husband and you are the wife.1
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217. ekwbr wo kw 6‘ft£ne oteare sa e't&item
tortoise it—is whom he—took he—threw m  compound, 
^pc/contrast e_p rel- VG VG &L ]sjpa
marker
'It was the tortoise (not a stone) whom he took and threw into 
the compound.*
218. 6k£'m&' qw6 kw3 k£ oj£ ha / kb
yam that which he he-threw there it
jjpo/f ocus jjjpc/c ontrast
kw fp&nbrj a' 155c / mawbsn bdcis ij
which women they-take they-eook foufou
rel*hVi HPS VG VG NPC
marker
'That yam which he throws down there, that is the one which 
the women use to cook foufou.f
219. Ikwanbv; rtw6 / ohi wo kwi' mSba-e
woman that elephant it-is whom whe-wil1-marry
Nps/focus Hpc/oontrast e_p rel_ yG
marker
'That woman, it is the elephant (not the tortoise) whom she 
will marry.'
220. mma-e / menda as^ i] kw£ m£n& mo * tffe-o
today is-not that we we-show-you
temporala/contrast e-p rel- NPS VG
marker
ace pdm£na 'No, it isn't today that we reveal
names our our names to you.'
NPC
221. minsa' kw osbrj' 'This is the way he
thus that he-go goes.'
adverba/contrast rel- VG
marker
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For examples in text see A3 B 9, 23 D 20, 31
The verb de *to be* in clauses with marked contrast
a) in impersonal clauses (6.223)
If the NP° constituent of an impersonal clause is in marked 
contrast then the verbal group of the clause is omitted.
Example* with unmarked contrast 6de e*fa * It is a dog.
it-is dog
with marked contrast efa do fIt is a dog.
dog it-is
b) in copulative clauses (6.222)
Q
If the NP constituent of a copulative clause is in marked 
contrast, it occurs immediately following the NPS and the
verbal group of the clause is omitted.
Examples with unmarked contrast k! ode o'v&snor,
he he-is chief
HPS VG NPC
*He is the chief.f
ova:n5rif w5
chief it-is
,T_c/c ontrast NP ' e-p
*He is the chief.1 
swith NP in marked contrast ke wo 6de ov&snorj
he it-is he-is chief 
-__s/c ontrast
e-p VG NP
1 It is he who is chief.
cwith NP in marked contrast ke'
he
NPS
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6 . 4 3 Explicit emphasis
The +explicit-emphasis feature is realized hy the 
'redundant' presence of an item. It is here illustrated first 
in reference to the nominal phrase in subject relation.
The presence of a nominal phrase in subject relation 
in a clause is determined by the following rules
Within the ’figure1 sequence of a discourse (that is, 
excluding relative clauses and certain clauses in subordinate 
or hypotactic relation), a nominal phrase in subject relation 
is present in the non-imperative clause if the subject referent 
of that clause is not the same as the subject referent of the 
preceding clause.
If a nominal phrase in subject relation is present when 
there is no change of reference it has emphatic meaning, bringing 
the subject referent into increased prominence in the discourse. 
Taber (1966 p, 85) suggests that such "emphasis" could be 
considered in relation to the "figure-ground" contrasts in 
discourses
"...one would suspect that specific marks of 
emphasis would represent a kind of plus or 
additive factor to figure-ground contrasts 
already existing in the language. Such 
characterizations might serve as a tentative 
definition of the notion ’emphasis'."
An example of explicit emphasis of the subject referent 
occurs in text D 28-30 where be anbij afa and iv& pe" an or) afa 
have the same referent. Also in text C 18. An item which is 
explicitly emphasized is also very commonly in focus (6.41) as 
in both these examples.
Modifications of the above rule apply in utterances 
containing direct quotations, Following a direct quotation a 
change of subject referent is often assumed without the overt 
presence of an NPS,
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The selection of the +explicit-emphasis feature in 
conjunction with the imperative mood feature (6,11) is 
realized by the presence of a nominal phrase in vocative 
relation in the clause, the nucleus of the nominal phrase 
always being a 2nd person pronoun, ko 'you singular* or 
bona 'you plural*. For an example see example 65. The vocative 
relation is discussed in section 4 *215*
Items in complement relation may also be emphasized
cthrough the 'redundant* presence of an explicit IIP . However 
this is less common. A clause usually shares the complement 
reference of a preceding clause only if the referent has the 
same transitivity role in both clauses.
Referents may also be emphasized through the presence of 
a free pronoun (8.11) either 'redundantly* as described above, 
or replacing a bound pronoun. A further means of emphasis is 
reduplication, either in the nominal phrase (8 .3 1) ox verbal 
group (7.3).
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE VERBAL GROUP
7.0 Introduction
The function of the verbal group as a constituent of the 
clause has been described in chapter six. The verbal group 
functioning in the nuclear clause is the point of origin of the 
system network given in section 7*04* Modifications relevant to 
the verbal group functioning in subordinate, relative or 
preliminary clauses have already been described in section 6.18 
and 6.19.
The constituents of the verbal group comprises
verb-root
primary and secondary auxiliary-verb-root
person prefix
tense marker
tense suffix
bound pronoun-F©.crk
juncture prefix
7 *01 Basic and non-basic forms of the verb-root
Every verbal group has a verb-root as one of its 
constituents. The grammatical unit verb-root is congruent 
with the phonological unit radicalsverbal syllable-piece (2.22). 
Every verb-root therefore has one of the following CV-structures:
closed CVC eg. feasn fto tie (yams)1
extended;central CVCa sorja 'to know'
extended;non-central CVCo/e pylre 'to arrive*
open CV c£ 'to eat*
Verb-roots of the CVC and CVCa phonological structures have a 
basic and non-basic form. The selection of the basic or non-basic 
form of the verb-root is part of the realization of certain 
features of the verbal group.
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basic form CVC corresponds to the non-basic form CVCo/e 
CVCa CVC
Verb-roots of the basic form CVCo/e or CV remain constant0
For example, the positive/indicatives future feature is realized 
partially through the selection of the basic form of the verb-root 
(7.15121) while the negative/indicatives past feature is realized 
partially through the selection of the non-basic form of the 
verb-root (7.1522);
positive/indicatives future negative/indicatives past
m-6-basn
m-o^sona
m-o-pyire
m-6-c£
'he will tie 
'he will know1 
'he will arrive* 
'he will eat'
k-6-feasne' 
k-6-s5/ i ' 
k-o-pyire' 
k-6-cf'
'he didn't tie'
'he didn't know1 
'he didn't arrive* 
'lie didn't eat'
7•02 Primary and secondary auxiliary-verb-roots 
Primary auxiliary-verb-roots comprises
blra 'to do something again, to do something repeatedly*
7.211
d^  'to do something habitually, to do something next*
7.212
tera 'to do something instead* 7.213
kwu 'to come to do something* 7*221
kifcen 'to do something early' 7.222
£enaka 'to do something despite...' 7.222
They have the following properties in commons
i. Except for kfken and kenaka (which are probably historically 
contracted forms) auxiliary-verb-roots have the same phonological 
shape as a verb-root (7 .01). The form do although never 
occurring unelided with a final vowel, behaves in elided patterns 
as a CV verb-root with low tone. Preceding a consonant it is 
followed by tone-bearing open transition.
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ii. When a feature of the verbal group is realized by the
selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root, if one or more
auxiliary-verb-roots are present in the verbal group, then the 
first occurs in the non-basic form, subsequent auxiliary-verb-roots 
and the main verb-root occur in the basic form. The only 
exception to this rule is that when a verbal group functions in a 
preliminary clause (6.19) &H auxiliary*verb-roots and the main 
verb-root occur in the non-basic form.
When a feature of the verbal group is realized by the 
selection of the basic form of the verb-root, all auxiliary-verb- 
roots and the main verb-root occur in the basic form,
iii. When a feature is realized by the selection of a grammatical
tone pattern other than III or VI (3-51 5*54) then the tone
pattern is manifested on the first auxiliary-verb-root or main 
verb-root which occurs In the verbal group. Subsequent auxiliary- 
or main verb-roots have tone pattern I.
When a feature is realized by the selection of tone pattern 
III or VI, this tone pattern is manifested on each auxiliary-verb- 
root and on the main verb-root*
Tone patterns in conjunction with the auxiliary-verb-root 
kwii are however, distinct, and are described in section 7*221.
iv. The presence of primary auxiliary-verb-roots is not 
specified through the mood features of the clause.
Secondary auxiliary-verb-roots comprise; nir^ a ‘to be*
tuma 'to reach1
Both of these roots may also function as main verbs. The presence 
of secondary auxiliary-verb-roots, and also their form and 
the accompanying tone pattern, is determined through the realization 
of VG features specified through the mood features of the clause 
(7.14 7.16 7.1521).
7.03 The skeleton structure of the verbal group, illustrated in 
the positive/indicative;non-perfect form, with the selection of 
marked features in the additive, determinative, alternative,
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approach, and pronoun-complement systems, is as followss
tense- Aprefix a^uxiliary- Aprefix Aauxiliary- ____^
marker | verbjroot^x.^ | verb-root^ .^ ra
Aprefix Aauxiliary- Aprefix ^auxiliary-  ,
verb-root | verb-root
Aprefix Averb-root Abound-pronoun
There is a oline in the degree of independence of the 
primary auxiliary-verb-roots. This is one of the reasons for 
not distinguishing a formal word rank below the verbal group.
de is phonologically bound to the item it precedes. It 
never occurs in an unelided form.
bxra and tera may occur unelided but never function 
independently as the nucleus of a verbal group.
kwii may function independently as the nucleus of a verbal 
group. It therefore has a dual class membership, as an auxiliary- 
verb-root and as a main-verb-root. When functioning as an 
auxiliary-verb-root it has distinctive tone patterns (7.221).
It has a high frequency of occurrence as an auxiliary-verb-root, 
preceding a main verb-root and having very low lexical content.
Although no formal word rank is postulated, there are certain 
immediate constituent relations which can be distinguished within 
the verbal group, particularly that of a prefix and the following 
auxiliary-verb-root or verb-root. These constituent groupings 
are bracketed on the above diagram and are referred to as the verb 
(in final position, being the nucleus of the VG) and auxiliaries.
7.04 The verbal group is the point of origin of the system 
network shown on the following page. In this diagram features 
whose selection is specified through the mood features of the 
clause are represented in capital letters.
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-+additive 
^-additive
.~+alternative
-alternative
r MAJOR -i)
-NEGATIVE
X
r +de terminat ive • 
•-determinative
t+extended
‘--extended
pNON-LELAYED
—  DELAYED
_ j
-habitual 
non-hab i tual
“PAST
NON-PAST
! r
-^POSITIVE* i
•IMPERATIVE
/
i
NON- \~ 
“IMPER-,1 
ATIVE
r
JNDIO-J
ATIVE 1
j-i-approach
--approach
I p+qualified
^-qualified
_+secondary- 
|action
!_-secondary- v
action---
^ }
-NON-PEREECT j -FUTURE
\
_+'pronoun-
aomplement
-^pronoun-
complement
-imminent
\
PEREECT c
LSTATIC
Lneutral
•{-completive
completive
no n-
iiaminent
INITIATIVE
NON-INITIATIVE
•SUBJUNCTIVE
L  MINOR*_
\
\
\  rSINGULAR
PLURAL
-1st PERSON 
-2nd PERSON 
L3rd PERSON concord-class system
Except when perfect, +secondary-action or negative/subjunctive 
features are selected, the major verbal group is also specified 
as + or - emphatic-action (7#3).
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7.1 Features whose seleotion is specified through the mood 
features of the clause
Examples throughout this section are given for the 
verbs soria !to know1 or ba;n !to tie (yams)1* Textual 
examples of all features will he found in the corresponding 
sections of the description of the clause (6.1).
Grammatical tone patterns of the verbal group are 
described in 5 -31*
The verbal group is primarily specified ass
a) singular or plural These features will be described in 7.17-
b) major or minor The minor feature is described in 7.16
and the major feature in 7*11-7.15.
The major verbal group is further specified as either positive 
or negative, and either imperative or non-imperative*
7.11 The imperative feature (cf, 6.11) is realized bys
i. the selection of the basic form of the verb-root
ii. when a clitic (either the plural marker M- (6.17) or a
negative tense marker) precedes the verb-root, by the presence 
of the semantically neutral prefix -a- (a juncture vowel with no 
meaning).
The selection of both positive and imperative features is
further realized by the selection of grammatical tone pattern VI.
eg. basn £'cen !tie yams!'
The selection of both negative and imperative features is 
further realized bys
i, the selection of grammatical tone pattern XV
ii. the presence of the negative marker k- (of. also 7,1522) 
preceding the verb-root, or, if other features selected determine 
the presence of an auxiliary-verb-root, preceding the first
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auxiliary-verb-root. The tonal properties of the clitic k- 
are described in 3*562.
eg. ec£n k-a-fedsn ’don’t tie yams!'
7.12 The non-imperative verbal group, and also the minor verbal 
group (7*16) is further specified as either 1st, 2nd, or 3rd 
person. Person features are realized by the presence of a 
prefix of the appropriate person and, in the case of 3rd person, 
concord-class, preceding the verb-root and preceding any 
auxiliary-verb-root whose presence may be determined through 
other features selected.
Person prefixes comprises
1st 2nd 3rd*
singular N- a- o-/o-
plural o-/o- a-
*3rd person prefixes given above represent concord class 1/2.
The full range of concord classes is described in chapter 10.
©g, n-so^a fI know’ a-soq§- ’you know’ o-sor|£l ’he knows’
(m)-o-s&rja !we know* (m)-£-sorja ’they, you (plu.) know’
7.13 The selection of both positive and non-imperatives subjunct­
ive features (6.13) is realized bys
i. the selection of the basic form of the verb-root
ii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern III
eg. 6-te£sn ecen ’he should tie yams*
7.14 The selection of both negative and non-imperatives subjunct­
ive features (6.14) is realized bys
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i. the selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root
ii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern V on the verb
iii. the presence of the secondary auxiliary-verb-root nfxja 
!to be* in non-basic form and accompanied by tone pattern II.
When an item in complement or adjunct relation occurs in the 
clause, the verbal group is discontinuous (6.14).
eg. o*n£q ecen b-teasns’ !he shouldn’t tie yams*
7.15 The non-imperative:indicative feature is further specified 
as Initiative or non-initiative. As in the case of the clause 
features (6.1 5) the initiative and non-initiative verbal groups 
are structurally contrastive only when neutral tense is further 
selected (7.15123).
7.151 If both positive and indicative features are selected, 
then the verbal group is specified as either perfect or non­
perfect.
7.15H The perfect feature (cf, 6.1511) is realized bys
i. the selection of grammatical tone pattern I
ii. the presence of the perfect suffix Since this
suffix replaces any root final vowel the distinction between 
basic and non-basic forms of the verb-root is irrelevant.
The perfect verbal group is further specified as either 
+ or -completive. This selection is not specified through the 
mood features of the clause. The +completive feature is 
realized by the presence of the completive suffix -dcp6 following 
the perfect suffix. Semantically, this emphasizes the fact that 
the action is finished and completed.
eg. perfects -fcompletive k-l*cen b-basn-a-kpo
*he has finished tying yams1 
perfects-completive k-£'c£n b-feasn-a
*he has tied yams*
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7.1512 The non-perfect feature (cf. 6,1512) is specified as 
future, static or neutral.
7.15121 The future feature is realised by*
i. the selection of the basic form of the verb-root 
ii, the selection of grammatical tone pattern III
The future feature is further specified as either imminent or 
non-imminent, This selection is not specified through the mood 
features of the clause,
imminent feature is realized by the presence of the 
tense maxk^ ae men' -. a clitic prefixed to the first auxiliary or 
to the verb (if no auxiliary is present), having the meaning 
*about to do something'.
The non-imminent feature is realized by the presence of 
the tense marker m^ prefixed to the first auxiliary or to the 
verb, having the meaning 'will do something'.
Both tense markers are followed by open transition when 
occurring preceding a syllabic nasal.
eg. futuresimminent mdn'-o-bdsn ecen 'he is about to tie
  .........  yams'
future5non-imminent m-6-bdsn ecen 'he will tie yams1
me-in-mdsn ecen 'I shall tie yams*
7.15122 The gtatic feature (cf. 6.15122) is realized by
i. the selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root
ii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern II
iii. the presence of the tense marker preceding the first 
auxiliary or the verb*
eg. n-S-ba:ne ecdn 'he ties yams'
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7.15123 The neutral feature (cf. 6.15123)# selected together 
with the initiative feature is realized bys
i. the selection of grammatical tone pattern IV
ii. the selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root
eg. S-fe&sne l'c£n *he ties yams*
The neutral feature selected with the non-initiative 
feature is realized bys
i. the selection of grammatical tone pattern I
ii, the selection of the basic form of the verb-root
eg. o-ba:n ecen The ties yams1
7.152 If both negative and indicative are selected, then the 
verbal group is further specified as delayed or non-delayed.
7.1521 The delayed feature is realized bys
i. the selection of tone pattern IV on the verb 
ii, the presence of the perfect suffix (cf, also 7 *1511)# 
replacing any final vowel of the verb-root
iii. the presence of the secondary auxiliary-verb-root 
tuma accompanied by grammatical tone pattern I
The prefix of the verb remains high tone despite the presence 
of a preceding low tone.
eg. ecen i-tiima 6-feasn-a' !he hasnft yet tied the yams'
7.1522 The non-delayedspast feature is realized bys
i, the selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root
ii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern V
iii. the presence of the tense marker a clitic prefixed 
to the first auxiliary which occurs in the VG, or, if no 
auxiliary is present, to the verb. Associated tone patterns are 
described in 3*562.
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eg. ledn* fc*6-fea:n£f 'he didn't tie yams'
7.1523 The non-delayed1 non-past feature is realized "bys
i. the selection of the basic form of the verb-root
ii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern IV
iii. the presence of the tense marker m^ , a clitic prefixed 
to the first auxiliary of the VG, or to the verb if no auxiliary
is present, with accompanying tone pattern described in 3*562.
eg. ecen m-b-feasn 'he won4t tie yams'
7.16 The minor feature of the verbal group (cf. 6..16) is 
realized byt
i. the selection of the non-basic form of the verb-root
ii. the presence of the secondary auxiliary-verb-root nfria
'to be* in the non-basic form
iii. the selection of grammatical tone pattern II on both the 
auxiliary and the verb
The minor verbal group is always discontinuous (6.16). It always 
has the feature positive. It is not selected in conjunction
with any marked feature*
eg. 6-nir,' ma 6-fed: ne ecdn 'he Is here tying yams'
7.17 The selection of the singular or plural number features 
(6.17) is realized simply by selection from the singular or 
plural subclass of person and concord-class prefixes respectively 
(7.12) at every point at which the prefix occurs. There is no 
contrast between the singular and plural forms of the imperative 
verbal group except for the presence of the semantically neutral
juncture prefix -a- preceding the verb-root or the auxiliary- 
verb-root, when preceded by the plural clitic (7.11).
The plural clitic M- itself functions in the structure of the 
clause (6,17).
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7,2 Other features of the major verbal group
7.21 The additive, determinative and alternative features
Every major verbal group is further specified as 
+ or -additive, + or -determinative, and + or -alternative.
7.211 The ^additive feature is realized by the presence of the 
primary auxiliary-verb-root (7.02) blra. This may have two 
alternative meanings according to the context in which it is used. 
It may mean !to do something again', implying that the action 
has already been done at least once, or it may mean 'to do 
something in addition to some other action1. It therefore 
signifies multiple action, either of the same or different 
actions. It may also signify continuous action.
Examples:
222. dp6rfd n-n-d-b£r a^gdsqe' kf'dd:m
court- it-again it-hard very
case —  ...-... . . .
'The court-case continues to be very difficult*
(positive/indicatives static 7.15122)
k-6-blra b-kw-d* 'He has returned again,*
he-again he-has-returned
------------------- (positive/indicativesperfect 7-1511)
m-dkwbr k-d-bir d'-se* 'They didn't see the tortoise
tortoise they-again they-see any more.'
not
(negative/indicativespast 7.1522)
kb bira §aka> 'You unload as well I*
you also unload
---------  (positive/imperative 7.11)
See also text C 18, 21-26, I) 27 also examples 231, 234* 242,
246.
223.
224.
225.
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7.2X2 The +determinative feature is specified as habitual or 
non-habitual.
The habitual feature is realized by the presence of the 
primary auxiliary-verb-root da (7.02) and signifies habitual or 
continuous action.
The non-habitual feature is realized by the presence of 
the primary auxiliary-verb-root d£ and has weak lexical meaning. 
It may be translated ’to go and do something1* In one sub-dialect 
of Adun a variant form of the auxiliary-verb-root occurs with an 
initial voiceless consonant. In this sub-dialect there is 
therefore a distinction between d£ with habitual meaning,
and te^ with non-habitual meaning. The latter form may have
some historical connection with the verb-root ta ’to go’.
Under certain conditions there is also a tonal contrast 
between the forms of the habitual and non-habitual VG. If the 
actual tone of the main verb-root is low (this is determined by 
the grammatical tone pattern selected), then in the non-habitual 
form a high tone influence occurs on any vowel immediately 
following the last consonant of the verb-root. This may be 
illustrated from two clauses in text D* 3) 2 illustrates the 
habitual form of the VGs
226. kw o*d b-pyem o-tosk
who he-habitually-begs thing
’(a blind man) who used to beg, who was a beggar*
3) 8 illustrates the non-habitual forms
227* o~d o-pyem £ ’$a$a w-ane 6~c&£$sk
he-went-begged father one food
*he went and begged a certain father for food (on one given 
day, on a particular occasion)*
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Further examples;
a) with habitual feature
228. 6~d o-ror akpuka p ekwor
he-habitually-seeks money of tortoise
fHe is still looking for the tortoise*s money.1
(positive/indicatives (initiative/neutral))
7.15123
229. gasr6 k-6-d o-ci 
garri he-doesn*t-eat
*He doesn*t eat garri.*
(negative/indicatives past 7 *1522 )
230. d£ kere *Watch out! Be on the look out!1
 wa Q^k (positive/imperative 7.11)
b) with non-habitual feature
231. m-e-bira e-d £-kpan m*b6:k 
he-will-also he-then-clap hands
fHe also will then clap his hands.*
(positive/indicatives future 7 .153-21 
with +additive 7.211)
For further examples see text B 3> 21 C 7 (habitual) and 
A 6 B 27 B 21 D 27 (non-habitual).
7.213 The ^alternative feature is realized by the presence 
of the primary auxiliary-verb-root t^ra and has two possible, 
related, meanings depending on the context in which it is used.
It may mean that the action is being done instead of, in place of, 
some other (expected) action, or that the person who is doing 
the action is acting in place of someone else.
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The ^alternative feature therefore implies a contrast between 
two actions. It quite commonly occurs in two related clauses 
making this contrast explicit, either in the subordinate and 
nuclear clause of a sentence, as in example 232 below, or in 
the two nuclear clauses of a sentence complex.
Exampless
232. btb. kw3* m-o-tera o-b^n byok b£ [ mbkem
instead he-will-in-place he-say friend that give-me
d’fl&uej/ o-tera 5-*Ja m&kp&sr / b-toka b’^ oro....
flowers he-instead he-went straight he-took knife
’Instead of saying to his friend "Give me the flowers," he 
went instead straight away and took a knife....1
For a further example see text D 30.
7*22 The approach and qualified features
All positive, major, verbal groups are specified as 
either + or -approach, or + or -qualified,
7.221 The ^approach feature is realized by the presence of the 
primary auxiliary-verb-root kwu (7.02 7.03) 1 to come*. When 
functioning as an auxiliary this root has very little lexical 
meaning and has a high frequency of occurrence•
As in other verbal groups in whioh a^primary auxiliary 
is present, distinctive tone patterns are generally manifested 
on the auxiliary (7.02). Following the auxiliary kwu the main 
verb-root has grammatical tone pattern I as for a verb-root with 
inherent high tone (3.31) irrespective of whether the inherent 
tone of the verb-root is actually high or low.
Example s
233* m-a'-kwu &-py£r.£ na o’ter *They came and reached the 
plu.they-come they-reach to compoundcompoundf
pyirs f to arrive1 has inherent L
tone.
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254* lj-^ -a-blra a.-kwu d'-tiSfe-^ 1
plu. the y-have~ again, they-corae they-till
'They have again come and tilled*1
(positive/indicatives perfect with +additive)
For further examples see text A 11 B 3, 23 C 6, 7, 27 D 11.
7.222 The ^qualified feature is realized by the presence of
one of the primary auxiliary-verb-roots l^jcen fto do something
first, early'
kenaka 'to do something
despite something*
These auxiliaries occur following any other primary auxiliaries
which may be present in the VG, immediately preceding the verb*
Examples:
255* ode m-&1-klkren a-d£fe 'if you buy early...' 
if pin.you-early you-buy
256. otosk asarj /// n-de fj-£en&*£& m-mom emoij 
thing is-not I-am-nevertheless-crying voice
'There is nothing the matter, but I am just crying.1 
For further examples see text A 10 I) 9.
7.23 All positive, major, verbal groups are specified as 
+ or -secondary-action.
The +secondary-aotion feature is realized by:
i. the selection of one of the following verb-roots as the 
main verb-roots
toma 'to begin' cera 'to agree* yin *to go for*
trka 'to stop* kpo 'to be able' kwu 'to come*
rfk *to remain* kema 'to succeed*
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ii. the presence of a gerundive verb. The gerundive verb has 
the structures
a. a prefix 0-/0- with low tone
b. a verb-root (basic form) with reduplication of the 
initial consonant. Open transition with low tone occurs
between the reduplicated consonants. High tone occurs on all other 
syllables of the root.
When the transitivity features of the clause specify the 
selection of a certain class of verb-root, this selection is made 
in the gerundive verb of a secondary-action VG. Mood features 
are realized in the main verb of the VG.
In non-perfect clauses (6,1512) the gerundive verb occurs 
following any items in complement or adjunct relation. In perfect 
clauses (6.1511) it occurs immediately following the main verb.
Examples,
257. t£ka £mbq o-bebom 'Stop crying!1
stop voice to-cry / ... ^ * ____ _  (positive/imperative;
238, n-o-r£k hci o*-£efu-e 'There remains only the
it-remains trees to-cut to cut the trees’’
------   (positive/indicatives static)
239. n-seij ka ok£m b-sese *1 went to see the masque.1
I-went to masque to-see
  -----  (positive/indicative:neutral)
240. m-o-kpo eten ndo 5't6sk&
we-should-be-able animal that to-carry
'We should be able to carry the animal,1 (positive/subjunctive)
Notes the verb-root kpo 'to be able* is quite commonly followed 
by a gerundive verb without reduplication of the initial consonant.
See also text A 8,
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7.24 All negative verbal clauses are specified as either 
+ or -extended.
The -^extended feature is realized by;
i. the selection of one of the following verb-roots (there may 
possibly be others, these are certainly the most common) as main 
verbs
cbra ’to agree1 kp6 ’to be able1
ii. the presence of an extension verb, having the form person
prefix (in concord with the main verb) followed by a verb-root,
carrying grammatical tone pattern I. Any transitivity selections 
specified through the clause (6.2) are realized in this 
extension verb* The extension verb follows the main verb*
Examples:
241* m-6ten nd6 k-a-kpo a-t5;kd’
plu.animal that they-cannot they-carry
’They can’t carry that animal,* (negative/indicative:past)
242, eten k-o-bir 6-cbra b-fb 
animal he-not-again he-agree he-kill
’He did not again succeed in killing an animal.*
(negative/indicative;past with +additive)
243. bwbnftosm 6w5sijkw6ka k-o-cer 6*-yendf
farm-work rest it-does^agree it-have
’lit. farm work does not agree to have a rest, farm work never
ceases ’ ,(negative/indicatives past)
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7*25 If both the features -secondary-action and non-perfect are 
selected, then the verbal group is further specified as either 
+ or -pronoun-complement.
The presence of any item in complement relation in the 
clause is specified through the transitivity features of the 
clause (6,2), The selection between a nominal phrase and a 
bound pronoun is specified through the textual component of the 
language. This selection is not discussed in detail in this 
description but a brief comment is given in 6,43*
The reason for the restricted entry condition to the system 
+ or -pronoun-complement, is that verbal groups with other 
features occur in clause structures in which the linear order 
determined through the mood features (6,1) is such that items 
in complement relation precede the verbal group. If the verbal 
group is discontinuous, then 1 precede the verbal group* is further 
detailed as 1precede the main verb or any gerundive verb in the 
verbal group*. When items in complement relation precede 
the verbal group, then, if a pronoun is selected, it is always 
a free pronoun (8,11), When items in complement relation 
follow the verbal group, then, if a pronoun is selected, it is 
a bound pronoun^(with the exception that, if the referent is 
explicitly emphasized a free pronoun occurs of. example 249).
~ r ,>£>£
The bound pronoun^is congruent with the phonological 
pronominal syllable-piece (2.2 3),
The +pronoun-complement feature is realized by the presence 
of a bound pronoun^suffixed to the main verb. The paradigm below 
illustrates the selection of +pronoun-complement with the positive 
/imperative form of the verb n£rj * to give1.
nape ~m * give me * n£pe -mini, 1 give us1
nap-b *give you* nap^-bbpa !give you (plural)1
n&p-b *give him* n&r^-bi *give them*
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7*3 Emphatic ~ac tjon (of.6,43)
The verbal group is specified as + or -emphatic-action.
The +emphatic-action feature is not selected in conjunction 
with the perfect feature, or with any features whose realization 
results in a discontinuous structure of the verbal group. It 
is therefore not selected in conjunction with the features minor, 
+secondary-action or negative/subjunctive.
If selected in conjunction with the positive feature, the 
emphatic-action feature is realized by the reduplication of the 
verb-root, preceded by the prefix o-/o- and accompanied by 
grammatical tone pattern I, This reduplicated verb occurs 
following the other constituents of the VG and may be separated 
from them by any items which occur in complement relation in the 
clause * When not so separated it is phonologically bound to 
the main verb.
Examples;
244* wo ofyen otlr qwo ^*-y^ndf
he it-is he-has compound that lie-has
1 It is he who possesses that compound.1
245* s£r-6*-f£r fHurry, hurry1
hurry hurry
If selected in conjunction with the negative feature, the 
emphatic-action feature is realized by the presence of the 
gerundive form of the verb (7 *23), reduplicating the main-verb-root, 
occurring immediately preceding the other constituents of the VG,
246. &-tet£ka k£-£*-t£k /// ka £for o-jej£fe ka-ifi-blr
stopping I-didn1t-stop in body good I-also-not I-good
fI never stopped, I was also not feeling at all good physically.1 
See also example 91 *
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
THE NOMINAL PHRASE
8.0 Introduction
The nominal phrase functions as a constituent of the clause 
in subject, complement, adjunct and vocative relation, its 
presence being specified through the mood, transitivity and 
theme features of the clause (6.0), It also functions as a 
constituent of the sentence in temporal (5*63) an(* nuclear (5.131) 
relation (in the latter function it occurs as a constituent of 
the non-clausal sentence), and of the utterance in vocative 
relation (4 .215). It may also function recursively as a 
constituent of a nominal phrase complex (8.8) or in a relative 
extension (8.6l), or be down ranked to function within the 
structure of another nominal phrase (8.522).
8.01 Skeleton structure
The constituents of the basic nominal phrase comprises
a) in nuclear relation; pronoun, noun or proper-name (8.1) 
Items in nuclear relation occur in initial position in the HP.
b) in modifying relations demonstrative (8.4 1), adverb mjlnsa
(8.52521), numeral (8,5232), specific (8,4 2), adjective (8,521)
total adverb (8.43), isolative adverb (8.32), down ranked HP
(8,522, 8.52323)
With the co-occurrence restrictions determined through the 
system network (8.02), items in modifying relation occur in 
linear position in relation to each other in the order in which 
they are listed above. Minor variations of order are noted 
where appropriate.
c) syntactic markers; the interrogative particles bor,-. ^hich1 
(8.51), and -pari !how many1 (8.5231).
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8.02 The nominal phrase is the point of origin of the following
network:
/ rsingular 
/—J
/ 1* plural
c
--relative- 
extension
-mominal 
L-nominal
r e l a t i v e -  ) ______ r+pronom inal
L-pronominal
rPROPER-NAME-
extension
ppersonal 
Lnon-pers onal
-PRONOUN
rlst-person
h2nd-person
^rd-person-^
/
■+qualifie&- 
-qualified
.-•--clausal I 
I l +clausal~\
■temporal
■size
•interr­
ogative
rsubjective
■complem-
entive
-c one or d-clas s 
system
J
•-NOUN rnumerative ■
r general-
j
\
•adjunctive
count-interrogative
j-4-approxiraate 
1-approximate
numeral" p+alternative
•--alternative
Lnon-numerative
\
)■-v'
r-exclusive
i
••^ exclusive v
r+is dative 
^-isolative
-which-interrogative
r +demons trative. 
-demons trative
r+specific
-^-specific
-near
-far—
^  r +extended 
— > I-extended
r-modified 
L-modified
+comparative 
-comparativeI
- basic 
-complex
r
combinatory-
-comparison
-appositional
[4*to tal -total
p additive 
~L non-additive
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The presence of any constituent in a given nominal phrase 
is determined through the selection of features from the above 
system network, It is rare for more than three marked features 
to be selected in any nominal phrase.
The basic nominal phrase is described in sections 8.1-8.5•
The relative extension is described in 8,6 and the nominal phrase 
complex in 8.8. Modifications of the nominal phrase when 
functioning in adjunct/locative relation (6.53) are described in 
8.7.
8,1 The nucleus of the nominal phrase
Every basic nominal phrase is primarily specified as either 
pronoun, proper-name or noun. The selection from this system 
determines the item functioning as nucleus of the nominal phrase. 
(Under certain conditions specified through the textual component 
the nuclear constituent of the NP may be omitted. Such truncated 
nominal phrases are not included in this description),
8.11 The selection of the pronoun feature is realised by the 
presence of a free pronoun in nuclear relation. Pree pronouns 
comprises
singular plural
1st person k-as-m mina
2nd person k-o bpx\a
3rd person k-£ b-£
The free pronoun is congruent with the pronominal word-piece 
(2.33). ft consists of a pronoun-root (underlined above). In the 
singular and 3rd person plural forms this is preceded by the
concord element B (cf. chapter 10 ). The above sample illustrates
the selection of concord-class 1/2. The .vowel as_ in the 1st
person singular form is a juncture vowel. The 3rd person plural 
form is irregular in that in the free pronoun the initial consonant 
shows concord while in the bound pronoun (7.25 8.62) this consonant 
is invariable, forming a part of the pronoun—root.
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Examples#
248. o-tbik k-as-m
thing me
pronoun
me
mb§£
it-will-not-do
*Hothing will hurt me,*
249. me%asn-6 m&c a*§i' k-o
I-will-help-you as you-do you
pronoun
&*l$:dsn<£ k-as-m-£ 
you-help me
pronoun
*1 will help you as you helped me.1
8.12 The proper-name feature is realized hy the presence of a 
proper-name, which may be either personal, denoting a particular 
person or group of people, or non-personal, generally denoting a 
place,
Indigenous personal names usually have the same phonological 
shape as a basic noun and have concord agreement as for a noun 
of concord-class 1/2. Personal names may have two parts, the 
first being the particular name of an individual, the- second the 
particular name of his father (eg. 250). Many personal names 
are also nouns, eg. £py& Ephya ('market1 born on market day)
ebor Ebor ('rubbish1 a name given when an
Examples#
older child has died 
to deceive the spirits 
that this child is 
worthless)
250. k-as-m i|kpen oyom 6bya
I I-am-called Oyom Obya
proper-namepersonal
*1 am called Oyom Obya (Oyom son of Obya)
251. i'kwu n*ta fia obdburd
I-come I-go to Obubra
proper-namePQn-*personal
*1 came to Obubra,*
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8.15 The noun feature is realized by the presence of a noun 
in nuclear relation. The structure of the noun is described in 
9*15* ^or examples see examples 253*55, 259-6$ etc.
8*2 Person* Concord-class and Number
The pronoun feature is further specified as 1st, 2nd or 
5rd person, these features being realized by the selection of 
the appropriate pronoun (8.1l),
The 5^ d person pronoun, ond the noun are further 
specified as to concord-class (see chapter 10). The concord-class 
feature of the 5^ d person pronoun is determined by the concord- 
class of the noun which it represents* 1st and 2nd person 
pronouns and personal proper-names are always specified as 
concord-class 1/2.
All nominal phrases are also specified as singular or 
plural, these features being realized by the selection of the 
appropriate sub-class of pronoun, noun or proper-name in the 
nucleus.
The concord-class and number selection made in the nucleus 
determines that the same selection is made at every point in the 
structure of the nominal phrase that these features are relevant, 
specifically in the numeral * adverb, and demonstrative 
constituents and in the relative extension.
8.5  The isolative and exclusive features
Every basic nominal phrase is specified as either + or 
-exclusive and either + or -isolative,
8.51 The +exclusive feature has the meaning 'this substance to 
the exclusion of any other, very emphatic1. It is realized by 
the reduplication of the nuclear constituent of the IIP.
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Exampless
252. s>v£;nori / k-e* "k-e as&rt oy£ne / £f6na do 6'y4n
chief he he is-not he-has- family it-is it-has
it
pronoun(reduplicated)
'The chief, it isn't he only who has it, it is the family group 
who has it.'
255. oceka / k-e ode 6*v&skim///a-v&sr div&sr ho £'yens
Ocheka it it-is chief- chiefs chiefs it-is they-have-
masque it
noun(reduplicated)
'Ocheka, it is a chief's masque. It is the chiefs only who have
it.'
254. lpanori d'rofe mdpyir /// orlk a'-jinorj a-jinorj
women they-ran all it- men men
remain ncmil( ye duplicated)
'The women all ran away. Only the men remained.'
255* obe obe a-t6:rj &-t6;ri
pear-tree it-stood leaves leaves
noun(reduplicated)
'The pear tree stood there with only leaves (no fruit),'
See also text B 5, 8, 9.
8.32 The +isolative is realized by the presence of tfee^ aSver? (9.123) 
mancene 'alone*. It is very commonly selected in conjunction 
with the +exclusive feature but very seldom with any other 
marked feature.
Exampless
256. 6de k-as-m k-a:-m mancene 'It is I alone.'
it-is I I only
pronoun(redup.) isolative
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257* ntima vot mirua wane k-e k~e mancene 
I-took vote about one it it alone
pronoun isolative 
(reduplicated)
NP in apposition 
8.83
*1 took one vote, just one single, solitary one.1
8.4 If the -exclusive feature is selected then the nominal 
phrase is further specified as + or -demonstrative, + or -specific, 
and + or -total.
8.41 The selection of the ^demonstrative feature is determined 
through the textual component. This feature is selected under 
one of the following conditionss
i. if the referent of the nuclear noun has already been 
mentioned in the discourse. The selection of the -demonstrative 
feature in conjunction with a noun nucleus indicates a new
referent * por example, in text A that the referent of onon 
person* in line 5 is the same as that of ikwanori 1 woman* in 
line 7 is shown by the presence of a demonstrative following 
lkwanbi'i. The omission of this demonstrative would have 
signalled the introduction of a new character.
ii. if the referent of the nuclear noun is defined in an 
accompanying relative extension (8.6).
Example s
258. ka l-co* Tjn-w-o
in year that
kwe mdyere* b£ 1924
which they-call 1924
noun demonstrative relative- clause
marker
in that year which they call 1924f
259. ogbe ri-w-6
time that
kwe
which
n'nlq ma
I-am here
noun demonstrative relative- clause
marker
*at that time when I am here*
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iii. if the +demonstrative feature is selected in conjunction 
with a pronoun or proper-name nucleus it signals explicit 
clarification, ’that very same,.* *.
The +demonstratives far feature is realised by the presence of 
a demonstrative word having the structures
IT- Aconcord-element-B Ademonstrative-root/■
— o
The nasal prefix is always homorganic with the following 
consonant,
eg. s>**nbii rpw-o ’that person’ (conoord set l)
^ n®Jj m-b-6 ’those people1 (concord set 2)
In this minimal form it has the meaning ’that, those’ denoting 
something distant.
The further specification of -fcomparative is realized by 
the presence of one of the relators ka or sa (6.33) suffixed 
to the demonstrative root, always carrying low tone, 
eg. o-noq ipw-o-sa 'the other person*
The comparative feature signals the presence of two or more 
objects of the same lexical category:
Example:
260. o*yok o£6na 6yln £py£ /o*yok rrw-6-sa onfrid, &a,.,,
friend he-went he-went friend other he-stayed there..
market  - ■* ■■— ■.....
’One friend went off to market, the other friend stayed there...' 
See also text C 22-23.
The demonstrative;near feature is realized by the presence
of a demonstrative word having the minimal structure described
above with the additional presence of the relator ma (6.33)
suffixed to the demonstrative root, always carrying low tone.
It has the meaning ’this, these* denoting something near at hand.
It may also occur in a contracted form:
eg. non-contracted: o-nori ii-w-o-ma . .’this person*
contracted; o-nori rpw-a
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8.42 The -^ specific feature is realized, by the presence of the
specific word oy4n£ which has the meaning of identifying some 
individual particular item.
Exampless
261. o-feon oy6n£ rj-w-a kw d-n6r, m-b-a a-rdk 6,»rdk....
town particular this that people these they-live....
«  ^ relativenoun specific demons**V^ ta clause
-trative
'This particular town where these people live...*
262. k-o 6*yen£ / mdnda 6§6 y£n
you yourself today it-does-yoi what?
pronoun specific
*You yourself, how are you today?*
8,43 The +total feature is realized by the presence of the 
total adverb mapy£r meaning 'all, the whole1 (cf. also 9.123)*
Example;
263. h-e m-b-6 m&pyfr 'all of them*
they those all
pronoun demonstrative total
264. bb5nbm m&pyfr 'the whole of Ovonum*
Ovonum all
proper-name total See also examples 278, 287,
320.
8*5 If the features noun and -exclusive are both selected then 
the nominal phrase is further specified as either general or 
which-interrogative.
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8.51 The whi c h-interrogative feature is realized by the presence 
of the interrogative particle bon- 1which1 or its contracted 
form bo- prefixed to the noun nucleus of the nominal phrase.
The function of a nominal phrase with this feature is described 
in 5*1322. Elision patterns of the particle are described in 
2.425* This feature is not commonly selected together with any 
other-marked feature. Examples
265. bs-$-feonf kw 6d ota-o ’Which town is he going to?1 
which town that he-is-going? 
bo- noun
8.52 The general feature is specified ass
8.521 The non-numerative: H-modif ied feature is realized by the 
presence of either an adjuctive word, or of one of the adverbs 
ke 1 btin 0 * whole’ or o-fea-kws 1 new * (9*12).
■count-interrogative
f r +approximate
non-numerative
j r-{-extended 
i L-extended
+modified 
-modified
adjective class comprises: o£a oka ’good, true*
odok od5k ’another* 
kpenairkpen ’each, every1
^asbada J
blrobire ’small, few1 
m£ma mfnsa ’such and such1
many
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Examples!
266, h-ten biroblre *a few fish*
fish few 
noun adjective
277. 1-00 k^btSno *a whole year1 text B 11
year whole
noun adverb See also examples 288, 295.
8,522 The ^extended feature is realized by the presence of 
a down ranked nominal phrase, preceded by a relator (6*35) and 
accompanied by locative tone pattern (3*4l)» embedded in the 
nominal phrase. The down ranked HP may be reduplicated for 
emphasis.
Examples!
278. ocoro rj-keka* mipyir ma i'-yagbln text B 17
he-gathered streams all in world
noun___ total ret NP______
*He gathered all the streams in the world*
279. or or h-ciralrj&* ka a-k£r& ka &-k£ra 
he-sought medicines in kinds in kinds
noun_______ret HP (reduplicated)
fHe sought many different kinds of medicine.*
See also example 283 below.
8.523 The numerative feature is further specified as either 
numeral or count-interrogative.
8.5231 The count-interrogative feature is realized by the 
presence of the interrogative particle -p£rt *how many*, 
preceded by a prefix in concord with the noun-nucleus, This 
feature is always selected together with the plural feature.
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The function of a nominal phrase having this feature is 
described in 5*1322.
eg, £-§6sm i-p£rj *how many houses?*
a-norj a-p£ri *how many people?*
8.5232 The numeral feature is realized by the presence of a 
numeral word. The structure of the numeral word is described 
in 9*1 4* manifests concord with the nuclear noun.
8.52321 The further specification of ^approximate is realized
by the presence of the adverb milnsli (9*123) immediately 
preceding the numeral. The adverb modifies the numeral. The 
meaning of the adverb is rather weak- it makes the numeral less 
precise,
Example:
280. a-nbrt minx a a-fa 'a couple of people*
people about two
noun mfns a numeral
8.52322 The further specification of +alternative is realized
by the presence of up to four numerals in succession, the 
numerals being separated by a pause.
Examples
281. oyen £*v£sr a*-t&:n / a-nsa / a-fa
it-has chiefs three four two
noun numeral numeral numeral
*It has three, or four, or two chiefs.*
The following idiomatic form should be noted:
mas£ri a-noq £-fa 2t"fa* £-fa *They walked two by two*
they-walk people two two two
For examples of numerals f-aaproximate/-alternative} see examples
282, 297, 316, 321.
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8.52323 The numeral feature Is also specified as + or -extended 
(cf. 8.522).
Examples
282. ralna 6d ose S-tb;k v-ane sa ef$£m f 6mbns asa
we we-see thing one in heart which it-grows teeth
relativenoun numeral NP relative* clause 
—  ■ marker------- :-----
*We used to see a certain thing in the heart which grew teeth*1
8.6 The relative extension
The nucleus of a nominal phrase may also be modified by 
a relative extension. The selection of any marked feature in 
the relative extension system is realized by the presence of an 
item (specified below) in relative relation, immediately preceded 
by a relative marker and accompanied by relative tone pattern 
(3*42). The relative marker is concord element A (chapter 10) 
and shows concord with the nucleus of the nominal phrase in 
respect of number and concord-class.
Items which may function in relative relation ares 
nominal phrase 8.61
bound pronoun-roab 8.62
temporal word 8.631
size morpheme 8.632
interrogative word or UP 8,633 
clause 8.64
The relative extension occurs following other constituents 
of the nominal phrase except when specified as pronominal, in 
which case it occurs following any demonstrative constituent, 
preceding any other constituents.
Further specifications are shown on the system network 
diagram in section 8.02 (page 233)*
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8.61 The -fnominal feature is realized by the specification that 
the item in relative relation is a nominal phrase. The relative 
UP may have possessive meaning, as in examples 283 and 284, or 
descriptive meaning, as in examples 285 and 286.
Examples; 
283,
284.
6' -Iforo 
knife
nucnoun
o-sosm
♦
house
nounnuc
kw 6-d£m
of husband 
nucnoun
v .  ™  tTtfSlative r-m UP
'her husband's knife'
kwa
of
k-a;-m
me
pronoun 
MP
nuc
6 *-dim
husband
nounnu$
UP
r-m relative^complex
'the house of me, her husband' The nominal phrase in relative 
relation is here itself a 
complex nominal phrase (8.8).
285. a-§£
water
nounnuc
P
of
e 'gwa 
drinking
np^nn^ °
_ m — relative r-m up
'drinking water*
286. a-gb&sndka* 
siblings
nounnuc
p £-p&nor, 
of women
noun11"0 
r-m Np^ftative
'sisters'
See also examples 302, 303
8.62 The -t-pronominal feature has possessive meaning only, and 
is realized by the specification that the item in relative 
relation is a bound pronoun-root (of. 7.25 8.11 2.23)■
pronoun-root is phonologically bound to the relative marker.
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When the pronoun-root has an initial consonant, the juncture 
vowel a occurs between the relative marker and the pronoun-root. 
Before a monosyllabic root (including the syllabic nasal m) 
this juncture vowel is lengthened.
eg. e-f£ e-d;
e-f£ c— 0 *
e-£d c-e
-m !my dog*
*your dog 
*his dog*
287. a-kpuka p-d: -m*
money of me
nucnoun r-m pronoun*
*all my money*
288. 1-kwanbrj t kw-a; -m
wife of me
nucnoun r-m pronoun
* each of my wives1
8.63 The +qualified feature is :
mdpyir
all
relative , , _; total
kpend^kpen
each
relative ,. ..iot adjective
See also examples 299, 300,
303, 321.
size or interrogative.
8.631 The temporal feature is realized by the selection of 
a temporal word as the item in relative relation (6.3522).
Examples
289* o-nor| rj-w-o kw£ cend
person that of yesterday
nounnuc demonstrative r-m temporalre'1'a^:i've
*that person of yesterday, that person who came yesterday*
290. e-wu ci! mdnda * today*
day of today
j- 1 relativenoun r-m temporal
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8.6J2 The size feature is realized by the selection of a size 
morpheme as the item in relative relation. Size morphemes 
comprises
—£deden (contracted form-3den) ^ig*
-ikper^de 1 small1
Size morphemes are phonologically hound to the relative marker. 
They only occur in this function,
Exampless
29.1 • o-Vcisnori1 kw -<£ded£n 'a first class chief
chief who big
nuc . relativenoun r-m size
292. l£te kw -<£kp£red£ 
letter which small
nounnucr-m size
relative
fa small letter*
See also examples 301, 318.
8.633 The interrogative feature is realized by the selection 
of one of the following interrogative items as the item in 
relative relations the interrogative word ahi !who* (5*1322)
or mboi'i *whatf
or a nominal phrase with the feature which-*interrogative (8 ,51). 
Exampless
afii 
whom?
29.5 • r^^ iwa kw
child of 
nuc
'Whose child?
noun r-m interrogativerelative
294* o-dik kw^  
matter of
nuc noun r-m
bo- 6-tSsk 
which thing
*a matter of which thing*
HP'relativewhich-interrogative
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8.64 The +clausal feature is realized by the specification 
that the item in relative relation is a clause. The structural 
characteristics of the relative clause are described in 6.183- 
It is further specified as subjective, complementive or adjunctive.
8.641 If the relative clause is subjective, the nuclear 
constituent of the nominal phrase is the subject referent of the 
relative clause. No overt item in subject relation may 
therefore occur within the relative clause. The subject 
reference is made explicit through the concord agreement of the 
prefixes of the verbal group with the nuclear itom of the total 
nominal phrase.
Examples2
295- b-nop bdok bd5kf kw 6-r(wa egbd
person other who he-entered bush
VG___________ _
Anuc , •+ relativenoun adjective r-m clause
fanother person who entered the bush*
296. a-yok6n6i} * m-b-6 ma*fti ha p=£ wura m-^'-k&m1 be
people those they-fill there who before they-plot that
temporal- VG b£ 
particle
nounnuc demonstrative r-m clauserela-b:i've ^
■   ^
r £ A 1
* *  ^ * Those people who formerly plotted to kill you
they-would-kill-you crowded there '
sentence 
r* .t
In this example the relative clause is a clause oomposite (6.200). 
A clause in relative relation may be baaic, complex or composite.
This example also illustrates the fact that a relative clause 
may be separated from the rest of the nominal phrase, occurring 
following any other constituents of the clause in which the 
nominal phrase functions. See also text B 20.
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8.642 If the clause is complementive the nuclear constituent 
of the nominal phrase is a complement referent of the relative 
clause.
Examples
297. 1-rem n-j-o md-j-&ht£ j*dne s dwo’nitosm 6*ndij oner;
suffering that one which farm-work it-give person
NPS VG NPC
nounnuo demonstrative numeral r-m olausere^a*^ ve 
'that very suffering which farm work brings to a person1 
For further examples see text A 2 B 7, 20.
8.643 If the clause is adjunctive the nuclear constituent of
the nominal phrase is an adjunct referent of the relative clause.
Example;
298 • o-gb£ kwi* m'men'oyfn akim
time that we-will-go masque
VG NP°
nuc -1 relativenoun r-m clause
'the time that we were about to go to the masque1
For further examples of relative clauses cf. eg. 258, 259» 261, 282
300, 301, 302
8.65 The description given in sections 8.6I-64 illustrates 
the selection of only one marked feature in the relative 
extension network. Up to three marked features may be selected 
simultaneously and in addition the nominal and clausal features 
may be selected by recursion up to three times. However the 
temporal, size or interrogative features are seldom selected 
together with any other marked feature. Relative extensions 
having differing features occur in the following order in 
relation to each others 1. pronominal (cf. 8.6 p.244) 2. qualified 
5. nominal 4 * clausal.
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299* £-gb&;n£kd'
s ib lin g s
noun
!h is  s is te r s '
p -£ '
o f him
p l-pdnorj
o f
r e la t iv e  r-m  pronoun- r-m
ro o t
womennucnoun
HP'r e la t iv e
+pr onom inal/+nom inal
300. 5-gbds nak£ 
b ro th e r
nounnuc
kw-as-m /  
o f me
r e la t iv e  r-m  pronoun- r-m
ro o t
kw^ k-ds-m  h to ro  n-nsam/ 
whom I
VG HP"
r e la t iv eclause
I - f o l lo w  back 
c
kw£ m o'fon e-ms a m&d&ne /  kw 6kp&n' 6cem egba
who we-come b i r t h  one
VG NPC VG HP
who he-named Echem Egba 
c
r-m  clause r e la t iv e r-m  clause r e la t iv e
'my b ro th e r whom I  fo llo w  (my e ld e r  b ro th e r ) ,  w ith  whom I  share 
one m other, who is  c a lle d  Echem Egba*
+p ro no m in a l/+c lau sa l^
301. o-d&jri £ -e*d!n 
fo u fo u  which b ig
nuc . r e la t iv enoun r-m  s ize
f  6 * tim  ha
which h e -b rin g s  th e re  
VG r e la t o r
r e la t iv er-m  clause'
'th e  b ig  fo u fo u  which he b ring s  th ere* + q u a lif ie d s s iz e /+ c la u s a l
Since the nucleus o f a r e la t iv e  nom inal phrase may i t s e l f  
be m od ified  by a r e la t iv e  exten s ion  co n s iderab le  la y e r in g  may 
occur. The concord o f the r e la t iv e  marker w ith  the n u c le a r  
noun which i t  m od ifies  prevents any am bigu ity  o f re fe re n c e .
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Example;
302* tfn^ rjeboiQa 6tuk£* 
I-give-you fine
kw
of
£**n6sn
bird
n-0-0
that
nounnuc
s tfifo nc£*
which I-kill I-eat 
VG VG
c 1 aus e^ c ^laus e 
relative
nounnuc r-m nominal phrase
demons- r-m clause 
trative
relative
complex
11 give you the fine for that bird which I killed and ate,f
+nominal where the relative nominal phrase includes a relative 
clauses otukaf belonging to concord set 1 (10.2) has the 
relative marker kw, while Inosn, concord set 8, is matched by 
the relative marker s.
303. a-kpen p £-p£noii p-as-m
life of wives of me
nuc relativenoun r-m pronoun-
root
nuc . n , relativenoun r-m nominal phrase
fthe life of my wives1 +nominal where the relative nominal
phrase includes a relative pronouns both akpen and ipanort 
belong to concord set 2 and are therefore matched by the same 
relative marker £ but the position of the relative pronoun 
prevents ambiguity.
8.7 Modifications of the nominal phrase in locative relation
The function of the nominal phrase in locative relation is 
described in 6.33.
8.71 When more than one HP in locative relation occurs in a 
clause, the NP being in paratactic relation to each other (either
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combinatory or appositional 8,8) each nominal phrase is preceded 
by a relator and accompanied by locative tone pattern (5,4 1)*
Examples
304, £pyire sa o-feon* kw-£-b£rja / ka f-byi1 s £de egbe
if-you-reach to town of you to place which it- hill
rel NP rel UP
*if you reach your town, at the place where there is a hill1
8,72 When a nominal phrase with a noun as nucleus functions 
in locative relation it is further specified as + or "-position.
The +position feature is realized by the presence of a 
noun denoting position following any other constituents of the 
UP, optionally preceded by a relator and carrying locative tone 
pattern.
Examples;
305. sa e'^ fi6r| n-d-o sa e^ roi)
on two-story that on top
demonstr* rel noun ..... positionative *
rel nounnuc demonstr* rel noun
*on top of that two story house*
306. fxa ^-sosm1 ij-w-o £-ta; i]£
in house that inside
rel noun11110 demonstrative noun . . .position
‘inside that house1
As noted in the discussion of the relator in 6.33, the 
relator does not itself imply position or movement (translations 
of the relator in examples are necessarily misleading since 
English prepositions do imply position or movement). The 
selection of the ^position feature makes the position explicit, 
bringing the position into prominence.
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The following reduplicative structures commonly function in 
locative relations
sa £f-r6q e’-rSq fon top*
ka i-sek* £-sek ‘underneath lit. on ground*
ka £-ns&m* n-nsam ‘behind lit. at back1
8.73 -A- nominal phrase having a nominal or pronominal
relative extension (8.61, 8.62), when functioning in locative 
relation is further specified as either + or -diffuse. Up to 
this point in the description only the -diffuse form has been 
described, Nominal phrases in any other relation always have 
the feature -diffuse,
A nominal phrase in locative relation very commonly has 
the feature +diffuse. The contrast of meaning between + and - 
diffuse forms can best be illustrated from an examples
ota sa ^‘-^ osm* kw £-kwor ‘he goes to the tortoise‘s
he-goes to house of tortoise 1^0Use
•« nuc -—.relative __rel noun r-m UP -diffuse
ota sa e-kwor ka 6-sosm ‘he goes to the tortoise at 
he-goes to tortoise to house his house *
rel noun rel nounnuc +diffuse
In the -diffuse form, the relative nominal phrase modifies 
the nuclear noun. In the ^diffuse form, both nominal elements 
have equal status.
The tdiffuse feature is realized by the presence of a
nuclear noun (which may be followed by other modifying items)
preceded by a nominal phrase having a personal referent and
possessive meaning, usually occurring in its minimal form.
Both these constituents are preceded by a relator (the relator
\ arepreceding the nuclear noun is always ka) and ^ accompanied by 
locative tone pattern.
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Exampless
307* mdd ay6k £sasTr£ sa of-d£m ka £T-d£m£t£m
they-weed grass at husband at man’s-farm
- . nucrel noun rel noun
fthey weed grass at the husband*s farm!
3 08. ijkwu k^pe &na ma' b5i*(a ka o-bon
I-oome I- oil here you in town
se^  nucrel pronoun rel noun
11 have come to sell oil here in your town.1
8,8 The nominal phrase complex
The constituents of a nominal phrase complex are nominal 
phrases (basic or complex) in paratactic linear recursive 
relationship to each other. Each of the constituents therefore 
shares the same grammatical functions and participant: roles in 
the larger structure in which the nominal phrase complex occurs. 
Constituents may, however, have different theme roles (cf. 6.4  
examples 214, 215, 218,)
The complex is specified as;
radditivecombinatory
~non-additive
- comparison 
appositional
8,81 In a combinatory HP complex, each of the HP constituents 
has a separate referent. If it is further specified as additive 
then each of the constituents has separate relevance, whereas 
if it is specified as non-additive the constituents have 
relevance only if taken in conjunction with each other.
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8.811The additive feature is realized by either
l) the presence of more than Wo HP each having- a separate
intonation contour.
Examples:
309. b,t£ka £-wakpo / h-tsjrso* /£--J:6base / e-ten / at6ka e'kp6
you-take vegetables okro crayfish meat you-take
3noun 
HP
nuc nuc nucnoun noun noun nuc things
HP HP HP
mby6 mapy£r... 'you take, vegetables, okro, crayfish, meat, 
those all you take all those things...1
310. egba £kp£n
bush is-called
6k:lpe / ogada
Okkipe Ogada
nuo nameproper- proper-
name
HP
name
HP
b£ ohbnegbe / ijwaij£mba / £bdsme / 
Obhonegbe Hwangamba Ibaame
nucproper-
name
HP
nucproper-
name
HP
nucproper-”
name
HP
fthe plantations are called Obhonegbe, 
Nwangamba, Ibaame, Okkipe and Ogada'
ii) the presence of two HP linked by the conjunction b-tl,ra.
This conjunction has the form of a minimal clause, being 
composed of the verb-root tara 'to add* and the prefix o-, 
literally 'it adds'. The conjunction and subsequent HP may 
carry a separate intonation contour and may be separated from 
the first HP by other constituents of the larger structure 
(examples 315, 514).
When the HP constituents of the complex are long three 
or four HP may be linked by the conjunct b-t&ra, occurring before 
each HP (example 315).
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Exampless
311. aba-n-n:a / b-tara abe-tata
honoured-
ladies
noun 
NP
nuc
and
cono
1 ladies and gentlemen' 
honoured-men text A 1
noun 
NP
nuc
312. k-a-m b-tara
I and
nucpronoun 
NP conj
okoyi arikpo 
Okoi Arikpo 
proper-name 
UP
11 and Okoi Arikpo'
313* k-o‘-lj:6ro o^oka / b^Jara 1-dimd'
knife he-has-put
nucnoun
S£ »
and
c^on.i
calabash
nucnoun
NP
*He had put down the knife and also the calabash*
314* ab-a-k:a / os£be yen
mothers
noun 
NP
nuc
it-does what 
them
/ b-tbra ab-a-Je 'How are your 
and fathers mothers, and
your fathers?*
conj
noun 
NP
nuc
315* ma'tbka 5-kpa;r md'cene 6 *y£ne kw<£ wendo m£ya:mef /
they-take canoe they-send owner who before they-borrow
nucnoun
NP
b-tara a-kpuka / b-tara fi-gbodo se i6*mdb£ra anari bnbij *<w6
and money and mats which they-will-aleo-give
>coni
noun 
NP
nuc nuc noun r-m clauserelative person that
con.j NP
!They take the money and return it to the owner whom they borrowed 
from, and also the money, and the mats, which they give that person 
also,*
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8.812 The non-additive feature is realised by the presence of 
more than one NP (most commonly two) linked "by the conjunction 
b-m£s n£. Like the conjunction b-tara. b-m£sn& has the form of 
a minimal clause, being composed of the verb root m£gna 1 to be 
with1 and the prefix
Exampless
316. hfi o'tSsm ka f-co1 m&-w-ane b-m&sna a'-pe £!-c£dane
I-do work for year one and months six
no\mnuC numeral nounnucnumeral
NP"" ‘ conj  NP ________
*1 worked for a year and six months.'
$17, w&/ e-wucen b-masna 5«ragrsa / mas£r, £yok mitettm&s
once sun and river they-walk f!ship plenty
 nuc nucnoun_ = LPy-L=„=c;
NP_____ conj____ NP
*Once the sun and the river were great friends.1 text B 1-2
8,82 The comparison feature is realized by the presence of two 
nominal phrases linked by the conjunction m&o flike, as *,
This conjunction also functions as a clause rank subordinating 
link (6.182). The second NP is accompanied by relative tone 
pattern (5.42). Semantically, the referent of the 1st NP is 
compared to the referent of the second NP.
Exampless
318. h-v^ -snor}’ rj-w-o kw -3d£n m&ce k-^ g-m*
chief that who big like me
nuc nucnoun demon- r-m size pronoun
strative
fjp- oon. n = ”
!that important chief like mef
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319. nde 
I-am
6~norj
person
noun
_ _
mao 6-t£mr(kp6n 
like policeman 
noun 
conj NP
fI am someone like a 
policeman.1
8.83 When the NP complex has the feature appositional, all 
the constituent NP have the same referent. Very commonly 
th#'nucleus of one of the nominal phrases is a pronoun. The 
feature is realized hy the presence of two or more nominal 
phrases (not usually more than three) with no overt link.
Exampless
320. mlna mdpyir / bfeonbm o-febn mapyfr / m£*kwu d-Jjopd ma
we
pronoun
NP
all
nuc
total
Qvonum town all
prope2?lu<xiounnuo total 
name
we-come-gather
here
NP NP
•We all, the whole town of Ovonum, came and gathered here.1
321. x-va p-e a-nbi] a-fa / b-£ nn£t!r ap£
children of him people two they they-instead-die
nounnuc r-m nounnuo numeral pronounnuc
pronoun- 
root
»*=»caNC»c»*:a!-:aw!ai: » c  -s—s jii-u. a*r= jbv. .-j-r?-
NP NP  NP
*His two children, they died instead.,* text D 30
The following example illustrates layering in the 
structure of the nominal phrase. The nucleus of the entire 
nominal phrase is a noun I m m, primarily modified by a clausal 
relative extension. The nominal phrase subject of this relative 
clause is complex, specified as corabinatorysadditive and comprises 
two constituent nominal phrases one of which is basic and the 
other an appositional complex.
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522.
e-mbij s& c ij-ke'ka1 n-j-o S-tara k-e
and he
nuc aeraon-
NP
song there streams those 
which
I1 U .U  ,noun d m ­
strative
o-ra:r|a mdd akbsn 
river they-rsang
nuc nuc pronoun noun
ssssei ===5S=SSS5
NP
NP conj NPcomplex(apposit­
ional )
iSNP
nuc .noun r-m clause
complex(combinatory:additive) 
relative
VG
NP
* the song (there) which those streams and he, the river, were 
singing1 iext B 20-21
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CHAPTER NINE
THE WORD AND MORPHEME OTITS
9,0 Introduction
The term 'word1 is used for convenience to include all classes 
of items which function directly, as free forms, in the 
structure of the nominal phrase, clause, sentence or utterance, 
(excluding the nominal phrase, verbal group, clause and sentence 
units).
The term 1morpheme1 is used to include all grammatical units 
which have no structure.
Word classes which are also morpheme classes are listed, 
with references, in the morpheme section of the chart on page 2 75.
Word classes of which at least some members are 
morphologically oomplex comprisei
References given above indicate the place in the description 
that the features and structure of each word class are described, 
and also that an inventory of the members of closed classes is 
given,
9.1 Word units
free pronoun 8.11
demonstrative 8.41
conjunction (N3?) 8.81
emphatic particle 9.11
noun
numeral
adverb 9.12
9.13
9.14
9.11 The emphatic particle
The function of the emphatic particle in the clause is
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described in 6,42. It is specified as:
/___j-singular
[-positive— \ Lpiural
 concord-class system
-negative
The negative emphatic particle is the single form asdij 
eg. b-va:r ’He isn’t a chief. 1 See examples 214, 220.
positive emphatic particle consists of the root -^5 
preceded by concord element C (10.2) showing concord with the 
item in contrast in respect of number and concord^class. 
eg. 6-s5sm w-6 ’It is a house.1 e-fa d-6 ’It is a dog.!
See examples 213, 215, 216, 217, 219*
9.12 The adverb
The adverb functions as a constituent of the clause in 
adjunct relation (6.32).
The adverbs m£tetsm£; ’plenty, until, and so’ and 
pira ’before, then1 also function as conjunctions in the 
sentence (5*6l).
The following adverbs also function as modifiers in the 
nominal phrases.
manc£n£ (isolative 8.32)
m&pyir (total 8.4 3)
b-fea-kw-£ ’recently, new* (8.521) 
k^’bui]6 ’wholely, complete’ (8.521)
mlnsa ’thus, about’ (8.52321)
m£n:a has special status in that alone of all adverbs it may 
function as the only constituent of a truncated sentence. It is 
commonly used in this way: nun:a-o ’lit. thus? Is that so?*
It may also occur in contrast (6,42) and may be expanded by a
2 63
relative clause. Examples
323. Ikwukwb. si ko £'ke / ‘Igdsijc, o'g&irji minsi* kw ekp&! 
box which you you-put it-hard thus that bag
oa:m £'gasqe-o 'The box which you put in is as hard as my
my it~h*rd bag is,'
9.121 The following adverbs manifest concord with the subject
of the olause in which they functions
b-d6k' tagain* The prefix shows concord in respect of number
and concord-class (10,). However, many 
speakers use the form for concord set 1 
irrespective of the number and concord of the 
subject. The linear position of this 
adverb is irregular in that in negative 
clauses it sometimes occurs preceding items 
in complement relation.
Example:
324* e^ -ce g-dok* £kwor k-e'-se'
leopard again tortoise he-did-not-see
'The leopard didn't see the tortoise again,' See also examples
66, 67.
b-fea-kw-e 'recently, new' The prefix and consonantal concord
element A show concord in respect
Examples of number and concord-class.
325* b-nbrj 13-w-o kw o-pe b-ba-kw-e
person that who he-died recently
'that person who died recently'
9.122 The following adverbs have reduplicative structures
'quickly1 of, example 71
£kpa £'kpa 'together*
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Example:
326. mmofi e'kpa £*kpd ’We will do (it) together.-’
we-will-do together
9.123 Morphologically simple adverbs comprises
mdpylr 'all, completely, wholely' See examples 142, 157> 182,
190.
mancen£ 1 alone'
mdtetemds (contracted mds ) 'plenty, continuously1 171, 182, 190,
195.
pxrd 'first, before, then1
mlnsa 'thus' 101, 102, 108.
makpasr 'immediately1
maworljl 'well' 65
b^ orjkwuro' 'excessively, abundantly* 
kd'bdrio 'wholely, completely*
ke'ddsm 'very much1 75
'together1
Examples:
327 . 5s6:m qwo oj6r £ '£6r,kw\ir6'
house that it-is-frightening excedingly
'That house is excedingly frightening.'
328. kb kp5n5 kd:m pfrd 'You sprinkle me first!1
you sprinkle me first
329. nseij ^qwa r(W0 dbb
I-travel child that together
'I and that child travel togeiinfeff. '
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9.13 The noun
The noun functions as the nucleus of the nominal phrase 
(8.13)* With the exception of a small group of nouns denoting 
relationship (eg. t&ta father1) and a few borrowed words, all 
nouns have the nuclear structures
prefix Astem
The noun is the point of origin of the networks
s^ingular
-plural
J
-concord-class system
-basic
complex’
•noun-based.
/ rnon-personal 
I ! «««„*!-- -■)__r+honorific
'A
'verb-based*
favourite
clausal 
■complement ive 
-qualified
lpersonal—
-neutral^
g^eneric
•diminutive
-abstract 
reaction 
action 
t- common
si 1-honorific
Number and concord-class features are realized through the 
selection of a prefix of the appropriate number and concord-class. 
See chapter 10,
The noun is primarily specified as basic or complex.
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9.151 The "basic noun has a stem consisting of a single morpheme, 
which may be either a noun-root (noun-based) or a verb-root (verb- 
based),
9.1511 Noun-based nouns are further specified as personal (having 
a human, personal referent) or non-personal. Personal nouns, and 
also proper names with the feature personal (8.12), may be prefixed 
by the honorific prefix ab-. Items so prefixed most commonly 
occur in vocative relation. Common collooations ares
ab-a-d£m 'honoured husbands1
ab-d*yl 'respected friends 1
ab-al£sl frespected Alisi and her followers'
See also text A 1.
Noun-based nouns may also be suffixed by the diminutive 
suffix -rtwa (plural form -vd) 'small1, or by the generic suffix 
-|e 'kind of' or may occur in the neutral form with no suffix.
The diminutive suffix -pwa is clearly the same root as 
the word for child, fr-rjwa plu. x-va. However the suffix form 
carries high tone. When the prefix of the neutral form is any 
prefix except a syllabic nasal, then the prefix of the corresponding 
diminutive form is 0-/0- 'singular, a- plural. A syllabic nasal 
prefix remains in the diminutive form.
neutral diminutive
£-fd 'dog' o-fd-r(wd 'puppy*
f-bd'rd* 'cloth* S-bd'rd'-ijwd *a small cloth'
l^-qwer 'book* fy-ijwer-qwd 'a pamphlet*
The generic suffix -se is the same root as the noun 6-ge 
'kind* 'type*. The generic form of the noun has the same prefix 
as the neutral form, generic
eg. o-Josk 'thing' o-'fosk-§e 'something or other,
(non-specific)'
e-fd 'dog' e-fd-§e 'a kind of dog, animal
of the dog family'
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Verb-based nouns are specified as abstract, reaction, 
action or common.
The abstract feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a quality verb-root (6.211) as the stem 
of the noun
ii. the selection of the prefix a- with high or low tone 
preceding a high or low tone verb-root respectively
iii. the presence of the derivational suffix ~dd£ or -f .if.
Many verb-roots may occur with either suffix, some with only one 
or the other.
eg* goro !to be tall1 a-gbr-ddd ) 1 tallness*
a-gor-i)
bdr * to be big* d-bdr-ddd ’bigness*
came *to be small* d-cdm-£j£ ’smallness*
taction feature is realized bys
i. the selection of a reaction verb-root (6,212) as the stem 
of the noun
ii. the selection of the prefix i~
iii, the reduplication of the initial consonant of the verb-root
eg. dbko *to be angry* 1-dedbkb ’anger*
^bno *to be surprised* l-£e£ona ’surprise*
daske *to be pleased* 1-dedaske ’pleasure*
action feature is realized bys
i. the selection of the prefix e-/£-
ii. the selection of an action verb-root (6.23). Not all
action verb-roots may function in this type of noun. Examples 
are limited and all recorded forms have CV radical structure with 
high tone.
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iii. the presence of the vowel a replacing the final vowel of 
the verb root.
eg. c£ 'to eat* e-ca 'eating'
gw£ 'to carve' e-gwa 'carving'
kwd 'to come* e-kwd 'coming'
The common feature is realized bys
i, the selection of the prefix /$?% A few nouns of this type 
occur with the prefix o-, a- or i-.
ii, the selection of a verb-root of any class as the stem of the 
noun. Qualify and reaction verb-roots occurring in this type of 
noun have a concrete meaning - eg. from the verb-root b£rj 'to be 
dirty' is derived the commfra £orm e-bdri£' 'dirt* in contrast to 
the abstract form a-b£p-f.j£ 'dirtiness*.
iii. the selection of tone patterns as described in 3*'2./6„
Certain verb-roots of the structure CVC or CVCe/o have a final 
vowel a in this form.
ca 1 to clear, pack' N Ne-ca 'farm clearing1
bob 0-p flow* e-bob 'current'
bxSr * to mark' e-bora' 'mark, pattern *
bake 'to change, turn' e-b£k£' 'change *
jrb 0-p be good* *bd' 'goodness, riches
kpen * to stay, exist* a-kpen 'life'
9.132 The complex noun has a stem consisting of more than one 
morpheme. Complex nouns are further specified as favourite, 
clausal, complementive or qualified.
9.1321 The favourite feature is realized by the presence of 
a noun-root preceded by either a verb-root or a noun-root as stem. 
The prefix of the complex noun is the prefix normally selected 
with the second noun-root in the basic form.
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S e m a n tic a lly  the meaning of the f i r s t  ro o t q u a l i f ie s  the  
meaning o f the seconds
eg. e-ba 'breast1 a-s£ 'water' a-ba-sf 'milk, lit.
liquid of the 
breast'
b -bosk 'arm ' E -dbfr6' ' th r o a t ,  neck'
e-b6s (k)-d5'ri5l
'wrisiv lit. the neck 
of the arm'
kwuna 'to return' b-gbe 'time' o-kwuna-gb£ 'time for
returning*
text A.3
o-be 'pear tree1 e-so 'head' e-be-so 'the pear tree
top, lit, the head 
of the pear tree'
Rules for the elision of segmental and tonal forms are 
regular (2.4 3*5 note especially 3.572b) with the exception
that when a noun-root with the tone pattern LH1 or HL occurs 
immediately preceding a noun-root with high tone, the downstep 
which would be expected to follow the first root does not 
occur.
eg* o -won5' 'fa rm ' b-tbsm  'work* b-w ono-t 6sm 'fa rm  work*
e-cen 'yams' e-rbfe '20' e-cen-nofe 'a rope of
20 yams'
This type of complex noun is very productive.
9.1322 The c la u s a l fe a tu re  is  re a liz e d  bys
i .  the s e le c tio n  o f the p r e f ix  o - /b -
i i . the presence o f a v e rb -ro o t
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iii* the presence of a noun in complement relation or adjunct/ 
locative relation to the verb-root, the relation being specified 
as in the transitivity features of the clause. The stem thus 
has the structure of a minimal clause.
Rules for segmental and tonal elision are regular except 
that the prefix of the noun constituent remains unaffected by 
preceding tones (unless the verb-root has CV pattern in which 
case usual elha&on patterns cronur.)
Complex nouns of this type usually have a stylized meaning.
eg. tiraa ’to hold1 ^-kpon 'guns* b-t£m-r,-kp6n
'policeman' 
'market* o-ser,-£-py&
1 trader *
' person1 b-f o-b-nbij
1murderer *
* eye' o-to-ka-f-cen
'kind of cactus, 
lit. it falls in eyes1 
tarms' b-kpd:r-m-b6sk
'string vest*
'court' o-be-d-sofe
'defendant1
seija 'to travel 
fb 'to kill'
to 'to fall'
o-noij
i-cen
kpasra 'to cut' m-b5:k
b! 'to stand* e-§ob
Favourite and clausal complex nouns may be layered in that one 
or both of the constituents of the stem may itself be a 
favourite or clausal stem complex.
e-pya 'market* e-wu 'day' £-pya-wu 'market day'
£-py£-wu 'market day' e-tem 'heart' £-py£-wd*-t£m
'  ‘l
'the middle of the
week'
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b) o-cl 'family group'
i-kwa 'female*
e-ms a 'motherhood' e-cl-msa
'matrilineal family*
1-kwa-nbijo-noij 'person'
woman
e-cl-ms a b-nbp © -cl-ms a-nbri
I h - 1
'member of the matrilineal family*
e-cl-ms a-noJ] 1-kwa-nbii o-cl-ms a-nbri-kwa-nbpi * .1  I ’
'woman member of the matrilineal
family'
c) kpa 'to bind* 1-cen 'eye' o-kpa-l-cen 'blindness*
o-kpa-l-cen
d) fo 
toka
'to kill* 
'to take'
b^ nbri 'person' b-kpa-l-cen-nb*j
b-f o-b-nbr]
'a blind person1
b-nb*] 'person' b-fo-b-nbij 'murderer* 
o-bon 'town' b-tok-o-bon 'one who
controls a town' 
b-t6k-o-bon b-f o-b*nbr,-b-t5k-b-bon
I 1 ‘~tj ‘ L - 1. br'
 ]
'name of a particular kind of plant 
lit. murderer-ruling-the-town1
9.1323 The complementive feature is realized bys
i. the presence of a verb-root as final constituent of the stem
ii. the presence of a noun-root preceding the verb-root and in
complement relation to it.
iii. the selection of the prefix e-/e-, having high tone if
either the verb-root or the 1st syllable of the noun-root has
inherent high tone, otherwise having low tone.
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iv* the presence of the vowel a following the final consonant 
of the verb-root.
Rules for tonal and segmental elision are regular,
eg, o-dlk 'word’ gb£;k !to speak* e-dfk*-gb&;lc~a* 'speech*
l~den 'path* yaske 'to branch* e-den-y&;k-a 'fork of
the road*
e-py£ 'market' mom 'to be soft* e-pyd-mom-a 'cheapness*
9.1324 Tbe qualified feature is realized by the presence of a 
feasiOj acuii**based noun immediately followed by another basic 
noun modifying the first. The tone of the second noun is as for 
a noun in a relative extension (3*42). This class comprises a 
very few, stylized members.
eg. e-ten 'animal* e-gb£ 'bush*
o-yok 'person* o-norj ’person* o-yok-6-n6i 
* creature *
e-ten-e'-gbd 'wild animal* 
'human being*
5-gbcun ’family- o-ka 
relation*
'mother* 6-gb^ sn-6-^ :a 'brother by
one mother*
9.14 The numeral
The numeral functions in modifying relation in the nominal
phrase (8 .5232), Numerals from 1-7 are in concord with
the nuclear noun of the nominal phrase, other numerals are
invariable- c&pf' '&t 3LO Ilct> uhx lw,*xd
7
9.141 b^e numeral 1. has two forms, an emphatic and non-emphatic 
form. The non-emphatic form has the structure;
ma- Aconcord-element-C A-ane 
The prefix ma- is quite commonly omitted.
The plural form of the numeral 1 has the meaning 'some*.
eg. o-nop w-ane a-noi] b-ane 'some people*
 ^ jr  ^{ 'one person* ma-w-ane) *
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The emphatic form of the numeral 1 has the structures
w  , . ~ - n \\reduplicatedma- (concord-element-C -ane)
eg. b-nbri r,-w-o ma-w-a*ne w-ane 'that very same person' 
a-nbr, m-b-o ma-b-a'ne b-anl 'those very same people1
See example 297*
9.142 Numerals from 2-7 have the structure;
concord-class-prefix Anumeral-root
the selection of the prefix being determined by the concord-class 
of the nuclear noun of the nominal phrase. These numerals comprise
a-nbri a-fa '2 people1 (concord set 2)
a-tasn 13l
a-nsa *4f (alternative* form a-nsebuij)
a-c4n '51
a-c&dane 161 (contraction of 5 + l) 
a-cenomfa T71 (contraction of 5 +2)
9.143 Numerals over 7 do not show concord with the nuclear 
noun. Except for 20 and 400 (see below) they are invariable in 
form. Numerals over 20 might be better considered as numeral 
phrases. Specimen examples are given below;
ocenon’j^ Csn «8' (contraction of 5 + 3) 
osowane '91 (contraction of 10 - l)
1 job U0»
ijo^awane '11' (contraction of 10 4- l) 
ici '15'
e-rofe okwuma ma-w^ine *21' (20 and l)
Larger numerals are counted in multiples of 20. The numeral e-rbb
has a plural form a-rob which occurs in multiple figures.
eg. a-nbri e-rob '20 people* a-nbri a-rob d-fa r40 people1
(20 x 2)
The largest numeral, e-nos'na1 *400* (the same root as the word 
b^nbxna* ^finger') also has a plural forms n-nos *na i5-fa 'SOO1 
(400 x 2), In these multiple forms the second numeral is in 
concord with the first.
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9•2 Inventory of classes
The following charts give an inventory of all classes 
of units in the language.
The first chart (page 275) shows those classes of units 
which function in the structure of the utterance, sentence, 
clause and nominal phrase# Heading down each column gives 
a list of classes which function in the structure of any 
given unit. Thus, in the structure of the utterance, 
functions the sentence, nominal phrase in vocative relation, 
and the response, exclamation and narration marker word6. 
Major constituents which occur in the nuclear structure of 
the unit are shown in capital letters.
Reading across each row gives a summary of the structures 
in which any given unit may function.
The second chart (page 276) shows the morpheme classes 
which function in the structure of the verbal group, noun, 
pronoun, demonstrative, numeral, adverb, and emphatic 
particle. All these morpheme classes are bound except for 
the verb-root (in the imperative form of the verbal group), 
a very limited set of noun-roots (most noun-roots only 
occur in conjunction with a concord-class prefix), a 
limited set of adverb-roots and the (plural) pronoun-*roots 
in the free pronoun.
In both charts references are given to the place in 
which the function of each class of unit is described.
In the case of closed word and morpheme classes (i.e. all 
word and morpheme classes except the noun, noun-root, verb- 
root, proper name and ideophone) reference is also given 
to the place at which the inventory of the members of each 
class is listed.
The charts do not take linear recursive structures 
into account.
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CHAPTER TEN 
THE CONCORD CLASS SYSTEM
10.0 Introduction
This chapter aims to describe the features of the 
concord-class system and their realization. The system is 
relevant at the following points in the descriptions-
a) the clause - the verbal clause constituent of the non­
imperative clause shows concord with the nominal phrase subject 
of the clause, or, where no overt nominal phrase subject occurs 
in the clause, with the subject referent (6.12). Where a 
constituent of the clause occurs in contrast (6.4 2) the 
emphatic particle (9.1l) shows concord with that constituent,
b) the verbal group - person prefixes selected throughout the
verbal group, in every auxiliary and in the main verb, show
sconcord with each other, ultimately with the HP of the clause 
(7*12).
c) the nominal phrase - demonstrative (8 .4 ), relative marker (8,6) 
and certain numeral (8.5232) and adverb (8.521) constituents
of the nominal phrase show concord with the nuclear noun, 
proper name or pronoun (8,2).
d) the free pronoun - the free pronoun (8,11) shows concord 
with its referent.
e) the noun - (9 .13) ultimately it is the concord-class 
affiliation of each individual noun which determines the 
concord-selection at other points of structure.
10.1 Realization
Concord class features are realized by the selection of
either i) a specific concord-class prefix, as nominal prefix
in the noun, numeral or adverb or ii) a specific consonantal
concord element.
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10,2 Noun sets
A set of nouns is the total of those nouns which select a 
given prefix and associated concord elements. With exceptions 
listed below every noun belongs to two sets, to one in its plural 
form, to the other in its singular form. Thus the noun 6-^osm 
belongs to set 1 in its singular form, to set 8 in its plural 
^orm l-gbonua *rat! belongs to set 8 in its singular
form and to set 2 in its plural form, (see further 10,3 below). 
Some sets comprise only singular nouns (all odd numbered sets), 
other sets only plural nouns, others both singular and plural.
The following sets occurs
prefix concord element
singular only A B 0
set 1 o-/ o- lew k w
5 e-/e- c d d
5 N- kw k w
7* i- kw k w
9* i- f f V
11 a- kw k w
plural only
2 a*" P b b
4 e-/e~ py by t>3
singular and plural
6 o-/o~ f• f• V
8 i- § A A
10 N- 9 A A
Nouns selecting the same prefix (eg. set 1 and 6 ) may belong to 
different sets because of contrastive concord elements.
Sets marked by an asterisk above have only one member.
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* 3 Singular and plural pairings
Houns are then further grouped into concord-classes 4' 
according to their singular plural pairing, For example, all 
nouns which belong to set 1 in their singular form and to set 2 
in their plural form are members of the same concord-class,
Concord-classes comprises 
singular/plural
1/2 eg. b-nbr| 'person* a-nbrj 'people'
1/8 o-^osm 'house 1 £-§6sm 'houses1
1/10 b-bosk 'hand, arm' m-b6ii k 'hands, arms'
6/2 b-ka 'fetish' a—ka * fetishes'
6/8 b-tosm 'work* i-tosro 'tasks'
3/10 e-ten 1 animal' n-ten 'animals *
3/2 t < 'goat' \ / a-vu 'goats'
8/6 i-3osk 1 snake 1 o-josk 1 snakes1
8/2 £-gboms a 'rat' £-gbbm; a 'rats'
10/6 rj-gbodb 'ceiling mat 6-gbodo 'ceiling mats'
5/10 i'l-kbme 'difference' tf-kbme 'differences'
5/2 fi-ca 1 sponge' a-nca 'sponges'
11/2 a'-ga* 'needle' a'-g£f 'needles *
Other classes which have only one or two members are discussed 
below in 10,5.
There are significant phonological restrictions in the 
pairing recorded above;
i. Most singular sets may be paired with set 2 which is 
realized by the Tneutral! prefix a-,
ii. Singular sets with the prefix o-/o-, or with the prefix IT- 
matched by 'labial1 agreement kw/w, may be paired with plural 
sets with the prefix i-} or N- with 'palatal* concord elements s/j,.
iii. Singular sets with the prefix i~, or IT- with 'palatal*
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concord elements /^j., may be paired with plural sets with the 
prefix ,o~/o-.
Singular sets with the rounded prefix o~/ir> or. having 
labial concord elements may therefore be paired with plural sets 
with the prefix f  or having palatal concord elements 
and vice versa. Most singular sets may
also be paired with the plural set having the neutral prefix a-.
'The following chart provides a tabular representation of 
this pairing. Numbers within the matrix indicate the number of 
nouns of each class so far recorded.
set
---------- ... --------------
i- ?/a
set 8
isr- 9/a
set 10
•
0- f/v 
set 6
a- p/b 
set 2
e- c/d 3 310 68
i- §/i 8
Ul
1 ?/a 10
106
6
12
qj O- f/v 6
g 0- kw/w 1
g
co N- lew/w 5 
a- kw/w 11
3
12 4
3
8
420
12
11
FLUBAL
SETS
10,4 Semantic correspondences
Very few generalizations can be made about the membership 
of each class. The following observations summarize semantic 
resjiemblances among the members of each class.
i. Concord-class 1/2 corresponds to Meinhof* s Bantu mu~/ba 
class. Most nouns with personal, human connotation belong to 
this class. eg. o-visr 'chief o-bira 'slave*
o-base 'Ibo man'
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Other personal nouns also belong to sets with labial concord
In animal fables the personalized hero, usually £-kwbr 
1 tortoise1, although having the noun prefix £-/.£- as for set 3» 
occurs with concord elements as for set 1 and often with the 
person prefix o-/jd- in matching verbal forms,
ii. Many nouns denoting animals belong to classes 3/2 or 3/10* 
eg, e~beba 'cutting grass1 plural a-beb&
e-ce ’leopard* a-ce or n-ce (alternative)
iv. There are a number of nouns which do not have a singular and
a plural form. These mostly have an abstract or a liquid
connotation. The most significant comprises
a) nouns with a verb-root stem (9.1312)
having the feature abstract belong to set 2
elements kw/w. eg. ri-rjwa set 5 ’child*
n-nsa set 5 'older woman’
a-lca set 11 ’mother (possessive form)
e-fa *dog* 
e-kande ’cat*
iii. Nouns denoting limbs belong to set 1/10.
eg. o-bosk ’hand, arm’ plural 
b-t&sk 'thigh*
o-bo 'leg'
m-bSsk 
n-tas k
m-mo
eg. a-bdr-ddd 'bigness*
having the feature reaction belong to set 8 
eg. 1-dedasma 'happiness*
having the feature common 
eg. e-bd
belong mostly to set 3 
'height’
b) nouns denoting liquids belong to set 2
eg. a-na 'oil* a-wa 'soup' a-s£ 'water* a-tbk *palm
wine *
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10.5 Irregular forms
The following nouns occur with irregular forms or pairing 
These are mostly nouns which occur very frequently.
i, kwa-nbrj (alternative form 1-kwa-nbrj) 'woman* set lor
plu, pa-nbq set 2
The initial consonant appears to he historically derived from 
concord element A (set 1 and 2).
ii. rrr|wa 'child* set 5
The plural form 1-va has agreement as for set 2.
iii. b-tbsk 'thing' set 6 has plural form e-kp6 set 4«
iv. 6-k£'ma* 'yam' set 6, and 1-bom 'yam' set 9 have the
plural form e-cen set 4* 1-bom is further irregular in that 
it occurs with the matching verbal prefix 0-/0-.
v. 1-co 'year* set 7, has the plural form 1-co with
agreement as for set 2.
10.6 Consonantal concord elements
Consonantal concord elements realize agreements as follows 
Concord element A
as relative marker (S.6)
as an element of the adverb b~ba-kw-e 'recently* (9*121) 
Concord element B
as an element of the free pronoun (8.11)
Concord element C
as an element of the demonstrative (8,41)
as an element of the emphatic particle (9.11)
as an element of the numeral 1 (9.141)
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10.7 Textual examples
The following examples illustrate the extent of concord 
running through the clause.
330.
L-dima' £ e-d£n £«je e-dulc/ jbe j_-o £-ci e-den £J-tdme
calabash it-eat way it-bear it it-is it- way it-ripen
which fruit eat
noun r-m clauserelative
NP
pro­
noun
NP
noun
NP° e-p VG NP VG
1-dlma* 'calabash* set 8
'The calabash which first bears fruit is the first to ripen.'
331. i-se n-j-o s_-s / j-s" i.-b6bo l~d l-$b ka o-r&s r,a
blood that of-her it it-flowed it-fell in river
noun dem r-m pro- pro­
noun- noun 
root
noun
NP NP
NPaNP VG VG
'That blood of hers, it was that which flowed down into the river.' 
'blood' set 8\  5.i-ss
332.
a-gb&sn m-b-o jd o-$e o-bon 6'-bon / b-s b-o £'-tins' d-kii'ba'
family- those whom father he-begat they it- they-hold Akubha 
group ls
lfL’hivpnoun dem r-m clause , *• pro- noun
C  c j n -J pi  c  /►: <?>i • /V*l 1-t"=' —- ■- -----j------ ■■al.m.j.'.iii noun
HP HP" "
NPS e-p VG HP0
a-gb£;n 'family group' set 2 'The patrilineal family are the
ones who hold Akubha rite.*
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
TEXTS
Pour texts from the corpus on which this analysis is based 
are given in this chapter. All are traditional folic stories of 
the narrative utterance type discussed in 4*22. Texts A, C and D 
were recorded by men of the village of Ovonum, Text B by a man 
from Ofukwa village. Both villages are in Adun clam and there 
are no significant dialectal differences.
Text A is analysed, according to grammatical structure, from 
the morpheme classes up to the sentence, Text B from the nominal 
phrase and verbal group to the sentence. The extent of each 
unit is shown by underlining, the class label of each unit
being written under the lines eg. _______
. nucclause.imperative
Functions are shown, when relevant, by superscripts, and features 
of special interest by subscripts. Thus the above example reads 
'clause, with the feature imperative, having nuclear function 
in the sentence,*
Broken lines______are used to show the extent of a down
ranked unit (also of the relative clause)$ Double broken lines 
=*=-« to show the extent of a unit functioning in linear
recursive relation; Solid underlining ______  is used in all
other instances. The full ranks of the hierarchy can therefore 
be recognized by the solid underlining. Annotations are spaced 
as each sentence requires to allow for recursion and down ranking.
Morpheme classes (in text A) are not underlined but all 
morpheme breaks are shown by hyphens and word boundaries by 
space. As elsewhere in the description /// indicates the end 
of a sentence unit and / indicates a phonological pause, also an 
intonation boundary.
Abbreviations are listed on page 314,
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Text A lines 1 and 2
respected-
ladies it-adds gentlemen, please plu.listen ear
abe-n-nsa / o-tara abe-t£ta / otot£ m-a-y6ria l-tosi'i 1
K Ml«rl • HO h p
• H O 0 0
< d d d o
• H P l P i V
d 1 1
s s BO 0 o
X d d
nounnuc
l?> o
8& V
CO ,£3 
d  d  
0 (I)Pi >
conj
»-HOd•H0<uu*HPhdo
8A
Po0d1
od
nounnuc
wd0
1
In H 0 *H,M <d 
2 HS Pii
rH
P i
PU
•O
PO0
d1,Qd0>
M•H*+H
0
RI
Od
po0
d1
Od
nounnuc
NP
sssssssas
NP YG. 
axiveimper- "-ti r
NP
NPvocativecomplex? additive clausenuc
sentencehortatative
to story which I-will-tell-you here /// 
ka o-^e’ kwe ’ me-£-Ja-borja msl
•H
< d p0 o
d d oo P i
p 1 iCO
H s B0 0 o
d d d
d  d0 0M M
E3 U
? f
0 0
>  to«h dp 0«J p
d YG
K•H P
00 O
Hi po dl 8i O ri Pd d 3 0o 1 O Hto , P d 0u d o d
&
0> dP i
nuc . relativenoun clause
NPa/looat i ve
’Ladies and gentlemen, pray listen to the story which I am now 
about to tell you.
Text A continued lines J> and 4 287
Adun
a-d6n
po0d1X o •H § <U 
0 
d
P
O
d
d7
d
0PiO
Hi
it-is they-say that if-you-know farm-going-time
r  ■. v  . ,  ^  r  ^  ^  S  \  f  I
proper-
name
-.-s/cont* NP ' rast
b-o a-ben' be [
po0
d1o 0
I H
P Od -h
0 Pa0 (H 
01rd
8PiIorl
d P  O 0 o x\
d Qio a o 0
X
ti0
R1
8W
d
0
Pi
pO0
d1rO
d
0
>
e-p VG
a-soij o-yina-gb£ /
X
&
0
d
P i1
d5m
d0
Pi
£i
0d
PiI
• pOO
V
d
0
i>
O
d
-Po0
d1rQ
d
0
po0 
d1
nounnuccomplex
VG NP
clause 
sentence
subordinate
-
clausenucspeech-composite s indirect
sentence. ... ,,
initiative
you-wi11-know returning-time
m-a-sopa
x
d *H0 <d M 0 " d0 Pi £ *1 d0 oW 0 
d d 
0 0 
p Pi
po0
d1rP
d
0
>
VG 
clause
y   T r._
>---
nuc
o-kwuna-gbe ] ///
x•H<d
0
B,i
o
d
po0
d1,0
d
0
>
poo
d
t
nounnuccomplex
NP
4
"It is the Adun people 
who say that if you know 
the time to go to farm, 
then you know the time to 
return.
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Hext A continued lines 5 and 6
person, she-took child of-her she-went mushrooms in evening
o-noJQ-e / o-tfm fj-i^wa kw-e / o~yin a-rofe ka £f-s6:k&/// 5
M
•H
ft ft
03
t
o
3
&M
noun
S 
T
ft
CO
•S
ft
nuc
Mft
ft0)
y
ftI
8CQ
3
0
ft
ftoo
3»
•goi>
Mft
fto
a
oS3
V
8
3
M
9
%
ft
"to
r—I
nuc £ noun M
ftoo3
i.
o
8
X
ft
ft
0
3 ft
ft O1 O
3 3
O 1
W rO
3 30 0
ft >
K
ft0
ft
i3
fto0 
y1
oS3
8
U
ft
0
y
nounnuc
N
ft!0
a1
fto031
nounnuc
jjps/foous
iative
NP VG NP NPa/ time-pun- ctiliar
clause clause
i nuc
C ISfUS ©complexs accompaniment-expansion
sentence . ... , .initiative
p l u . - t h e y - r e a c h  t o  b u s h ,  m u s h r o o m s  t h e y - g r o w  o n  g r a v e
m - a - d  a - p y i r e  s a  e ’- g b d  /  a - r 6fe a - m e n  k a  £ - p £ - k w i i k ~ e  / / /  6
o w M
y X O X ft ft X „
0 ft 13 ft ft ft ft ft ft ft o O 3
ft ft 0 O  0 O ft 0 3 3 O
3 0 3 0  h o  y o 0 E j i i ^ c }
X ft ft
ft 0 0
ft O 0
0
& 1 1ftI s 81
3
PH*
O 03 3 3
O
3
M c h 4* ft ft 3 y -p  3 3 3S ft> ft o I I  i i  ft o t 3 3 co
i i j i o 3 3 3 3 6 i o 3 3 0 0 s- 0 3 3  3 3  3 3 0    iI ft O O O O O I ft
rO 3 3 3 3 3  w n  C O . .
3 ft 3 3 f t  30 0 ————— 0 0 0 ■ ■ ■   —- -HPi ft.n ft > 3 nuc nuc ft > 3 nuc ftn noun noun noun ncomplex
VG NPa^ ive NPS VG N;pa/locative
aausePreliminary olauae11110» lc iu p c  OXcvUq^
sentence* , , l /
"There was once a person, she took her child and went mushrooming 
one evening. When they reached the bush, the mushrooms were 
growing on a grave,
Text A continued lines 7 and 8
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woman that she-will-say
\1-kwa-■nbp
&
w- *0 m-
tri
o
-p
•p -p ¥ o
X o o Pi t o X•H o o ft ft Pi
ft Pi Pi i to 10 Pi •H0 i I 0 0 0 ft
Pi g > p > M 0fii n 3 *rl 0 •H to Pio 0 ft rH ft 53 ft
Pi Pi P! 0 as d IP< 1 to i Pi0 _ — — “* £2 22 ft rtf -ft 0 o
pi W Pi W 0 m
Pi O to pi toO O o 0 0a Pi § ft ft0 O
*d<d O
~po0 
Pi1
Pi0E>
she- she-
should-use hand pluck mushrooms those
[o-tfma 6'-bosk 6-§6sfeo <£*-rofe m-b-6j/ 7
x
0
a1
gm
to0
ft
ftoo
fi
%
x•H
ft0
to
ftI
ftOO
to
nounnuc
x•H
ft
0
HiI
g0
to0
ft
fto0 
to1
■g
0
>
•H
ft
0
to
ft1
ftO0 
to1
O
Pi
X o•H 1(D 4J
0 I OPi fd o 
ft to to1 o I• o •
s S $0 O 0O ftj
nuc . noun demon­strative
VG HpC/acc ^0
pnrp0sgr v purpose
clause . clause
nounnuc demons-oomple&rative
NP* VGfuture
nuc
clausecompiexsaccompaniment-expansion 
sentence
clausenucspeech-composite;indirect
sentence
sentencecomplex* tense-sequential; future/non-perfect
mushrooms those they-began song te-sing
a-r6fe
xpHft
0
HiI
o
- f t
-poo
t
o
Pi
nounnuc
NP*
rn-b-o 
H O •H I -POH 0 O 0 I o 
Pi nd Pi ft to 1
^ S•d S *d
 Q___
demonst­
rative
a-tbma e-mon 
xx•H
ft
0
a
to
to
0
ft
fto0Pi1
«
0
•H
ft
0PiftI
-POO
V
noun
b-k:ek:bsn /// SONG
nuc
X■Hft
0
to
ftI
gw
to
0
ft
-PO0Pi1
fi
%
VG NP r  « /  , -+ s e c o n a a ry -a c tio n /n e u tra l
8
"The woman was 
going to  p luck  
the mushrooms 
w ith  her hand, 
but the mushrooms 
began to  s in g  a 
song. SONG.
clausenuc
sentence 
>--------
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Text A continued lines 9 and 10
there it-is it-is / if you-say that you-go thing
na
<8
"8
<H
0
Pi
w-o o-si-e 6de a-ben* "be [ d-yin o-tosk] /
•poo
Pi
tO 0 I Hft O S3 *H
0 f t  
P  Pi © cO 
rH  f t0)
4
IO•H
M
0
Hfti
€
s
ft -po cO O 13 P ft o 8O 0)
Pi0
M
2 I
8.3> ft
M•H
ft
0
ftPhI
8w
Pi
0
ft
ftO0541rQ
ft
CD>
M
ft0
&IcjOw
Pi0
ft
fto0 
Pi1fQ
>
ft
ftI
f tooPiI.
§
nounnuo
VG UPpurpose
clausenuc
e-p VG VG sentence
clausetag clausesubordinatespeech-composites indirect
■>
sentencecomplexs polarity-contrast /l&x\ca(-
early go
1
, 0 f t
p o 0 o> Pi
k
•H
rH
in night
ki^en yln-e / ka £-rufp6*
-po0 p1
fPi
0
>
f
rH(0S3
ft
VGimperative
%o
ft0
iH
0
Pi
ft
ft
I.
Ofn
ftO0
Pi1
O
nucnoun
*.T—a/1 im< NP punc
do-not-go 
k~a-y£n-e /// 10
8 !AM ft” 0
H, 
i
9
?
0
>
•H
ftcO
tsO
0
S3
ftO
•o
fto0Pi1rO
Pi
UM
hT
■d
1ft
iiliar VG. . .imperative
1 nuc _ nucclause. .. clause. ..imperative imperative
sentence^ ... sentence ..positive negative
>
"Therefore, if you 
intend to fetch 
something, go early, 
donft go late.
Text A continued lines 11 and 12
may-1- 
grow
ifi-bar
ft0
ftft1
sCO
8a
ftoo
9rO
ft0>
q u ic k ly  
£tear efear'
■B
0
£cO
m a y -I-
c o m e -te ll
fl-‘kwu 11-p a-;
ikft NN N •H
98 •H ftft ft 00 *rl ft 0 ftft H ft ft ftft
ift
ft
h
00
ft
1
o o 1 Om 1 w rO ftft9? ■g ft0 ft0ft 0
>
ft t>
f r ie n d s -s m a ll s to r ie s  
-y o (k ) -v a -v a  &~se / / /
ft fto oo oft ft1 I
o oft ft
IN
0H
nounnuccomplex
>ft ft -p
•r-ft 0 Oft.P ft O3M
•S
o o ft ft
nounnuc
VG adverbpurpose VGpurpose NP NP
c laus j  unc ^  ve °  aus esub j  unc t  ive
nucclause n • ncomplex;; s e r ia l-e x p a n s io n
sentenc^ortativ e
"May I  grow q u ic k ly  and come and t e l l  
my sm all fr ie n d s  s to r ie s ,  T h a t f s a l l ,
s to ry -c lo s e r
dedekwok-e
n a rra tio n -m a rk e r
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Text B lines 1-5
ADDRESS REPLY once sun it-is-with river they-walk
mata /// etena /// wa / e-wu-cen o-m&sna o-rasna / m-a-ser, 1
narration-markers
temporal-^ conjunc- NP
particle tion
Hps/focus „G_
complexsnon-additive i%ive’
n nuc clause ...... / , ninitiative/neutral
sentence. ... ,.initiative
friendship plenty as plu.they-walk f’ship that sun
£-yok m&tetsm&s /// c£ m-£-eep ^-yok n-j-o / e-wu-cen 2
NP° adverba NP
sub- vc HP° s/contrast
ordinat- VLr ^complex*ap-
mg-link positional
n subordinate nucclause clause
sentence.
->
he-only it-is he-used-to-come he-visit river day every
d-e d-s d-o e-d e-kwu e'-dife o-raspa /// e-wu kpendijkpen/3
NP 
5—
e‘P TGhabitual ^temporal
>       >
sentencesequential
"Once the sun .and the river, were great friends. At the time 
that they were friends, the sun alone used to go and visit the 
river. Every day,.,.
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Text 33 continued lines 4*6
if-friend he-ill-him river he-ill-him sun he-come he-visit-him 
o-yok b-ms-e / ( b-ras qa b-ms-e )/ e-wu-cen e-kwu e'-miri- £ / / / 4
NP’ VG NP1 VG NPf VG
clausesubordinate / parenthesis\ .n nucleus(clause- \  J; clause
sentencesequential
if-cun he-ill-him he-remained river there he-wouldn1t-go
e-wu-cen e-ms-£ / e-kpoijdT / b-ras r,a sd m-b-td /// 5
np VG VG NP" rel- 
at or
clausesubordinate clausenuc clausenuc
sentence sentence
sentencecomplexs polarity-contrast
VGrnegative/non-past
and-so-on it-reach day one sunsun he-angry-him 
matetemds/ o-tdm e-wu d-ane*6 / e-wu-cen e-dbk-s ///
conjunction VG NP NP’ VG
1 preliminary clause! .* •»temporal clause
nuc
sentence
Sequentia l
Ilif his friend was ill, (that is, if the river was ill), the sun 
went to visit him. If the sun was ill, he stayed at home but 
the river wouldn't go there. Until one day the sun was angry.
Text B continued lines 7-9 294
h e -s a id -to -h im  th a t  F r ie n d , fr ie n d s h ip  th is  which p lu .w e -w a lk  here  
e-ben-e  b£ [ d-y* 1 /  l -y b k  n - j - a  ? m-6~sert ma /  7
,voc ,r D foe u s (n  o n -in  t  e g ra te d )NP NP
1 nuc
ausere la t io n a l-c o m p o s ite /m e n ta l-p roces
s en ten c e . . . .i n i t i a t i v e
VG l in k  ut-terance ( DIRECT SPEECH
QUOTATION CONTINUES
clausegp°eo}1..Composi'fces direct 1 T0 THE EHDLIITE 11.
■sentence sequ0 n t ia l
I  I-s e e  th a t  you -o n ly  you-please-m e in  fr ie n d s h ip
k-as-m  h-s£ b£ [ k -o  k -o  d-daske-m ka £ -y6k  /  8
.—s /c o n tra s t  ,r„ T *™a/ lo c a t iv e
e xc lu s ive
n nuo clause
sentence. .i n i t i a t i v e
—   —     ^
NP VG l in k  sentence n i - j .   ^ w*i • i a.*c o m p le x ? p o la r ity -c o n tr a s t / le x ic a l- t ie
> >
^  —  . . . .   . . . .   *— -----------
I  you I-d o -n o t-p le a s e  why th a t  i t - i s  I -o n ly
k-as-m  k -b  ke-n -dask£ ] / / /  ka*yen kw o '-d e ' k -as -m k-as -m 9
NPS VG„eg/past ^  »
ro g a tiv e
sentence n nucclause
■>
sentence , .  n .questions e x p la n a to ry
,fHe s a id  to  him, 'F r ie n d , about th is  fr ie n d s h ip  o f ours, I  see 
th a t  i t  is  on ly  I  who l ik e  you, you d o n 't  l i k e  me. Why is  i t  
on ly  I , . • .
295Text B continued lines 10-12
even-
who I-come visit to you to house me, if it-ill-me 10
(kw) d-d rj-kwu d'-lcdken k£' k-o1 ka 6-§osm/// k-a-m/ sasbe 5-msa-m
c J^a/locative
relative
VG HP NP8/.t?oal:lve _57f5Su8^«b3 ~diffuse NP f link
clause i subord-clause matSi
suppos itional
sentence
you- you-do-
plenty year whole me won't-greet house of-me not-know 11
matetema; / i-co k£'bur|5 / k-as-m m-a-simd///5-s5:m kw-a-m k-d-sor']///
advert)8, ^pa/time-dur- Npc VG„„ / n„+
ation neg/non-past neg/past
V -
, nuc m nucclause clause
sentence
he-said-
river said-him that you you-want visit of-me ?
b-rbsna o-ben-e b£ [k-o a-roro e-kiken c-ds-m-6] /// 12
      ^
NPS VG NP° ^
  £
dause^? . . , . vinitiative ^
sentence , , nquestion:polar
sNP VG link utterance
clausenucspeech-composite s direct
sentence , . ,sequential
1 ...who come to visit you at home? As for me, even if I were ill 
for a whole year, you wouldn't greet me. You don't know my house." 
The river said to him, 'You would like a visit from me?1
T-^ xt B continued lines 13-14 296
h e -s a id
b-he
VG
yes 
[iye-ej///
he-p u t day he-gave-him  
o-ke e-wu o-naij-e /
response VG NP
u tte ra n c e  clause
VG
clause
h e -s a id
b-b£ 13
VG
clause nucspeech-comp- 
osites  d ir e c t
ca s: sa-snsst s* as zxai ta eat-«a n  e n  a
clause
r -5 S ? s * *= !s s *J
clausecomplexs b e n e fa c tiv e -  speech-comp-
expansion
clause nuc
osites  d ir e c t  
— *
complexs s e r ia l-e x p a n s io n
sentenceseq u e n tia l sentence seq u en tia l
body
£ - fo r
t
NP°
-1 nuc clause
s en t  enc e^Q a- ^ e 
u tte ra n c e
>—      .....
> -----
day so-and-so  
[e-w u mxnsa mrnsa /
NPtem poral
prepare
do
VG.imper^
a t  ive
I-come
/ / /  r,-kwdmd ] / / /  14
VG
, nuc clause
sentencesequentia l
•'He s a id , rYes.  1 He f ix e d  a day w ith  him and s a id , ! 0n such and 
such a day get read y . I  am com ing .*
Text B continued lines 15-1'7
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it-
reached to day that sun he-prepared body he-swept place
o-turn ha e-wd1 n-d-o / e-wu-cen e-do i-for / e-tdsp l-byi 15
VG Npa/ NPS
clause
VG NP VG NP
clause
. preliminary ilausei,temporal clause
nuc
complex;serial-expansion
sentencesequential
he-
completely prepared house of-him plenty it-good he-said
mapyir / e-do 6-$6sm kw-s mas / o-j£b / b-be 16
aadverb VG NP aadverb VG
clause
clause
clause
complexs result-extension
VG
clausespeech-
>
he-
friend of-me comes here river he-about-to-go 
[6-yod£^6b kw-as-m o-kwd ma]/// b-rasqa mdn’-6-ta 5-ta-5 / 17 .
NPf VG. ..relmit NP'
£
TCfutures immin-^ ent
clausenuc clause
nuc
sentenceinitiative
'futures 
sentence
*
I
*
sequential
utterance
^ s= =  s= a  a s s s s s  »  =: =  cs = :
composites direct
sentencecomplexs tense-sequential
"When that day came the sun got ready, he swept the place completely 
and tidied his house until it was all in order saying, *My friend 
is coming,1 As the river was about to leave,.,.
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Text B continued lines 18-20
he-
gathered streams all in world he-added to him he-took
b-obro p-keka1 mdpy£r ma l’-yd-gbfn / b-tara hi* k-e / b-tima 18
VG NP
clause
VG rel NPa
clause
VG
clause
clause
clausenuccomplex;serial-expansion 
sentencesequential
he-
he-came visit to friend to house friend stayed there
6-yin e-kiken ka 6-yodik6fef ka o-sosm /// o-yod£lj:6fe o-n£pd ha 19
VG NP° rel upa/loeativediffuse NP‘ VG
clause
>5 S»B38SS = = asssssasssassssasss s s =
complex;accompaniment-expansion
clausenuc
rel
>==
>-
sentence ggquential
20
plenty he-heard song there which streams those it-adds he river 
mas III n-6-feds p e-mbq sd c ij-kefka* n-j-o 5-tara k-e o-ra;pa
advert8, V%tatie HP0 rel
■see example 322 p.259‘
clausenuc
sentence
V..he gathered all the streams of the world and joined them with 
himself and brought them to visit his friend at his house. His 
friend waited there. Then he heard the song which those streams 
and the river himself.,.
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~^ Text B -continued lines 21-23
they-were-singing that SONG sun he-said ha
m-d-d a-kbsn b£ [SONG] /// e-wu-cen e-bd [hds / 21
exclamation
NPS VG utterance
~Z nUG ^
c useSpeQ(j]:1«colnposite!direct
 — — _     — — — >
sentencegequential
22
friend of me he-comes here he-came he-came-stood at doorrway 
o-yod£k:6fe kw-as-m o-kwd ma]/// e-yin / e-kwu e'~bl ha Si§i6smrms a///
NPS VG rel VG VG rel Npa/l°°ative
nuc clause clause
clausej^itiative/neutral ___________
sentence. ... , . clause11110 n . ninitiative complex; senal-expansion
sentence .. .sequential
at
at-once that he-will-come-stand door-way he-will-come-turn
y£na y£na kwd T m-6-kwu o-be ha e'-sosm-msa / m-5-kwu 6-fedke 23
contrast n'' '+_. w  ------------
temporal r-m VGfutm?e rel NP ^future
clause clause
clausenuccomplex;serial-expansion/future
sentence , . .sequential
S0n e^nO0complexs tense-sequential; future/perfect ^
"...were singing thus, SONG. The sun said, 'Ha, my friend is coming.' 
He went to stand at the doorway. As soon as he came to the doorway, 
before he could turn...
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Text B continued lines 24-26 
back
he-has-
entered
n-ns am
to back-of-house river  here he-surrounds
ka £-p&-nsdm / o-rasrta £-6-r|W-a ma / o-b&sfea 24
UP' r e l  NPa/ lo c a t iv e  UPS VG rel
•gs-%3 ss te .ssc»  oq •
clausenuc'perfect 
sentence
VG 
— = —
clause
clausenuccomplex? 
sentence
back-of he-
house: completely he-adds streams of-him says wow he-jumps
6!-pa-ns^mf m&pylr o-tara ?i-kek£* s-e /// o-be [wo]/o-gbe 25
NP° adverba VG HP0 e x o l-
amation
clause
VG utter- ,rr, — — - ■ » ■■ — . . . —  —  - 1 ■■■       ■ - — — —  V  \jance
clause clause
>-
I nuc clause ,complex!serial-
expansion
sentence " " ^sequential
jump he-went to him to bed he-sat seat river
6-kwiird / o-sepa si* k-£ 1 ka I'-bin /o-n£rja e-wor/// o-ra; ga 26
IIP0 VG r e l  ^ d i f f u s e  VG NP°  KpS
clause clause clause
clausenUG 1 . clause^UCcomplex!serial-expansion complex:
"..back behind the house, the river had entered there, surrounding 
the back of the house completely along with his streams. He said,
’WowJ1 and jumped onto his bed and sat down. The river...
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Text B continued lines 27-2p)
he- 27
enter completely plenty he-climbed on beam sun he-ran
o-ijwa m£py£r m&tetemds / o-d o-vurd sa ri*-c£ca/// e-wu-cen e-r5b
VG adverb0, adverb3, VG rel NPa HPS VG
^ ■ i B B B O S B U a s B a a i s s s a a K a s s e M H  s= ss s= = : 2= =  == =  rs  = ; =  51 =2 =  52 =  =  = : := :=  =s — :
clause clause
serial-expansion nuc* clause
>
complex!
sentence J, _sequential
2$
he-is-on on roof at-once river he-has-entered all
b-nana sa i’-pufeasq /// y£na y£na ha 6-raspa k-6-rjw-b mapy£r
"VG rel ^p^T^ocative temporal UPS VG adverba
clause
serial-expansion -------------- ---— ------------>, nuc clause , 1 1complex! result
>
sentence , . „sequential
plenty he-covered houses 
matltemdsi / b-b5ro £-s6sm!
aadverb VG
clause
UP
>
29
completely sun he-ran he-climbed 
mdpy£r /// e-wu-cen e-r6b e-d e-vdrd
adverba .sUP'
clause
VG VG
clause
clausenuccomplexs serial-exp­
ansion
sentencesequential
"...entered everywhere in abundance and climbed up to the beam. 
The sun ran off and got on to the roof. In no ti&e the river had 
come in everywhere until he completely covered the houses. The 
sun ran off and climbed;.#.
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Text B continued lines 30-32
to tree-top which it-high very at once river he-entered
sa e’-ci-so c e-goro* km*dasm /// yina y£na ha 6-rasr,a b-qwa
rel KPa/locatil'e temporal NPS VG
~ : = : s ; s = ; = = is s := := : = : = = = := : = s : := := : i= : r i= : ; = = = = = = ; = ^ .
clause
  >
) 1 1 1 — ■ -------------- n nucf clause . -1complexs serial-expans-
ion
   * >sentence ,. _sequential
all he-covers tree-tops all it-comes there sun
mapy£r 51-boro af-of-so mapy£r /// o-f6na' ha / e-wb-cen-<5 / 31
H-v
3}'
adverb3, VG NP° adverb3, VG rel m?s/foous J
 = s_ „    ____________ __________
~ clause ~ ~7 " ~ ^
>     _
clause clause
nucclause icomplexs
"r™"1' ' sentence , . n ^sequential
32
he-looked-
he-ran he-climbed to sky river he-stood here up-at-him
e-rob / e-viird sa af-rbq-kpakpa ///b-rasqa o-be md / b-yai rj-e
VG VG rel ]jpa/looative yG rel y(J
clause clause clause
 — .—  -------------------^
\  , 1 nuc
serial-expansion c±ausGconplex;sorial-expan-
sion
=  ss t s  ss ss ssss  s ± f lf rs s « a «  ta  £ im  »  *  a  m — mcss srS= x  as jp *
v sentence , . n> 1               sequential ^
sentencecompje;x;. pdarity- 
"...onto a very high tree-top. At once the river came in contrast 
everywhere and completely covered the tree tops. And so, the sun, 
he ran off and climbed up to the sky. The river stood there 
looking up at him....
Text B continued lines 55 and 54 505
he-
on high again there he-didn*t-reach snapped finger he-gave-hira 
sa £’~rSi] / o-d5k sa k-o-pyir£* /// o-ta £-nosna 6!-n£q~£///55
rel NPa 
>--------------
>-
aadverb rel VGneg/ past
nuc
'negativeclause 
sentence
VG KF 
clause
VG
clause
clausenuccomplexsbenefactive- 
expansion
sentencesequential
he-said surely you-said that you-want 
o-b£ / [&ba a-bene b£ a-roro 
conjunction VG
visit of me?
£-kfken c-as-m /// 
_  —
i ■ n u c  
c  a u s e j_n ^ ^ :|_a -f: i v e
54
VG link sentence. . , .initiative
clausenucspeech-composite s indirect/ initiative
VG
sentence.initiative
utterance
clausen u c
Direct speech quotation 
continues to the end of 
line 56.
speech-composites direct
sentence
/
sequential
"...in the sky but he didn’t reach there too. He snapped his 
fingers at him. He said, ’Surely you said you wanted a visit 
from me?
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Text B continued lines 35 and 36
today obligation you~be here you-see visitor
menda wdra a-nfq ma £!-se 6-kiken-noq ] /// 35
temporal temp- VG rel VG NP
oral-par- 
ticle
clause clause
clausenuccomplexs serial-expansion/initiative
sentence. . .. , .
initiative
let-me-grow quickly may-I-come I-tell small-friends stories
m-berj efedx £-bdr fj-kwu £-ta a-yo(k)-va~va 5-^ e /// 36
See text A line 12,
Today you ought to be here to see your visitor.* Let me 
grow quickly and come to tell my small friends stories,"
Text C
Address Reply tortoise it-is he-is there he-tilled
matd /// etend /// £-kwor w-o o'-nii} ha /// o-tdb 1
farm all all plenty farm it-finish farm that 2
6-won6* m£pyir mdpyfr m^ tetsmds / o-wono 6T-^& /// k-6-w£>n5f q-w-o
he-had-tilled-finished, he-took he-sold to-elephant
6 !-t-&fe-&f-kp6 / o-t6ka 6-kpe o-nl /// 3
"Listen," "We!re listening'!"There was once a tortoise* He tilled 
a farm, he kept on and on tilling until the farm was finished.
When he had finished tilling the farm, he sold it to an elephant.
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Text C continued lines 4-12'
he-sold to-elephant then, elephant he-said-to-him that
6-kpe o-nl ha-o / o-ni b-ben-e be / 4
you as you yott-do thus, as farm this it-will-be here, you
[k-b c^f k-o £'-$£* m£nsa///c 6-wo'n6 rj-w~a m-o-nfiib ma / k-b 5
you-will-come-pluck things those he-said huh who it-is
m-a-d? d-kwu a-pe, e’-kpo m-by-o]/// b-b£ [ od / a-nl w-o 6
he-sells person farm, he~again he-come-pluck things
6-d b-kpe b-nbr, b-tron6' / o-blra o-kwu 5*-pa b'-kpo 7
on him on farm? elephant he-said ah he-bought farm that
fix' k-£' ka o-w6'n6-5] /// o-ni b-b£ / [aaj / o-dbb 6-wono1 ij-w-6///
8
so it-rested there it-was there he-will-go he-will-reach
so / o-nfrjd na /// 6-n£r( hb-o / m-o-fonb' / m-6-d 8-pylre /
9
tortoise things he-has-plucked all he-got-up he-went divination
£~kwbr k-e-kpo b-p-bl mbpy£r /// o-b£na 6-yln e-bSsk ///
10
he-went divination there, diviner he-told-him that
6-y£ns e-bosk na-o / b-bosria-n5ij o-tek-e b£ / 11
go carve stick all, you-take gum you-apply there like 
[sbsij1 gwa e*-c£ mbpy£r / a-t6ka 5-rask a-be ha mdc 12
"When he sold it to the elephant, the elephant said 5o him, "You, 
this is what you are doing. As this farm is here, you will come 
and harvest those things,' He said, 'Huh, who would sell someone a 
farm and then come and pick the things from his farm? * The elephant 
said, 'Ah', and bought the farm. So, the matter rested like that.
As it rested thus, (the elephant) went there and found that the 
tortoise had already picked everything. He went off to consult 
divination. When he went to consult divination, the diviner told 
him, Go and carve a stick, take gum and apply it like,.,.
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Text C continued lines 15-20
there
human-being* elephant he-returned divination that he-returned 
6-y6lc'-6-nor, ]/// o-fti o-kwuna e-bosk n-d-6 /// 6-kwriln ha-6 /
15
he-went-did thus all he-did thus all, tortoise he-went
o-d o-si mlma* m6,py£r /// o-s£* m£ns£f m&py£r-o / 6-kwor o?-f6n£
14
in evening that he-will-go he-asked you who it-is you-stand
ha e'-soskd n-d-c /// m-o-fona / o-d b-b£b [k-o aT-h£! w-o £f-b6'
15
he-
there he-silent as silent there he-got-up he-struck-him hand
fia,J/// o-myl mac o'-myx' na /// o-bind,' / o-d b-tem-6* o-bosk /
16
he-said leave-me hand if-future I-hit-you left-hand my 
b-be [ te-m 6^-bosk /// 6-sa ii-saij-o 6-b£r-5-b5sk kw-af-m* 17
plunk you-will-die tortoise he-also he-struck-him hand
b£ kpo / m-d-pe o'-pe j /// e-kwbr-o/ o-blra o-bfn'-^* o-bosk /
i 18
left-hand that it-stayed hands those two they-stayed he-said
o-bir-S-bosk rj-w-o o'-kpbija' / m-b6slc n-j-o ifi-fa l-kpdrj^ 1/// b-b£
19
leave-me hand if-I-hit-you leg you-will-die he-kicked-him leg
[te-m 6*-bosk-6 /// m-f-o o-bo / m-a-pe 6'-p6-o]/// b-£-e o-bb /
20
"...a human being.1 The elephant came back from the divination. 
When he came back from the divination he did all this. When he 
had done all this, the tortoise went out that evening. As he was 
about to go he asked, 'Who are you standing there?1 It was silent 
as can be. He got up and beat him with his handr He said,
'Let go of me. If I strike you with my left hand plunk, you will 
die.* The tortoise, he struck him again and his left hand stuck, 
both his hands stuck. He said, 'Let go of me. If I kick you, 
you will die.1 He kicked him,..
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Text C continued lines 21-28
leg it-stuck he-said leave-me hand if-future I-also I-hit-you 
o-teo b-raske /// b-b£ [te-m 5k,-b5;k~o /// ^-sa m-blr m1—f-o 21
leg other you-will-die he-also he-hit-him leg other
o—feb rj-w-6-ka / m-ct-pe 6'-pe-o j /// o-blra b-f-s o-feb ii-w-6-ka /
22
leg other it-also it-stuck day it-dawned there elephant
o-bo lj-w-o-sa o-blra b-raskb /// b-wu e~s6fe fia-<? / b-fti 23
he-met tortoise there he-said haa friend tortoise 
o-keba e-kwbr .ha / b-b£ [ h& / £~yi £-kwbr. / 24
me you-have-surprised you past you-sold-me farm this
k-&smf a-f-a-^ /// k-b wendo a'-lcpe-m' 6-won6' q-w-a ///
25
now you-again you-turn you-come-pluck things behind behind
ma n-a-bfr a-d a-b£k£ / a-kwu &'-pa e'-kpo ka £-nsdm £-m&m /
26
me you-won't-tell unfortunately you you-are-bad character thus
k-asm m-a-tbk /// s&r, k-o a-pylb e-m&sn£ mln:&-o]///
27
let-me-grow quickly I-come I-tell small-friends stories
£-bar sfear £fear fj-kwu n-ta £-yo(k)-va-va £-§e /// 28
they- they-do-
that's all place where chiefs swing slaves not-swing
dedekw6k-e / 1-byl s a-vasr &-yb*n6' / a-blra k-£-ybsnbf ///
".♦the leg stuck. He said, 'Let go of me. If I kick you with the 
other leg too, you will die.' He kicked him with the other leg, 
the other leg stuck too. When day dawned, the elephant found 
the tortoise there. He said, 'Haa, friend tortoise, you surprise 
me. Some time ago you sold me this farm. Wow you turn round again 
and come and pick the things behind my back without telling me.
It is a pity you are such an evil character,' ' Hay I grow quickly 
and come to tell my small friends stories. That's all* The place 
which chiefs frequent, slaves do not frequent."
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Text D lines 1-8
Address Reply Once blind-man one he-is
mata /// etena III wa / o-kpa-l-cen-nor, w~b,ne b-n£r|-e /
who he-used-beg thing before he-ate he-was-called
kw 6-d o-pyem b-fbsk p£rc£ n-o-oi-e /// o-kpena b£
if-you-do evil, you-do you-give body of-you if-you-do good
[a’-§i e-py£'fe&* / a-^ i £’-naij f-fbr -^o / a-^ i /
you-do you-give body of-you now day every he-travelled 
£-ai a1 -nai] £-£or $-6]/// m£-o / e-wu kpenai]kpen/o-seqa
to people to house-door he-begged food
ha si'-nb^ * ka n-s6: m ’-ms a / o-pyem 6-ci-d-toslc /// 5
song of him all he-used-to-sing thus that if-you-do evil 
b-mbrj c-£f mapyfr / 5-d 6-kbsn mfma' b£ [£-si £-py£’fe&' / 6
you-do you-give self of-you if-you-do good you-do you-give
d-fi a’-n&p £-£br s-6 / df-fi e-ji'bd* / d-^ i df-ndp 7
body of-you it-reaohed to day one he-went-begged
£-for §-6 ] /// o-tdm* ka d-wd* d-ane / o-d o-pyem
"Listeni” ,f¥efre listening.” "Once there was a blind man who 
used to beg things to eat. He was called, ’If you do evil, you 
do it to yourself, but if you do good, you do it to yourself.1
Now, each day he went from door to door begging for food, The 
song he used to sing was always, ’If you do evil, you do it to 
yourself, if you do good, you do it to yourself.1 On a certain 
day he went and begged....
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Text D continued lines 9-16
father one food whom he-used-formerly he-beg unfortunately
w-ane o-oi-d-Josk / kw o-d o-klken o-pyem /// sdi] 9
father that: snake he-had-caught in bush he-tied in parcel
^tata n-w-o / k-£-jbsk b-d b-b5lc-d sa e’-gbd / b-d&fe ka i’-kwd* 
f * 10
all blind-man that he-came-reached he-took snake
mdpy£r/// b-kpa-i-cen-nbi] rrw~o 5-kwu o’-pyfre /b-toka £-jbsk 11
he-put-to-him in pocket he-said therefore if-he-will-put 
o-yfk-e ha e'-kpa / b-b£ [ infa / e'-m-b^d 6-nbsma 12
hand in pocket that he-should-take food snake that
b'-bosk ha e'-kpa’ b£ / 6-t6lca 6-ci~a-tSsk / 1-^bsk n-j-o 15
it-would-bite-him he-would-die to-him snake that he-had-put 
£-gask-e / 6-pe /// £-s ' i-jbsk n-j-o 6'-y£k-d'-^ o /
14
blind-man that hand in him in pocket he-didn’t-put
o-kpa-x-cen-nbr, p-w-o / b-b6ik hi’ k-£f ka £-kpd’ k-o'-nbsm' / / / 1 5
he-was-about-to-go children of father that, people two
mdn1-6-ban olfeana / i-va p d’tata p-w-o / a-nbij a-fa / 16
",,.food from a certain father whom he had begged from before. 
Unfortunately that father had caught a snake in the bush and tied 
it up in a parcel. When the blind man came there, he took that 
snake and put it in his pocket saying, TIf he puts his hand in 
his pocket to take the food, the snake will bite him and he will 
therefore die.’ After he had put the snake in his pocket, the 
blind man didn't put his hand in his pocket. As he was about to 
go, the two children of that father,...
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Text I) continued lines 17-24
they-met on path who they-return school
m-a-tema sa e'-den / pd m-d-icwun /j-pwer /// 17
hunger them it-had-caught they-saw person that there
o-kwo kd'-b£' o-kasm-d® /// m-a~se 5-nbp ij-w-6 hd-o / 18
he-said friend, somethimes person that he-comes from father
b-be [ d-yl / nnbsi 5-nor, p-w-o o-f6n sa a'-te 19
of-us from house there that he-used-to-beg food
kw-am£na ka 5-sbsm /// sd* kw o-d o-pyem 5-ci-d-t‘6sk-e ///
20
if-we-will-put hand in in him in pocket surely us he-won't-see 
£®-m-6-d 5-nbsma 5*-b6sk hi® k-£1 ka b-kpd / ifiba mind m-o-sb]/^/
friend he-said let!s-go then they-reached to place 
o-yok b-bd [ m-o-fond ke ] /// m-a-d a-pyire sa ^'-byi1 22
where blind-man that he-is first-person that
§s o-kpa-£-cen-nbp p-w-o 6®-n£p' / 6-ci-b-den-n5p' p~w-6 / 23
he-put-in hand snake that it-bit-him he-shouted voice
b-n5sma 5'-bosk / 1-jbsk n-j-o £-ga;k-e /// o-bok e-rabp [aiaiaiai]
24
" * .  * met him on the path as they were re tu rn in g  from school*
They were hungry* When th ey  saw th a t  person th e re , one s a id , 
'F r ie n d , sometimes th a t  person comes from our fa th e r 's  house* 
T h a t's  where he begs food from . I f  we were to  pu t a hand in  h is  
pocket he s u re ly  w o u ld n 't see u s . 1 The o th er s a id , 'Come on 
t h e n ,* When they  reached the p lace where the b lin d  man was, 
the e ld e s t put in  h is  hand, the snake b i t  him* He shouted, 
'A i a i a i a i , '
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Text D continued lines 25-35
he-fell friend he-said friend that you-do foolishness thus
o-$o /II o-yok b-b£ [ a-yl / k-b c a’-si o-lokS mfnsd ///25
hunger it-catches-us catches you-do foolishness
b-kwo b-^asma-mina 6f-k&sm& / a-d a-si 6-l6k6 ] /// 26
friend he-also he-put-in he-also he-yelled he-fell
o-yok o-blra b-d b-n6sm& / o-blra b-gbma [aiiaiaiai] / o-tb ///
27
it-comes thus / they people two they-died death that
o-f6na na / be a-nbi} b-fa m-df-p6 /// o-bo rj-w-6 28
which be fo re  fa th e r  h e -s a id  th a t  h e -w o u ld -k i l l  b lind-m an th a t
kw£ wura o’-te 6-ben* b£ / [6-fo 6-kpa-l-cen-nbrj q~w-o]/
29
children of-him people two they they-instead they-djue
1-va p-£ a-nbij a-£a b£! n-n-d-t6r a~p6 /// 30
h e-sh o u ld -
that it-is it-is i.t-is-not-good that person think evil 
ha* w-o o-§i-e / k-6*-j£b£’ b£ /[ b-nbi] 6-offec: o-py£*fea 31
h e - is -w ith  person le t-m e-g ro w  q u ic k ly  I-come I - t e l l  
S'^matna 6-nbjj ] / / /  £-b6q £fear 6bar fj-kwu £ - f a  32
s m a l1 -fr ie n d s  s to r ie s  th a t 's  a l l
& -y o (k )-v a -v a  a-$b / / /  dedekwok-e 33
"He f e l l .  H is f r ie n d  s a id , ’F r ie n d , how fo o l is h ly  you are a c tin g  
We are v e ry  hungry and you fo o l a ro u n d ,1 He a ls o  put in  h is
hand, he a lso  c r ie d  ou t, ’Aiaiaiai* and f e l l .  And so, these  
two people d ie d . The death  which the fa th e r  had planned to  k i l l  
the b lin d  man, h is  own two c h ild re n  d ied  in s te a d . That is  why 
i t  is  no t good th a t  anyone should p lo t  e v i l  a g a in s t a n o th e r.
May I  grow q u ic k ly  and come to  t e l l  my sm all f r ie n d s  s to r ie s .
T h a t ’ s a l l . ”
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ABBREVIATIONS
514
a adjunct NPa nominal phrase in adjunct relation
acc accompaniment 
aux auxiliary 
hen benefactive
c complement NP° nominal phrase in complement relation
conj conjunction
dem demonstrative
d-r down ranked
e-p emphatic particle
gl goal
NP nominal phrase
nuc nucleus
pfx prefix
P-phrase phonological phrase 
P-sentence phonological sentence 
rec recipient
rel relator
res resultative
r-m relative marker
s subject NP nominal phrase in subject relation
sub subordinate
eut-*link subordinating: link
temp temporal NP^em^ nominal phrase in temporal relation
voc vocative NPV0° nominal phrase in vocative relation
VG verbal group
